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consistent set of reaction rate constants. Doing so leads to an understanding
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of that chemistry, of predictive value to describe the combustion under condi-

tions difficult to probe experimentally. This report describes the

development of LIF techniques, their applications to flames and

laser/pyrolysis (12) kinetics experiments, and rate constant estimation

studies for detailed combustion chemistry modeling. The systems studied were

those of hydrocarbons burning in nitrous oxide. These contain some of the

chemical networks, individual reactions, and intermediate species present in

the gas-phase combustion of nitramine propellants such as HMX and RDX.

Described are experiments investigating the spectroscopy of the trtomic

free radical NCO in flames, and spectra and collisional quenching of NCN in a

low-pressure flow system. Transition probability measurements were made on

the CH free radical in flames. Also developed was a method of multiple

species detection, using a single tunable laser wavelength to measure

simultaneously as many as four free radicals having overlapping absorption

lines but spectrally resolvable fluorescence. State-specific fine structure

transfer and quenching in 3p4D nitrogen atoms was investigated. Rate constant

formulations for unimolecular and bimolecular chemical reactions were

established, and the technique of laser pyrolysis/laser fluorescence was

developed for application to controlled combustion chemical networks.

This report consists of a background description of nitramine combustion

chemistry and the pertinence of free radical measurements, followed by a brief

description of results in each research area. Further details can be found in

the ten corresponding publications reproduced as part of the report.
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I INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the detailed chemistry that occurs in a combustion process

can be useful in several ways in understanding and thus controlling the system

that includes that combustion. The first are those aspects in which the

chemical kinetics itself dominates (e.g., ignition processes in many cases). ,-

Secondly, the effects of additives or modifiers can be understood and

ultimately tailored for beneficial purposes. The third is establishing the

relationship between some observable that is readily measured in a complex J"1%

system (such as the emission of light in a particular spectral region) to the

behavior and progress of the overall process.

To understand such details of the combustion chemistry at a microscopic

level, it is necessary to measure and relate to one another the concentrations

of the free radical intermediates that are formed and converted during the

course of those chemical reactions. This information can be used

quantitatively, by comparing with the results of a computer model of the

reaction network, or qualitatively, to draw insight into the mechanism from an %'

examination of the relative rates of appearance and disappearance of key ."

intermediate species.

During the past six years, we have performed research, under Army 5.5.

Research Office support, on intermediate species and chemical reactions e

expected to be found in the gas phase chemistry of the combustion of

nitramines. This comprises two closely related parts: the development and "

use of the method of laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) detection of reaction

intermediates, and the formulation of chemical models and rate constant

estimation techniques for the reaction networks involved. Particular focus

has been given to flames of hydrocarbons and formaldehyde burning in oxides of

nitrogen.A

Several important findings have resulted from this research. A key early

finding was the first observation of NH radicals in CH4/N20 flames, raising

significant questions (not yet answered) about their role in the chemistry of

flames in oxides of nitrogen. Quantitative experiments were refined, using .. 
% '* %. % %
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absorption measurements in atmospheric pressure burners at the Ballistic

Resea.h Laboratory (BRL), where copious quantities of NCO, CN, and NH

radicals were found. Part of the SRI research consisted of spectroscopic _

studies of NCO, NH2, and CH in flames, including a successful search for

wavelengths at which 2, 3 or 4 radicals could be detected simultaneously, a

technique that could prove very useful in probes of actual propellant

flames. Collisions of radicals, including the important OH molecule, have

been studied for the purpose of establishing quantitative LIF measurements, at

the same time yielding new insights into the dynamics of molecular

collisions. Two-photon LIF detection of the oxygen and nitrogen atoms was

first accomplished on this project, and has led to flame detection experiments

in many laboratories including a series of experiments at BRL. Reaction rate

constants needed in the modeling of combustion chemistry have been formulated ", .4 f.

and codified within a reliable theoretical framework. In particular, these

studies have now resulted in the proper incorporation, into flame models, of

the combined temperature and pressure dependence of reactions proceeding

through bound intermediates.

In the following Background section, we describe some aspects of

nitramine chemistry, indicating the potential importance of some of the r 0

reactions and species to be studied, together with some comments on how these ." -" . -

laser probes and chemical models might be used to infer some understanding

about the experimentally difficult problem of actual nitramine combustion.

Next, we detail the progress made during the last three years of this project,

that covered by the contract DAAG-29-84-K-0092.

1* %
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II BACKGROUND: NITRAMINE COMBUSTION CHEMISTRY

The class of propellants known as nitramines (cyclic nitroorganic

compounds, in particular HMX and RDX) possesses several desirable qualities,

such as high energy release coupled with low vulnerability. However, they

also have disadvantages, including low burn rates and marked breaks in the " '

slopes of curves of the burn rate versus pressure. Ideally, modifiers could J.

be added to ameliorate these undesirable characteristics without degrading the

positive attributes.

The selection of possible modifications is very difficult, for the

mechanisms by which the propellants ignite and burn is not well understood.

The global chemical approaches useful to describe overall combustion in

rvpical ballistic models are not helpful for detailed chemical kinetic and

mechanistic questions. Part of the experimental problem is the high pressure %

and hostile environment under which actual propellants burn, making detailed

experiments extremely difficult. For example, the distance scales involved

pose special problems. The fizz (or flame) zone near the propellant surfaceC

is thought to be some tens of micrometers thick at the lowest pressures at

which the propellants burn. Although this is in principle amenable to

measurement by high resolution laser methods, the surface irregularities are

larger than the flame thickness, in effect rendering undefinable the_-,

appropriate length scales. Consequently, information on propellant ignition 01

and combustion mechanisms at a fundamental, molecular level must come from a

variety of separate sources not entailing the direct burning of propellants

under conditions found in guns.
Z . .

Many experiments on actual propellants are of course, most valuable;

these include final or intermediate stable product determinations by gas

chromatography or molecular beam mass spectrometric sampling. In flames at

lower pressure, reactive intermediates have been detected. Fitting such

observations into a detailed chemical description of the gas-phase propellant

combustion requires separate experiments to develop and validate the flame

chemistry itself; such experiments are the subject of this proposal.
- %

"10 % %
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The gas-phase part of nitramine flames forms an important part of the

propellant combustion. Simple chemical considerations show that the majority

of the heat release occurs in the gas phase. It is this energy, fed back to

the surface, that controls the initial vaporization and decomposition

processes that take place in the condensed phase, on the solid (liquid)

surface, or immediately below it.

Gas-phase processes are probably crucial in the ignition of the

propellant, particularly when convective heating is involved. At BRL, the ,' '

ignition of RDX was studied in a flow of hot nitrogen. 1 The results showed

that ignition occurred in the gaseous wake, probably from reactants that

formed from pyrolysis of gaseous species evolved from the solid. The flame

then propagated back to the surface. In convective flow experiments at much

higher temperature, ignition was also found to occur in the gas phase.2 LIF

imaging was used very recently to study ignition following laser heating of

solid HMX at the Naval Weapons Center. 3 Radical species such as NH and CN

were first created in the gas phase well above the solid, and then "snapped .

back" to the solid surface, continuing the flame. ,

What are the constituents of these gas-phase flames? Although many

experiments have been performed on the thermal decomposition of nitramines,

the results using different measurement techniques and under different '"r

conditions are often in disagreement. Schroeder4 has reviewed the literature %

in this area and concludes that the point(s) of bond cleavage in the cyclic

compounds are not known. Various decomposition products have been found.

Early molecular beam mass spectrometric sampling methods5'6 indicated

considerable quantities of CH20 and N20 present in decomposition. Infrared I P

measurements1 '7 were performed at BRL, in the wake of convectively heated but

unignited RDX; these showed NO2 , N20, HCN and some CO2 (CH20 was not "

detectable in this experiment). Results from LCWSL 8 obtained using coherent

anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) in the dark zone of an atmospheric

pressure flame of RDX are in partial conflict with those findings. In the

flame, CO, CO2 , H2 and HCN were found near the surface and CH4, CH20 and NO

were observed in minor quantity. Neither NO2 nor N20 were observed.

(However, as pointed out by Parr,9 later unsuccessful attempts to measure NO2  , . '

in static cells indicate this is very difficult.) Early HMX pyrolysis

experiments I0 in the Department of Chemical Kinetics at SRI showed that the

z, '.d~~' .F.,,t'_-..'
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molecular elimination of HONO was a major pathway. Recent experiments from

this group on dimethyl nitramine using an improved apparatus indicate that 'N'

the nitroso compound is a major product, but formed very rapidly through__

secondary reactions.

In view of this array of results, it is impossible to select a single

particular system that will fully mimic gas-phase ignition and combustion of %,

nitramines. Clearly4 'I I a variety of pathways are present in the modes of

decomposition, and these are likely to vary in importance with pressure and

temperature. A sound description of the fundamental chemistry, validated by ,

measurements of key intermediate species, is needed to sort out the actual

situation(s) under the experimentally untractable conditions where propellants n'

burn. In this regard, it is important to try to examine species and hypothetical .. is.

mechanisms which differ upon different modes of breakup of the nitramine.

We have chosen to examine the chemistry and intermediate reactive species

found in flames of hydrocarbons and mixed H-C-N-O compounds, burning in oxides

of nitrogen. Flames of CH4/N20 and CH20/N20 contain pertinent and

representative species and chemical sequences; the most experimentally %

tractable flames in this class, they have been the subject of study in the -A "AM

first six years of this project. CH4N20 flames have also been studied at BRL

and LCWSL using CARS, Raman scattering, and LIF.

Interesting questions posed by other flames studies can be addressed.

Flames of CH4/02/N02 have been studied recently at the University of Colorado,
1 2

showing many the same species (OH, NH, CN, CH and C2) found in the N20-based

flames studied at SRI and the Army laboratories. A two-stage flame was clearly

established, and it was suggested that this was due respectively to oxidation by % 1

02 and later NO2 . Many of these same reactive species were found in emission

(together with OH and CN using LIF) in flames of HMX burning at high pressure, in

studies at the Air Force Astronautics Laboratory.13 Two formulations of HMX were

used, differing only by the amount of and type of binder. One had no dark zone;

the other had a dark zone plus a much more extended reaction zone (as

distinguished by CN LIF signals). Clearly, small variations in the formulation

chemistry can have large effects on the mode of combustion. For a proper %

description, that chemistry will also have to be considered; with a large array

of possible formulations, it is essential to have a sound, validated, fundamental

understanding of the chemical mechanism involved. .

*~ ,% - .% %
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III RESULTS

The research during the six-year overall duration of this project has

been concerned with species detection and chemical reaction rates and

mechanisms in flames of CH4/N 0 and CH O/N2 O. In this section we describe the

progress and findings thus far. A short synopsis of the work performed in the

first three years (Section A) is followed by a more detailed description of

that in the last three-year period (Sections B, C, and D). Reprints of

articles from 1984 to present are included. -'

A. Results from 1981 to 1984

In early studies 14 of flames of CH2O/N20 at BRL, emissions from the

radicals NH, CN, and NH2 were seen, suggesting breakage of the N-N bond and a ,.'

possible role for these radicals in the chemistry. Therefore, at the onset of

the project, a flame of CH4/N20 was examined for the presence of the NH

molecule in the chemically important ground state.15 Finding it at signifi-

cant levels raised new and interesting questions concerning radical chemistry

in such flames. Subsequently, probes of such flames at BRL1 6 showed not only

NH but also CH, C2, CN and NCO. At SRI, we studied the NCO radical in a

discharge flow system, including spectroscopic and lifetime measurements.
1 7

Oxygen and perhaps nitrogen atoms are also important participants in

flams buningin N18flames burning in N20. A new method of two-photon LIF was developed to

detect these species in flames and plasmas. It has since been used exten-

sively in laboratories around the world, including a series of experiments at

BRL concerned with possible photochemical effects accompanying two-photon

flame diagnostics. 19 *..-:-,

The OH radical is unquestionably the most important reactive molecular -i

species and is therefore the subject of most LIF flame measurements.

Quantitative detection requires knowledge of collisional quenching of the %-No"

electronically excited state. Measurements for several colliders in a laser

pyrolysis system at -1100 K showed for the first time that OH quenching cross ,, .

6 .
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sections decrease with increasing temperature,20 and were the first in a

series of investigations of hydride quenching collisional dynamics in this

laboratory.

Modeling of the isothermal high temperature chemistry of the CH2O/N2 0

system was performed, with special emphasis on understanding the origin of the

NH radical. This remains unsatisfactorily explained in 1987, despite its

observation in many flame systems in our laboratory and elsewhere. In such

combustion chemistry models, it is necessary to have rate constant expressions

valid over a wide range of temperature, including the pressure dependence for

unimolecular decomposition as well as the large number of bimolecular

reactions proceeding through bound intermediates. Parameterization of the

rate constants within the proper theoretical framework has been an important

aspect of this part of the project; during this period the reactions

H2CO - H + HCO and N20 - N2+ 0 were studied.
21

B. Flame Species Spectroscopy

1. NCO and NH2 visible excitation in flames. Both the NCO and NH2 radicals2

are present in significant amounts in flames burning in oxides of nitrogen.

They are of imputed importance in certain aspects of flame chemistry pertinent %

to NOx production. These triatomic radicals, with three vibrations and (in

the cases of NCO) Renner-Teller split states, have a considerably more complex op

laser spectroscopy than the diatomics previously studied. A comprehensive
22survey of the LIF spectrum in a CH4/N20 flame, and the NH2 molecule in

NH3/02 and NH3/N20 flames, all burning rich at one atmosphere, was made. NCO

was excited in both the A2E+ - X2fli and B2 systems the former is .

much more intense and can be more easily made free of strong interfering
2A '

transitions due to diatomics. NH2 was excited in the -A -'.B1 ".1
transition. It was found that use of excitation and fluorescence wavelengths .-d.0

farthest to the red minimize background interferences for this molecule.

23

2. Transition probabilities in CH. An experimental study2 3 was made of

relative intensities of different vibrational bands of the A2A - X2f1 and

B2 r" X21 systems of the CH molecule, using LIF in atmospheric pressure

methane flames. The results were compared with theoretical calculations using

7
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Morse vibrational wavefunctions and a variety of previously computed ab initio

electronic transition moments. This relatively easily detected diatomic is

present in many hydrocarbon and hydrocarbon-fragment flames; although its high

temperature chemistry is not yet well known, it appears to be a good candidate

for LIF probing to follow combustion chemical mechanisms.

3. Spectroscopy of vibrationally excited X2nl NCO. LIF excitation spectra

at 0.3 cm"1 resolution were performed for the A-X system of NCO in an

atmospheric pressure CH4/N20 flame.
2 4 This combination of selectively

detected LIF and a hot flame environment provided high resolution

investigation of many levels inaccessible in conventional spectroscopy.

Spin-orbit splittings, rotational and vibrational constants have been

determined for ten vibrational levels. The results agree well with

theoretical predictions of Renner-Teller interactions, when one takes into

account Fermi resonance to explain variations in the spin-orbit splitting and

rotational constants for four levels with vI - 1.

4. Multiple species flame diagnostics. We undertook a search for tunable

laser wavelengths suitable for the detection of two or more radical species at

the same time.25 Understanding the chemistry of something as complex as

nitramine combustion requires knowledge of the concentration of more than one

reactive molecule. This is difficult in a flame whose burning varies with

time, such as a propellant combusting on a strand burner. Even if two or more

lasers are used in an attempt to simultaneously measure two or more species,

it is very difficult to ensure that the beams will be probing the same volume

in the flame. The concentrations will vary over short distances just as they

will over short periods of time. In a complex, turbulent environment, effects

such as beam steering exacerbate the problem.

By using one laser, however, to excite more than one radical, we can

obtain relative concentrations on a single laser shot, for the exact same

spatial volume within the flame. Such relative concentrations are much more

meaningful indicators of the flame chemistry than ratios taken from

concentrations averaged over many different conditions (i.e., from a series of .

laser shots, each measuring one species at a time). The idea, then, was to

find wavelengths at which two or more radicals could be excited by the laser;

8
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each species would then be distinguished by its fluorescence spectrum, which

would be distinct for each molecule.

Excitation of CH(C2t+), NCO(X2nli), CN(B2e+), OH(A2Z+) and NH(A3li) occurs

in the wavelength region near 315 runm and was studied in flames of CH4/N20.

Many places were found at which pairs of these radicals could be excited. At

one wavelength, 312.2 nm, an overlap among resonant transitions of OH, NH, CH

and CN was found; by tuning the laser here, all four radicals could be

measured simultaneously in space and time.

Several interesting collisional effects were also observed. Following

laser excitation of OH(A2Z+), emission was observed from both NH(A 3li) and

CN(B2Z+), and attributed to a surprisingly efficient collisional energy

transfer from OH(A) to the other radicals. Collisional energy transfer from

the C2t+ state of CH to its A2A and B2Z- states was observed and exploited to

detect CH LIF in a spectral region free from NH, OH and CN interference.

5. Quenching of nitrogen atoms. The quenching of electronically excited

nitrogen atoms was studied in a low pressure discharge flow system.2 6 These

results were designed to provide an understanding of collisional quenching of

the highly excited levels of atoms involved in two-photon LIF. N atoms in the

2p23p 4DO state were prepared in a low pressure discharge flow with two-photon

excitation 18 at 211 nm. Time-resolved fluorescence of the 4D - 4P transition

at 869 nm was used to monitor the upper state population. The radiative

lifetime was determined to be 43 ns, and quenching cross sections were

measured for all five rare gases. There is a surprisingly large variation,

going from <0.5A2 to 95A 2 for He to Xe, respectively. This was interpreted in

terms of a mechanism involving long-range attractive forces and curve-crossing

in the rare gas collider.

6. LIF spectra, lifetimes and quenching of the NCN radical. The NCO radical A.

is now known to be present in large quantity in CH4/N20 flames, and hence may

well be of chemical signficance. The presence of other triatomic radicals

such as NCN in this or other flames could also provide important signals

concerning as yet unknown aspects of the combustion chemistry mechanism. LIF

of NCN has been detected for the first time,27 via the A3fu - X3Zg transition

near 329 nm. It was produced in a flow discharge in He containing a trace of

9 %
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CF4 and N2 . Excitation and fluorescence spectra and radiative lifetimes were

determined for the strong 000-000 band as well as several previously

unobserved, weak off-diagonal bands. (Not all spectroscopic features have

been identified with certainty yet.) Quenching cross sections were obtained

for 13 different colliders, and vary more than a hundredfold, from <0.1A2 for

He and N2 to >50A
2 for NO, Xe and CCd4 . This cannot be correlated with an

attractive forces calculation, which was relatively successful for OH(A
2z+)

quenching.2 0

C. Modeling and Rate Constants for CH4/N20 Flames

A general approach has been developed for addressing the combined

temperature and pressure dependence of hydrocarbon decomposition rate V28
constants.2 8 The procedure involves the calculation of nine parameters, which

can then be easily incorporated into computer combustion models to obtain the

correct rate constants for a wide variety of conditions. This approach was

subsequently extended2 9 to bimolecular reactions that proceed through a bound

intermediate. The theoretical framework was applied to the important

reactions CH3 + CH3 - C2H6 + H, and in particular, to H + N20 - NH + NO or ?.*

OH + N2 , which may help determine the ignition behavior and extent of NO

product in CH4/N20 combustion systems.

More recently, the formulation of rate constants for bimolecular

reactions proceeding through a bound intermediate has been more fully

addressed, by extending our previous RRKM and 9-parameter approach from two

exit channels to a more realistic N-channel computer code. This has been

applied to the reaction of H atoms with N20 noted above.

Computer models of both flames and our laser pyrolysis-LIF experiments

have been assembled and run. These proceed from the Sandia laboratory CHEMKIN

code, which has been implemented on our local computer, and more recently, we

have set up the Sandia flame code PREMIX on the same computer system. Our

approach thus far has been to use the model to examine the chemistry,

comparing with experimental results where available, but not to attempt

quantitative fits to flame (or laser pyrolysis system) profiles until more of

the fundamental chemistry is well established.

10
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Laser pyrolysis techniques: Application to catalysis,

combustion diagnostics, and kinetics

Gregory P. Smith

Department of Chemical Kinetics, Molecular Physics Laboratory
SRI International, Menlo Park, California 94025

Abstract

A pulsed laser pyrolysis method has been developed to study kinetic processes at high
temperatures. A C09 laser is used to irradiate a 100 torr mixture of an infrared absorber
(SF6 ). bath gas (N2J, and reactants. Rapid heating to 700-1400 K occurs, followed by two-
stage coooling. Lnimolecular reactions are studied by competitive kinetics with a known
standard, using mass-spectrometric or gas-chromatographic analysis. Bimolecular processes
are examined using laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). The technique offers great advantages
in reaching reactive temperatures in a fast and time-resolved manner, without the complica-
tions of hot surfaces. It is thus an ideal tool for analyzing and measuring some of the
basic processes occurring in more complicated, real, hot systems. Our recent applications
of the laser pyrolysis method in the areas of catalysis and combustion are summarized here.
Several transition metal-carbonyl bond dissociation energies have been measured, and cataly-
sis by the hot metal particulate products was observed. Since the use of LIF as a flame
diagnotic requires some knowledge of the fluorescence quenching rates at high temperatures,
the laser pyrolysis method was used to measure these rates for the important OH radical.
Its reaction rate with acetylene was also measured, with implications for flame modeling and

ithe mechanism of soot formation. Finally, this method can be used to ignite low concentra-
tions of fuel and oxidant, and then study the time-resolved evolution of the flame chemistry
by LIF and chemiluminescence observations.

Introduction

Most chemical processes are accomplished by the application of heat, whether they
involve synthesis, catalysis, materials processing, or combustion. Applied externally or
internally, this heating is gradual and continuous, and most often involves contact of the
system with hot surfaces. The use of a pulsed laser as a heat source offers several advan-
tages: it is localized and controlled; surfaces may be kept cold to avoid unwanted cata-
lytic complications; rapid heating to a high temperature is possible, permitting the use of
a high energy chemical pathway without losing the reactants to lower . v products during
heating; and the timing of the process is well defined and cont- iser welding and
surgery are practical examples. We have helped develop a new tecaiiqu rapidly heating
gas mixtures up to 1500 K using a pulsed infrared CO laser. Many F j of this method
relating to chemical synthesis production of solids ana generation of C ysts remain to be
explored. Assessments of practical applications are still premature. laser pyrolysis
method has to date proven to be an excellent analytical tool for determits. the chemistry
occurring in more complex systems. In addition to presenting the basic techn.-ue for fur-
ther consideration, several experimental results will be described. These directed basic
research efforts include: a study of organometallic bond energies and the catalytic activ-
ity of the hot aerosol of metallic particulates created by laser pyrolysis; an examination
of fluorescence quenching at high temperatures to permit more quantitative use of laser-
induced fluorescence as a remote analytical diagnostic in varied environments; and the
determination of high temperature reaction pathways and ignition chemistry.

The pulsed laser pyrolysis technique

A full, detailed descript1on of the method, which was first proposed by Shaub and
Bauer, is published elsewhere. This includes the chemical, physical, and computational
diagnostics which have aided and substantiated our understanding of the technique. A sche-
matic of the apparatus is given in Figure 1. A gas mixture at 30-100 torr containing SF6 ,
bath gas M (usually nitrogen), and small amounts of the chosen reactant molecules R flows
through a 1-cm thick cell with KCI windows. The mixture is irradiated bv a uniform 1-cm
diameter portion of a pulsed-CO2 laser beam at 10.6 pm. The SF6 absorbs the infrared radi-
ation, and by energy-transfer collisions with the bath gas, the entire irradiated volume of
gas is heated to a true and elevated temperature in a few microseconds. The temperature
reached depends upon the laser power and the fraction of SF6 (2-10% for our 2 J/cm laser '
and 20-100% for our 1 J/cm laser). A mirror reflects the laser beam back through the same
volume to insure even heating across the thin cell despite 30% total absorbances. Temper-
atures are currently limited to roughly 1500 K by thermal SF6 decomposition, but in theory,
more stable sensitizers should allow hotter operation. Two modes of detection are possible.
Product and reactant concentrations can be sampled from the flow beyond the cell by mass
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spectrometer or gas chronatograph. Real
time optical detection can be accom-
plished through a monochromator with
photomultiplier tube, coupled to a box- B a
car integrator and recorder. This sys-
tem can measure chemiluminescence, or by Shope
adding a dye laser can measure ground
state radical concentrations via laser-
induced fluorescence. A variable time
delay between the CO and dye lasers C t
permits the probing of radical concen-
trations as a function of time. By
scanning the laser through various
lines, rotational level populations of

the ground-state radical, and thus theM
temperature, can be determined. As R
shown in Figure 1, the two lasers and C02 La
monochomator are mutually perpendicular,
providing spatially-resolved detection.

Consideration of the gas dynamics
involved is necessary to understand and
quantify the chemistry occurring under
laser pyrolysis conditions. The ini-
tially heated volume, now at a higher
pressure than the surrounding gas, will
expand against this gas and slightly
compress it. This is accomplished by an Figure 1. Schematic of laser pyrolysis apparatus
expansion wave propagating inward to the
center and then outward again at the local speed of sound. Concurrently, a compression wave
moves outward. Once the expansion is finished, the pressure is equal across the hot and
cool region boundary at roughly its initial value, the )o7 region has cooled typically sev-
eral hundred degrees from T to T' (T'/300 - (T/300) Y), where y is the heat capacity
ratio), and the heated volume has expanded considerably by - T/300. This cooling takes ~
15 4s for our geometry. The above values then stay relatively steady for longer time per-
iods, since further cooling only occurs slowly by thermal conductivity across the interface
between heated and unheated regions (- 1K/s). Meanwhile, the outward-going compression
wave, followed by the expansion wave, produces negligible heating. If allowed to reflect
off the walls of a small and symmetrical cell, however, it can reheat the irradiated region,
and thus complicate the kinetics. High activation energy unimolecular decomposition reac-
tions will occur during the hottest, short, initial time-period before expansion cooling.
Low activation energy bimolecular reactions occur predominantly during the longer steady
temperature period, which is when they will be studied.

Transition metal carbonyl pyrolysis, bond energies, and catalysis

Catalytic reactions are central to many important industrial processes. Transition
metals are usually involved, many times CO is a reactant, and for homogeneous catalysis,
transition metal carbonyl compounds are often used or are intermediates in the mechanism.
To understand and improve these reactions and predict new ones, accurate values of the
strengths of the bonds broken and formed are needed. While very few organometallic bond dis-
sociation energies are available from conventional kinetic methods due to surface decompos-
ition reactions, laser pyrolysis is ideally suited for their measurement. We have recently
measured a the first bond dissociation energy for Fe(CO) 5 , Cr(CO) 6 , Mo(CO)6 , and W(CO) 6.

The essence of the experiment is to add two reactants that will decompose to the gas
mixture, and sample their concentrations beyond the cell by mass spectrometer with the laser
on and off. From the gas flow rate, laser repetition rate, cell volume, and irradiated vol-
ume, one can calculate (and vary) the number of heating pulses a typical molecule receives,
and hence its single-shot reaction rate, kt. One compound will be the unknown, a carbonyl.
The other, our chemical thermometer or standard has known Arrhenius parameters 'k = A
exp(-E/RT)). We used dicyclopentadiene, which decomposes to the monomer by a reverse Diels-
Alder reaction. The slope of a plot of log (kt) for the unknown versus the standard, is
just the ratio of activation energies. Thus the unknown E, which should be close to the
bond energy, can be determined. The pre-exponential A-factor is then calculated from the
relative rates and t - 10 4sec.

The Arrhenius parameters for Cr(CO)6 c.composition were measured relative to dicvclo-
pentadiene, and those for the other carbonyls relative to Cr(CO) 6 . An example of the'data
and results for iron relative to chromium is shown in Figure 2. To determine whether the
measured parameters, given in Table 1, correspond to scission of the first metal-ligand
bond, excess CO or PF3 was added. If some later bond cleavage is rate-determining,
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Table 1. Metal Carbonyl Bond Energies (kcal)
Compound Log A Ea BDE Average

Cr(CO)6  17.2 45.5 35 26 1.0 1
Mo(CO)6  15.4 38.9 39 36
W(CO) 15.5 44.3 44 43 m
Fe(CO)5 15.7 39.6 40 28 m*115±.

Cr 1745/0

earlier dissociations must be in a partial 0.10

equilibrium, which will then be affected by - Fe 15.7-39/0
the added concentrations of ligands. This was 0

observed only for Cr(CO)6, which one might
expect, given the unusually high A-factor mea- -
sured. The more complicated kinetics of
Cr(CO)6 decomposition can be deconvoluted3 to 0.01
give a first bond energy of 35 kcal/mole.
Average bond energies for all CO ligands,
derived from calorimetric data, are also given
in Table 1. Particularly for the first tran-
sition metal series, the bond dissociation
energy is larger than the average value. Thus 0.001 Ij
such averaged values should not be used in 0.01 0.10 1.0
estimating kinetics. Finally, if heats of kt (Fe(CO)51
formation have been measured for substituted
carbonyls, M(CO)nL, bond energies can be
derived for other ligands L. Pyridine bonds, Figure 2 Logarithmic relative rate plot
for example, are roughly 6 kcal/mole weaker for chromium and iron carbonyl
than CO, and ethylene bonds are 4 kcal
weaker than CO for iron.' This last value is particularly relevant since coordinatively
unsaturated fra gjents from Fe(CO) 5 photolysis catalyze olefin isomerization and hydrogen-
ation reactions,' and because such bonds are important in the mechanism of hydroformylation,
by which commercial metal carbonyl catalysts transform alkenes into aldehydes and alcohols.

Except for chromium, the carbonyls rapidly lose their remaining ligands f~llowing the
initial rate-determining bond scission. After laser pyrolysis of Fe(CO) 5 , for example, we
cguld easily detect gas-phase iron atoms by laser-induced fluorescence excitation of the
y) - a D4 transition at 293 nm. These atoms rapidly nucleate to form an aerosol of small
metallic particles, which can be detected by light-scattering of a He-Ne laser beam. They
persist for 1 1 msec, and then coalesce to larger particles and condense at the cell walls.
The resulting dark powder is ferromagnetic and contains little carbon or oxygen. While sus-
pended and heated in the gas phase, the iron system was observed to catalyze the decomposi-
tion of tert-butyl iodide to HI and isobutene, and the decomposition of paraldehyde, the
cyclic trimer of acetaldehyde. Laser pyrolysis of Mn2 (CO)1 0 shows similar behavior, and
catalytically produces C2 C16 from CCI4 . These observations suggest a potential use of laser
pyrolysis for producing catalytic particles of refractory metals, and in vapor deposition
technology. Carefully controlled mixtures including non-metal additives, are possible.
(Such methods are being used now to create uniform ceramics by pyrolysis of SiH 4 , NH3 , and
C2H4.) In addition, this in situ generation of hot metallic particles with a large surface
area provides an ideal method for studying heterogeneous catalysis by convenient gas-phase
techniques.

Quenching of laser-induced fluorescence at high temperatures

Laser-induced fluorescence is one of the most sensitive diagnostic techninues. 5  It is
particularly well suited for the remote analysis of reactive radical intermediates in chemi-
cal networks; important examples include OH in combustion systems and atmospheres, and atom-
ic species in plasmas. To use this technique, one tunes a laser to the proper wavelength to
electronically excite molecules from level c, and then detects the fluorescence F. The
amount of signal is rilated to the radical concentration N by F = cXNe, where A is the Ein-
stein coefficient (c- ), c contains all the detection efficiency factors, and • = A/(A + Q)
is the fluorescence quantum yield. Quantitative analytical application of LIF requires
knowledge of the collisional quenching rate Q, and thus of the composition of the medium and
the appropriate quenching rate constants. Values of k vary with temperature in a poorly
understood manner, and values at high temperature are pArticularly needed, and absent, for
application of LIF analytics to combustion processes. We have therefore used the laser
pyrolysis technique to measure quenching rate constants for the important OH radical at ~
1100 K for many flame gases, and presenttd a theoretical framework for temperature
extrapolation of quenching rate constant data.0

The following variation of the laser pyrolysis experiment was used. A few millitorr of

H2 0 2 was added in a bubbler (0 0 C) to a flow of SF6 (- 40 torr) and varying amounts of the
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quenching gas. Heating by the CO2 laser produced OH by thermal decomposition of H20 2 . At a
30 osec delay, after the expansion cooling, the dye laser was fired to excite the OH, and
the resulting fluorescence decay was photographed from the oscilloscope. The temperature
was determined from OH rotational level populations by scanning the laser through several
spectral lines. The partial pressure of the added quencher was deduced from mass flowmeter
measurements, the total pressure read on a gauge, and a computer calculation of the expan-
sion gas dynamics. It roughly equals the initial pressure. The measured fluorescence decay
rate, 1/ , is the result of several factors: radiative decay (A), quenching by SF6 (slow),
quenching by H202 and H20 from the bubbler, and qgenching by the added gas. Figure 3 is a

plot of t- versus pressure of added CO2 , where the
contributions of radiative decay and S'6 quenching
have been subtracted from the data. The intercept

100 shows the background H20 quenching and the slope
gives the rate for CO2 quenching of OH (A-X)(O,O)

g0 fluorescence. The temperature was 1250 4 et tojr
total pressure, and kQ(C02 ) - 1.9 x 10 cm s .

80-For various gases, several such experiments were
done, the results expressed as cross-sections

70 (k - a ), and averaged.

60 A The results are summarized in Table 2. Typical
uncertainties are 20%. The values are generally

I 0 smaller than those at 298 K (by up to 50%), and thus
illustrate the importance of such high-temperature

40 measurements, rather than simply using the room-tem-
perature cross-sections. With the exception of SF6

30 and N2 , these quenching cross-sections are large.
This suggests long-range, attractive forces between

20 OH(A) and the quencher are responsible for the
mechanism. We have used a simple collision complex

.0 model to predict a. The long-range interaction was
given by a sum of attractive multipole interactions
(dipole-dipole. dipole-quadrupole, dipole-induced

0 2.0 4.0 6.0 dipole, and dipersion) and a repulsive centrifugal
barrier. From the position and height of the barrier

P 2' in he total effective potential, a can be calculat-
ed. The resulting ratio of experimental to theoret-
ical values given in the table generally vary from .3

Figure 3. OH(A) quenching rate to .45. This can be interpreted as the probability
versus CO2 pressure for quenching once a complex has been formed.

Table 2. OH Quenching Cross Sections 1100 K (A2)
Gas SF NH1 CO C4 H H N N0

02  C02  H0 C M 2  N 3  0
a0. 4 0.7 13 2 20 15 10 39 11 2

a/theory 0.002 0.14 .20 .29 .35 .32 .28 .45 .27 .49 .46

Finally, this theory predicts a decline (of - 40%) in quenching cross-section when the
temperature increases from 300 K to 1100 K. The general agreement of experiment and theory
in trend and size suggests that this theoretical approach can be used to extrapolate
quenching cross-sections to different temperatures.

High-temperature kinetics

A good deal of effort in recent years has gone toward detailed modeling of combustion
systems. Two of the goals are to predict the effects of various mixtures and additives on
combustion and pollutant formation, and to correlate certain observables (e.g., NH LIF) to
the flame chemistry so that they may be used knowledgably to monitor the gonditions of real
processes. Such modeling requires a detailed chemical mechanism and values for many high-
temperature rate constants. Laser pyrolysis with LIF detection offers a new method for mea-
suring some bimolecular rite constants above 1000 K. We have recently examined the reaction
between OH and acetylene.

The apparatus and procedure is similar to the previous quenching experiment. The box-
car integrator, however, is now used to measure the amount of OH laser-induced fluorescence,
and hence determine the relative OH density as a function of delay time, Lt, between the CO2
and dye lasers. This was done at various C2H2 pressures, and without C2H2 . A logarithmic
plot of the ratio of these signal levels versus time gives as its slope the OH ground-state
decay rate due to reaction with a certain pressure of C2H 2. This data can then be reduced
to a rate constant in the same manner as was done for the OH(A) quenchinR just described.
An example is illustrated in Figure 4 for OH + C2H 2 at 1170 K. The measurements at various
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rate constant was measured between 25 and 100 torr total pressure, indicating no third-body
pressure dependence for ihis reaction. We have previously reported similar experiments for
the OH-methane reaction.

At lower temperatures where it had previously been studied, 8 the OH-acetylene reaction
is known to proceed by OH addition to an acetylene n-bond to form an adduct. Collision with i-

a third body is needed to remove energy and stabilize this adduct, and at pressures below '-

100 torr the reaction rate thus depends upon the total pressure. Our 1200 K measurements
show no such pressure dependence, and give a lower rate constant than the typical 3Y0 K '"

values. This suggests the adduct is no longer stable at high temperatures, and that a new
direct reaction channel, endothermic hydrogen abstraction, becomes dominant. We have .

performed RRKIQ-type calculations on the pressure-dependence data at low temperatures. The
results are described elswhere, 7 but do fit the data and predict a lower addition rate
constant and rapid adduct dissociation at 1200 K. The theory also predicts some pressure
dependence due to the addition channel at 900 K, which we have now oaserved in laser pvro- ,.

ysis experiments at these lower temperatures. The mechanistic transition from addition to
abstraction for this reaction (and many others) occurs near 1000 K. It is very important to
include the correct products and rate constants in models of combustion che:istry, but high- .

temperature kinetics experiments and the sound application of theoretical understanding are *

necessary to do this successfully. The acetylene reaction is a prime example, since the C2 H :
product is considered a precursor of soot while the C2 H2 OH adduct is not.

T - 1170 K
k - 31 t "13 3 :

C2 H2 - 102 to,,
CN

CD

C2".

C2H2 "1 85 tort- .

o

00

C2H 2 =2 27 torr -4"

C2H2 "2 53 to,, OD ,

0300 40 500 60020 so so 10.

Figure 4. OH decays from reaction Figure 5. Chemiluminescence from laser %with acetylene pyrolysis of CD2n and N20 %.

Pulsed laser oxidation chemil'iminescence

The rapid and temporally well-defined heating of laser pyrolysis can also be used to

study the more complicated networks of reactions involved in flame chemistry. We recently
used C0 2 -laser irradiation to heat to - 1500 K a mixture of 35 torr SF 6 with 2 torr N'fl and "
0.5 torr deuterated formaldehyde. This flame is considered a model for certain orooellant V
systems. At the temperatures attained, some fuel and oxidizer decomposition to form H and fl

atoms will occur, and a typical radical chain oxidation mechanism will ensue. (So"o F-at ' ,,s
from SF 6 pyrolysis may also participate.) Ppst-irradiation mass-spectral analysis of the ".
mixture showed CD 20 and N20 consumption and the production of N2 , Co (deduced from isotonic _
peak ratios), and D20. In addition, a bright blue glow appears in the irradiAted region.
Under these particular conditions, the chemiluminescence rises within 10 sec, peaks at a
0.5 msec delay, and is over in 2 msec. It requires the presence of both reactants. Fi'.ure 5
is a spectrum of this light emission, made by scanning the monochronator. The characteriq-
tic spectra of C_, intense CN and CD, and minor OD and ID emission are identified. ( heI
smaller nv = ± 1 Teatures for C2 and CN are unlabeled.)

This luminescence suggests two approaches to assist in efforts to analyze fla-es. S-
nificant concentrations of these radicals in their ground states orobably exist fhr or.ti -
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by LIF. By time-resolved probing at various reactant concentrations, one can deduce por-
tions of the flame chemistry and correlate this with the LIF (and chemiluminescence) observ-
ables. Because of the temporally-resolved nature of the experiment, it may be a particu-
larly suitable tool for studying ignition phenomena. Secondly, flame chemiluminescence may
yet prove to be a useful diagnostic itself. Although it is very easily observable, this
emission arises from trace concentrations of excited states, not the ground state radicals
of chemical significance. If the kinetics by which emission arises, about which
little is known, can be determined, it should be possible to link luminescence observations
to the flame chemistry. This laser pyrolysis experiment, with its time resolution and
various subsets of the flame chemistry, should prove of great help in this effort.

Conclusions

As with most new experimental techniques, many potential uses of laser pyrolysis remain
to be explored. Most of our efforts to date, as describe in this paper, have concentrated
on understanding the physics and chemistry of the process, and on utilizing it as a tool for
analyzing the kinetics of high-temperature environments. Uses in developing analytical
methods and producing catalytic materials are suggested by this work, and other applications
will, perhaps, be found in the future. In this regard, the main advantageous features of
laser pyrolysis to consider are its rapid heating to high temperatures, the localized and
controlled nature of this heating, and the time resolution achievable with the pulsed tech-
nique. 1 In addition, it should be mentioned that the original continuous laser pyrolysis
method, using a CW C02 -laser, can also be applied to many of the same purposes, but at 6

lower temperatures due to the longer reaction time.
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Pressure and Temperature Dependence of Unimolecular Bond
Fission Reactions: An Approach for Combustion Modelers*
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There exists a well recognized need for a critical overview of the rate data that go into combustion modeling.
Modelers should be able to consult tables of parameters for combustion-relevant reactions that would enable
the calculation of relevant rate constants as a function of temperature and pressure over the entire range of "
interest. A complete tabulation would include both uni- and bimolecular reactions; in this paper we focus on the
analysis of unimolecular reactions The approach is illustrated with unimolecular "falloff" calculations for
formaldeh-de. methane. ethane. butar.c, hexane. octane, and the ethyl radical

I INTRODUCTION as to the form in which unimolecular rate data
should be presented to combustion modelers.

There is seeming agreement in the combustion The unimolecular pyrolysis reactions of hy-
literature with the premise that combustion must drocarbon molecules and radicals that occur in
be understood through the successful m,-,eling combustion depend on temperature and pressure
of this complex process from elementary consid- in a complex manner dictated by (1) the com- "

erations of chemistry and physics. The usual plexity or size of the molecule or radical. (2) the
definition of elementary for chemical purposes threshold energy for reaction, and (3) the detailsinvolves the rate constants for individual chemi- of the intermolecular energy-transfer processes.

Inole the ratees consant for individuala chemi
cal steps that make up the "'mechanism" of the In the simplest model of unimolecular reac-.
chemical transformations affected by the com- tions the Lindemann-Hinshelwood reaction
bustion event. A practical goal might be the scheme. energization by collisions is followed
production of a continually updated handbook of by reaction of energized species. A*:
reaction rate constants that modelers could use A +M=A*+M,
as input data. (This goal has been achieved for
some time now in the modeling of chlorfluoro- A*-'products.
methane effects on stratospheric chemistry.)

The current understanding of chemical kinet-
cis allows us to break elementary reactions into Solution of the differential rate equations in
two major groups: unimolecular and bimolecu- the steady-state approximation produces a par-
lar reactions. In this paper we offer a suggestion ticularly simple expression relating the reduced

unimolecular rate constant. k,. to the reduced
pressure, P,: .

This work was supported by the Army Research Office. p uI
Contract No DAAG29-80-K-0049 kr = Pr'( I + P).

• Current address LSI Logic Corporation, 3105 Alfred Hra
Street. Santa Clara. CA 95050 Here. k, is the ratio of the unimolecular rate

constant at pressure M to its value as M - o: k,
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= k/k . . Also, P, (ko/k . )[M], where ko[M] tion needed for an RRKM calculation. Since we
is the value of the unimolecular rate constant as have facilities for easily performing such calcu-
M -. 0. lations, we have taken the effort to produce F as

Since the Lindemann-Hinshelwood model ne- a three-parameter function of temperature. It is
glects the pressure dependence of the relative not our hope or suggestion that modelers per-
populations of the manifold of energy eigen- form their own RRKM calculations, rather we
states of A*, as well as the differential depletion offer the beginning of the handbook for reaction
of these populations by reaction of A*, it rate constants mentioned earlier.
predicts that k, will "fall off" from its high- In this paper we have applied the Troe ,l.,
pressure limiting value more slowly than is approach to the study of the temperature and
observed. The quantum statistical RRKM theory pressure dependence of unimolecular reaction
corrects this deficiency. by fission of the central carbon-carbon bond in

Troe [1] has developed an approach for ethane, butane, hexane, and octane and of the
modeling the pressure and temperature depen- carbon-hydrogen bond in methane and formal-
dence of unimolecular reactions of ethane and dehyde. We also compare ethyl radical decom-
smaller molecules based on use of a "cor- position (to ethylene and hydrogen atoms),
rected" Lindemann-Hinshelwood model. In the which has a threshold energy less than half that
Troe approach, the corrected reduced umimole- of the other examples.
cular rate constant is defined by

Pr II METHOD OF CALCULATION ,
kr F. (2)I + P, For the calculation of the reduced unimolecular %

rate constant as a function of temperature and
pressure, we have used the RRKM quantum
statistical model. Molecular vibrational eigen-

Thus, Troe calculated values of kr, ko. and k- state densities were calculated with use of the
using an RRKM model, and developed simple Whitten-Rabinovitch [2] approximation, and
formulas for expressing the "broadening fac- anharmonic corrections were made according to
tor." F, as a function of temperature and the procedure developed by Haarhof [3]. Vibra-
pressure. The value of the Troe approach lies in tional eigenstate sums for the activated complex
its retention of the simplicity of the Lindemann- were calculated with use of an exact count
Hinshelwood form and the ease with which it routine. Overall rotational degrees of freedom
may be used to model unimolecular reactions of were treated as adiabatic.
molecules important in combustion. Frequency assignments for alkanes were

We shall show later that the Troe form allows based on the generalized normal-mode study of
the representation of rate constants to better than C2 to C12 saturated hydrocarbons of Schachtsch-
25% accuracy. We can always look at a detailed neider and Snyder [4] as adapted for use in
RRKM calculation of a particular rate constant RRKM calculations by Chua and Larson 15].
if a sensitivity analysis shows us that higher than Frequency assignments for activated com-
25% accuracy is required. Concomitantly, we plexes were made so as to fit the high-pressure
might have suggested a Lindemann format or a limit A-factors: log A. = 17.0 at 1500K for C-
format such as in Eq. (2) with F equal to some C bond rupture and log A0. = 15.5 at 1500K for
universal constant. (The latter is sufficient for C-H bond rupture [6]. One 950 cm C-C
stratospheric modeling.) Perhaps this last re- stretch frequency was deleted from the alkane
course would have limited us to -60% accu- assignment (reaction coordinate) and five fre-
racy; it is easy to argue that 60% may be quencies in the alkane (four bending modes and
sufficient. We point out that in order to establish one torsion which are associated with the break-
k . and k0 , we have essentially all the informa- ing C-C bond and which become overall rota-
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tions and relative translations in the products) T K

were lowered, until the correct valve for A. was 40oo 3o 2000 15oo '000

obtained. Figure 1 shows how the calculated k4.  H'r pfesw'C

for ethane compares with determi:ations re-
ported in the literature [7-12]. (We discuss later 6

the effect of using a fixed vibrational model for
the transition state instead of one which tightens 4 4 .0

with increasing energy.) .-

Collision frequencies were calculated based 2

on a Lennard-Jones model; collision diameters o 4 c 6 ,

of 5-6 A and a value for elk of 173K were used
for the N2-alkane mixtures. -8 Lo\ Pf,$W

Threshold energies for central C-C bond -0 -.- a 8

rupture of butane, hexane, and octane were .,

fixed at 80.0 kcal ol- I and for ethane at 87.7 -
=4

kcal mol -; 105 kcal moi' and 90 kcal mol - -12

were used for methane and formaldehyde, re- o-,4 PP

spectively. and 40 kcal mol' was used for the 1 -t6 cm 01

ethyl radical.
04 06 08 0 0

103K T "

III RESULTS Fig. 2. Calculated Arrhenius behaviour of high- and low- -

Arrhenius plots of the RRKM calculated high- pressure rate constants. Dotted lines appl) to ethyl radical

T,K

2600 1667 1250 100 833 714 and low-pressure rate constants k. and ko are

] shown in Fig. 2. The characteristic curvature in20 .

--.- R RRKM the low-pressure plots is especially pronounced
for the larger molecules; the low-pressure rate -"

constant for octane is nearly temperature inde-
\Oso\ pendent at high temperature. In contrast, the

10 high-pressure Arrhenius plots are only slightly

curved upward; thus, high-pressure activation

Sk,n energies between 1000 and 2500K increase b._k~nn only about I kcal mol- The curvature in theSk\nn

0 - high-pressure Arrhenius plot is the maximum
possible due to the use of a fixed vibrational
model for the transition state in these calcula-

tions.

10 & ace & Figure 3 shows a comparison between the
Lindemann-Hinshelwood falloff curve and

\Q,n .. those calculated with the RRKM model for -
I \ octane and butane at 1O00K_ The broadening,

b factor at the center of the fall of curve. F_. is

-20 defined at P = I as the ratio of the k, calculated

4 i by RRKM to k, calculated with the Lindemann
4 6 10 2 14 model.

Fig I. Comparison of calculated and measured high Figure 4 illustrates the pressure dependence
pressure rate constants for ethane pyrolysis of the falloff broadening parameter of octane at
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[ 0.8 ;, CH 20 CH 4
2" CHK 0.6-I Lndr-nann 0.4 ..

-2 otane IRRKM/1000 K)_ 0.2

Butane IRRKM/1000 K) Z 0.1

-3 0.08 9

log P, 0.04

Fig. 3. Comparison of Lindemann falloff with RRKM
falloff for butane and octane at 1000K. 0.02 - c 8 H a

1550 and 2500K. The asymmetric "Gaussian- 0.01 1
1000 200 3000like" shape is typical of all molecules, and the T/K

minimum value of F is found only slightly to the Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of central broadening

low-pressure side of the "falloff" center: F. m factor. The dotted line applies to ethyl radical.

F,,m,. Also, the pressure range over which the
deviations from Lindemann falloff behavior are
significant spans several orders of magnitude. pressure-limiting race constants ko(T) and

Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence k.(T), illustrated in Fig. 2, and the tempera-
of the central broadening parameter, Fc(T), for ture/pressure dependences of the Troe broaden-

the five alkanes, formaldehyde, and the ethyl ing factor F(T, M), illustrated in Fig. 4,
radical. The figure shows, and the Troe ap- provide all the information required to write

proach predicts, that the central broadening parameterized analytical functions that make it

factor approaches unity at the zero and infinite possible to calculate with ease the strong colli-
temperature limits. Also, FJ(T) for the larger sion unimolecualr rate constant, k(T, P).

molecules passes through a minimum near High-and Low-Pressure Limits
1000K; the minimum deepens and moves to
lower temperatures as the molecular size in- The limiting rate constants are easily written in
creases. the customary way as 3-parameter functions of

IV DISCUSSION temperature:

The temperature dependences of high- and low ko(T) =A 7 exp( - BIT) (3)

10 and
Octane

0 200 K . kee(T) = CT"m exp( - DI T). (4)o , R M 'll , /
- / Figure 2 shows that C and D are often very close

06 o/ ro! to the high-pressure Arrhenius A-factor and
,, // activation energy, respectively, and that m m 0.

04 /_The curvature in the Arrhenius plot for k0 ,
KM \ which is more pronounced for larger molecules,

150 K is representable to within 1% by the nonlinear,
3-parameter expression. Table I summarizes the

- results of parameter evaluation from least
0- 0 squares fits of these expressions to the k0 and k.6 -4 .2 0 2 4 6

,og P. calculated from RRKM theory. The nonlinear
Fig 4 Broadening factor as a function of reduced pressure regression algorithm given by Bevington [13]
and comparison with Troe approximation, was used in this evaluation.
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TABLE I
Values of Parameters tor Representation of High- and Low-Pressure Rate Constants,

Molecule (CM' 3Molecule-i IS'- ) It (K) (S-1) m (K)

Formaldehyde 5.14 -3.1 46.9 13.77 0.65 45.1%
Methane 13.29 -5.0 56.9 13.70 0.61 53.8
Ethane 37.16 -11.2 52.2 16.66 0.28 46.6

Butane 57.16 - 17.2 45.4 16.87 0.03 41.3 J

1fexane 42.43 -13.5 31.3 16.87 0.03 41.3
Octane 15.86 -6.5 15.6 16.87 0.03 41.3

Ethyl 19.23 -7.1 23.5 11.79 0.74 19.7

k0(T) is in cm3 molecule-'I s 1, and k..(T) in s; 1000-3000K. Vl

Broadening as a Function of Pressure 1. I

Troe presents three forms as successive levels of 12 Ethtane /

approximation to express the pressure depen--_______________
dence of F in terms of Fc: 1.0 10

1. symmetric broadening about Pr 1 .0: 3*: ~ >000 K

log F, =[I+Oog Pr)2V-l log Fc; (5)
1.2

2. including width broadening: Butane

1.0%

lo 2 = 1 + log Pr )2] -1 lo F
lo % .92o 1 +J lo ~ (6 ) 300 ....

3. including width plus asymmetric broaden- I!
ing: ? 1.

for P, > 1:00
1.0 300 2000 .dP

lF- +1 log Pl.-0.I2 2'.10 -C'
Og 3-[~ 0.85-0.67 log Fc) 08 .. -

x log Fc; (7) Q

12 %.

for P, < 1: Octan lo

lo log [P+ -Jo 1r02 ].I0 - --1 - -30
log F I + 0.65 -1.87 log F J

X log Fc. (8) -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6

log P,

Figure 6 shows how the broadening factor Fig. 6. Comparison of calculated and approximate fall off
from Troe's highest level approximation, broadening.
Fi(Troe). compares with the RRKM calculated
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broadening, F(RRKM), in which F, is taken TABLE 2
from this RRKM calculation. The figure shows Values of Parameters for Representation of F,(T). 1000-
that the Troe expression predicts F(M) to within 3000K
30% over the pressure and temperature ranges
studied. The simpler expressions [Eq. (6) or (7)] b C

Molecule a (K) (K)
are less satisfactory, and, since they are not
significantly easier to use, they are not recom- o e069Formaldehyde 0.507 629.2 939.4 ,.€
mended. Methane. 0.366 564.2 885.1

Ethane 0.233 585.6 431.8

Center Broadening as a Function of Temper- Butane 1.896 5222.3 335.8

ature Hexane 2.016 4525.8 209.4
Octane 2.226 4247.9 158.9

Troe has suggested a 4-parameter expression to Ethyl 0.411 73.4 422.8

describe the temperature dependence of Fc as
follows: increases, such as the statistical adiabatic chan-

nel model (SACM) [141 or minimum density of
F,(T)=exp(- 7**IT)+exp(- T/T***) states RRKM models [15, 16], have been more

successful in this regard. Since these treatments+a(exp(- T/Th)-exp(- T/T**)). (9) essentially involve adjusting the energy depen-

We have evaluated the performance of a similar dence of the microscopic rate constant for
3-parameter, 2-term expression, decomposition, k(E), their use would be ex-

pected to affect predictions concerning broaden-
Fc(T) = a exp( - b/ T) + exp( - T/c), (10) ing parameters. Table 3 gives the strong colli-

and find that a, b, c values listed in Table 2 sion-broadening parameters for CH 4

reproduce the RRKM calculated F,(T) shown in decompostion as a function of temperature for
Fig. 5 to within better than 15%. Thus, the 6 the fixed vibrational model and also for a
parameters of Eqs. (3) and (4) (A, n, B, C, m, minimum density of states model. Since k(E) is

D) contain the information required to construct a less steep function of E for a minimum density
Lindemann falloff curves, and the 3 parameters of states model (i.e., more Lindemann-like). the
of Eq. (10) contain the information required to broadening parameters are closer to unity at

correct the Lindemann falloff to the more each temperature than for a fixed vibrational
realistic falloff predicted by the RRKM model. model for this kind of transition state treatment.

The fixed vibrational model thus indicates the

Effect of Transition State Model on maximum broadening that might be expected. S.-

Broadening TABLE 3

The RRKM -'odel that has been described so far Broadening Parameters for CH. Decomposition
is one in which the transition state has been F, F,
treated as a "ormal molecule with fixed vibra- T (fixed model), (minimum density model(W

tional frequencies. However, it is well known "_--"
that this kind of treatment generally overpre- 500 0.694 0.753
dicts the curvature in Arrhenius plots of high- 1000 0.518 0.640
pressure limiting rate constants for dissociation 1500 0.438 0.579
reactions, and also that it is unable to predict 2000 0.384 0.506

2500 0.350 0.493correctly the temperature dependence of rate 3000 0.334 0.488
constants for recombination reactions. Other
models, which allow the structure of the transi- This work.
tion state to tighten as its internal energy According to Ref. 1161
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Weak Collisional Energy Transfer such conditions, a more exact treatment indi-
cates that 3 will begin to increase with tempera-

In the preceding sections, we have calculated ture again after a certain point. The more
low-pressure rate constants, k" , and center- complex the molecule, the earlier the decrease
broadening parameters, F €, based on a strong of ( will cease, since FE will become a strongly
collision approximation. It is customary to increasing function of temperature.
characterize a weak collider in terms of its These most recent calculations (18] for a large
collision efficiency, (, defined by ( = kowc/ molecule and weak colliders, whose a values
k0 , where k0" is the low-pressure rate constant vary between - I and - 6 kcal mol - show that
for the weak collider. minima in ( occur near 1200K that are about ,.

Weak collision processes affect unimolecular half the values at 900 and 2100K. In contrast,
falloff in two distinct ways. First, the reduced the range in the absolute values of the calculated
pressure appropriate to weak collider falloff. minima span one order of magnitude, viz., (3 =
P,,€, is simply scaled according to (: 0.2 to , = 0.02 as a = 6 to a = I kcal mol- J

Pr,, =ko-[mIk. = p,1P . Thus, we infer that the uncertainties in an
educated guess of the absolute value of ( are

Second, the center-broadening factor for a weak greater than the variation in (3 over a large
collider, FcWc, is smaller than F,-, so that weak temperature range (900-2100K). For combus-
collider falloff occurs over a larger pressure tion calculations, the state of the art at this point
range. However, the empirical approximation, suggests that ( might best be treated as an
Fcwc - fl 0 "Fcc, found by Troe to apply to a adjustable parameter whose value and tempera-
variety of molecules and weak collision models, ture dependence may be constrained by reason-
shows that computed falloff behavior in weak able estimates to within a factor of two. %
collider systems is much more sensitive to the
absolute value of (3 that is used as a scaling Applications to Combustion Modeling
factor in pcwc than to the additional broadening
brought about by weak collisions. In order to evaluate the conditions where unim-

The temperature dependence of (3 is still olecular falloff has its greatest impact on corn-
subject to some controversy [17] and represents bustion phenomena, we compute the relation-
the largest uncertainty in the prediction of ship between an actual weak collider pressure at
falloff behavior. Using an exponential model for the falloff center, Pc', and temperature. Fig-
energy transfer, Troe [181 has suggested the ure 7 shows this relationship for each of the
following approximate relationship: molecules studied. For this illustration, we have

used ( = 0.1, independent of temperature, to

(3 simulate a nitrogen bath gas. Thus. P,' =

(a+ kT (k/3)ko"  defines the pressure axis.
We have defined a "combustion window" by

where a is the average energy transferred per the pressure range (0.01-10 atm) and the tern-
collision in "down transitions" and FE is the perature range (500-3000K). which are relevant
energy dependence of the density of states, a to most combustion processes. Thus. a molecule
quantity that increases with temperature and the whose P, versus T curve passes through the
size of the molecule. a is generally taken to be combustion window exhibits its maximum devi-
temperature independent or only weakly depen- ation from Lindemann behavior within this
dent on temperature. This equation predicts a important pressure and temperature range. At
steady decline in ( with increasing temperature, pressures two to three orders of magnitude
but it is only valid for FE 1 3; at high above or below their P, versus T curve, the
temperature, FE rapidly increases beyond this molecules are in their high- or low-pressure
limit, especially for large molecules. Under limits.
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6 I Competitive Multiple Reaction Channels

2 CH, .. Ethane and the higher alkanes contain multiple
0 --- ---- dissociation channels for C-C and C-H bond

f -2 - ----- -"-"--- ---- J rupture which have not been considered in the
- W cowbu present calculations. Generally, C-H rupture is-4~ ~ 10-20 kcal mol-I more endothermic than C-C
-6 rupture. Under conditions where C-H and C-C-6 ',' rupture are both in the high-pressure limit. C-H %

rupture (per C-H bond) may amount to as much
-12 /as 0.5% of C-C rupture (per bond) at 1000K. At

0o 1oo0 1500 2000 2500 3o0 3000K, the C-H rate approaches 20% of the C-
TIK C rate on a per-bond basis.

Fig. 7. The combustion window and relation between In the falloff and low-pressure limits. C-H
temperature and pressure at the center of the falloff. Dotted rupture would tend to be less competitive with 4
line emphasizes ethyl radical. C-C rupture. However. it is important to note

that at pressures lower than the high-pressure
Larger molecules enter the window at higher limit, different dissociative channels cannot be

temperatures. where their Fc values are larger. treated as if they were independent of one
Thus. values of F, within the "combustion another.
window" are greater than -0.1 for all mole-
cules of the current study. For molecules larger
than butane, falloff needs to be considered at SUMMARY
temperatures greater than about 1700K. Below The initiation of combustion is governed by the
1500K. the rate constants for dissociation of the reaction that produces an H-atom. i.e., the

larger molecules are in their high-pressure limit. unimolecular decomposition of the fuel. These
At atmospheric pressure, methane pyrolysis is calculations indicate that ethane pyrolysis (C:H.

second order at temperatures greater than -" CH 3 + CH 3) is near its maximum pressure
-600K. but for ethane, maximum broadening sensitivity at combustion tempertures. A simple
occurs at about 1500K, and falloff consider- format is presented to include the pressure and
ations are important at all combustion tempera- dependence of these important re-

tue.Fo omldhd a 50. ek temperaturedeedneothsim ratr-lures. For formaldehyde at 1500K, a weak actions in terms of 9 parameters and the colli- PP
collider pressure of - 1000-10,000 atm would sion efficiency. e: e..

be required to bring its decomposition to the Seny

center of the falloff- at atmospheric pressure, kdU = k.(l + Pr) F,
formaldehyde pyrolysis is in its second order
limit at all temperatures. Pr = k-/(Oko-A), F= F(P,. FAa, b. c)),

At atmospheric pressures, ethyl radical de- k=-
composition, whose threshold energy (-40 kcal T ep-
mol') is less than half that of ethane, is second k 0 = A T" exp( - B/T).
order at temperatures greater than - 1000K.
Smaller radicals, with similar or lower thresh- The Lindemann model generates the maxi-
olds to reaction, would also be second order mum sensitivity of k,,. to pressure and requires e
above 1000K. Thus. under these conditions. 6 parameters and 3- Application of the RRKM,
falloff considerations for this large and impor- correction causes falloff to occur over a broader .
tant group of combustion intermediates have pressure range and thus desensitizes %,, to

little or no impact. pressure. If weak collider-broadening correc-
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Spin-orbit splittings and rotational constants for vibrationally
excited levels of NCO(XIL)

RICHARD A. COPELAND AND DAVID R. CROSLEY
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Received June 18. 1984

Laser-induced fluorescence excitation spectra at 0.3-cm ' resolution have been obtained for the A'!' - X-ll, system of
NCO present in an atmospheric pressure CH,-NO flame. This combination of selectively detected laser fluorescence and a
flame environment has permitted the high-resolution investigation of levels inaccessible in conventional room temperaturc
experiments. Spin-orbit splittings, and rotational and vibrational constants have been determined for eight vibrational levels
having K = v + 1. and for the 010 21 and the 020 '11 levels, primarily by fits to band-head positions using previously
determined A21' constants. The results are in good agreement with theoretical predictions of Renner-Teller interactions.
Fermi resonance with an interaction strength of 10 cm I describes variations in spin-orbit splittings and rotational constants
for four levels with v, = I quite well.

Des spectres d'excitation de fluorescence induite par laser ont dtd obtenus avec une resolution de 0.3 cm ' pour Ic s steme
A -Y.* - X-fl, de NCO prdsent dans une flamme de CH, -NO a pression atmospherique. Cette combinaison de la fluorescence
laser avec detection selective et de l'environnemcnt d'une flamme a permis Iinvestigation a haute resolution de niveaux
inaccessibles dans des experiences conventionelles effectudes a temperature ambiantc. Les subdivisions spin-orbite. et les
constantes rotationnelles et vibrationnelles ont dtd ddtcrmindes pour huit niveaux dc vibration avec K = + I. et pour les
niveaux OO"2 et 020 :1L cette determination a dtd faite principalement par ajustement sur les positions des tttcs de bande en
utilisant les constantes relatives a A:!* obtcnues antdricuremcnt. Les rdsultats sont en bon accord avec les predictions
thoriques concernant les interactions Renner-Teller. La resonance de Fermi avec unc force d'interaction de It cm ' ddcrit
bien les variations des subdivisions spin-orbite et des constantes rotationnelles pour quatre niveaux avec v = I.

Cmn J Phys 62. 1488 1984)

1. Introduction consisted of measurements of the A:-'! - XAI emis-
Nonzero electronic orbital angular momentum in a sion spectrum following laser excitation of NCO in an

normally linear triatomic molecule strongly affects the Ar matrix. The precision. estimated at -2 cm '. fur-
vibrational level pattern, producing a phenomenon gen- nished vibrational spacing information in the matrix
erally known as the Renner-Teller effect. Predicted environment that agreed %ith conventional infrared ab-
theoretically (I) approximately 25 years before the first sorption matrix studies (10). In a r(m temperature
experimental observation, it received further theoretical discharge flow system. measurements i B J. Sullivan.
attention, notably in the work of Pople (2) and Hougen D. R. Croslev. and G. P. Smith. manuscript in prepara-
(3). extensions of the theory and a comprehensive dis- tion) of the LIF emission spectrum (-_5 cm w were
cussion have appeared in a series of recent papers by made for excitation of txth the A -X and BII -11 XI.
Jungen and Merer (4. 5). The first linear molecule for systems. yielding similar information for the gas phase
which observation of the Renner-Teller effect was re- (Other LIF experiments in a flow s stcm I I ) haxe
ported (6) was X21, NCO. the subject of this paper. concentrated on lifetime measurements and spec-
Other 21 species exhibiting the Renner-Teller effect in troscopic data were not reported Finally. it has been
experimentally observed spectra include NCS. N,. found that one of the fixed-frequenc. lines of an Ar
CCN. CNC. C,. and BO,, citations for which mas be laser overlaps the Q,(311 (line of the ()(- I(K) hand ot
found in ref. 4 save for some more recent studies on the A -X system (12) of NCO in a flame Rotationallx
BO: (7). resolved ( ± 1.8 cm ' ) fluorescence spectra of the eni,-

The electronic spectroscopy of NCO itself has been sion lines from the pumped F(31 le\el to the (xx).
extensively studied. The classic work by Dixon (6) I(X). and (1 levels ol XII ha'e been used to obtain b

consisted of absorption measurements in a flash photo- spectral constants for these states (131
lysis system; it has been repeated and extended in a We describe here a stud\ of the spcctroscop. of
more recent experiment by Bolman et al. (8). In each several higher-Iking levels of the ground ,"II state of
case very high resolution was achieved, although the NCO. using wavelcngth-selectie detection of tluo-
low temperature of the system restricted the number of rescence excited by a tunable laser in NCO present in an
accessible ground state vibrational and rotational atmospheric pressure flame The laser band- idth of
levels- More recentl.,, laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) 0.3 cm ' determines our spectral resolution. -i he high
studies have been performed. The first of these (9) temperature of the flame produces significant popu-
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lations in excited vibrational levels. The dual selectivity 4o0,.

of LIF, through tuning both the laser and the wave-
length of the detected fluorescence, permits a discrimi- "'
nation among overlapped bands not possible in con-
ventional absorption spectroscopy. (Although con- _ _o,

ventional emission spectra of NCO have not been 30-- 021

reported at a resolution comparable to the studies cited,
it would likely be too congested to be useful). _ Oil

Using some rotational analyses but primarily fits of , ,p
band-head positions with previously measured (6. 8) , 2000 '

constants for the A2'1 state, we have obtained spin- :110
orbit splittings, and vibrational and rotational constants 0

U./ 030

for several excited vibrational levels not previously .....__

studied. Values of ct, and variations in A for each type 100
of vibration, and cross anharmonicities are measured. 0oo0 020

Differences in both spin-orbit splitting and the values of
B for the separate spin-orbit components are explained _ o__ 00

in terms of Fermi-resonance interactions. Other
values are compared with expectations based on the _ _

Renner-Teller theory. 000

Part of the initial motivation for our study was the '.0 2 3 ..
establishment of the LIF signatures of NCO (and NH 2 ) 21' ,i2" ,rfl' , 2A
in flames so as to permit their measurement in com- 2L O,'i 2

bustion research; those aspects have been separately
reported (14). The LIF spectroscopy of atoms and FIG. I. Energy levels of NCO (X-I,) observed in this ,

diatomics in flames has undergone rapid recent devel- study (solid lines) plus others involved in Fermi resonance
opment as a tool for the understanding of flame chem- (dashed lines). The levels are organized horizontally accord-
istry (15). In the present study, the flames serve as a ing to the value of v. Term symbols for each set are given
tool for obtaining new spectral information. They were below; the spin splitting of the K and .- sets is not dis-
the initial source for knowledge on the existence of and tinguished in the figure.

spectral data for many free radicals, especially E nt hi
diatomics (16), but have recently not been utilized fr the spin-orbit constant A. and the harmonic bendingmuch for spectroscopic purposes. The rapid collisional frequency 0.. e is a measure of the splitting between the
much foan atmospheric pressure flame affect the emis- two Born-Oppenheimer potential curves that touch atrates in atoshe p s ure me and the the linear configuration to form the n1] state. A repre-
sion patterns of the laser-excited molecules and greatly snsteculn ewe pnadobtlaiua
reduce the overall quantum yield of fluorescence com-
pared with that in a low-pressure system (17). This does momentum. The effective value of the spin-orbit split-
not, however, cause complications for purely spec- ting in a given level depends on the value of v. and K
troscopic studies with LIF so long as some emission can K. the total angular momentum along the internuc.ar
be found. This combination, the resolution and select- axis is the sum of the projections of the orbital .\ I and
ivity of LIF with the abundant number of vibrationally vibrational (1) angular momenta. Useful also is the
excited transient species in atmospheric pressure angle 3, which represents the relative degree of1
flames, offers much promise for expanding our spec- Renner-Teller and spin-orbit splittings:
troscopic understanding of small free radicals. [I] tan 21 = eiJ:[( v2  I)2 - K] 2/,,

2. Vibrational energy levels in a 2H triatomic 1 is needed for the expression of a given leel i t, inHere weibriefl efneg tevpel s n e t to de- terms of the basis sets I.A. v,. ) and A - 2. v.-- 2 ,
Here we briefly define the parameters needed to de- for the pertinent states in NCO. 03 is in the range

scribe the vibrational energy level pattern when the 60-80o.
Renner-Teller effect is present. as manifested for the The rotational levels w ithin each vibrational le.el are .
bending vibration ( v,) of a 211, triatomic tending toward described with rotational and centrifugal distortion con-
Hund's case (a) behavior. This is the situation appropri- stants B and D. a spin-rotation interaction constant ,y.
ate to NCO. More general and comprehensive dis- and. where appropriate (K > 0) doubling constants p
cussions can be found elsewhere (I -5) and q.

Needed for the description are the Renner parameter There is finally a small but significant contribution
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(5. 18) caused by the mixing of the !1 electronic state mixing coefficient k between the states,
with upper - and A states. This leads to an additional 1 0
energy term g, IK to be added to all levels. For NCO (4] B Br

(X2 -,). gA has been found (8) to be 3.64 cm - ' falling B, = V B',' + B-
within the range 3-5 cm- ' indicated for several tri- ,,hd
atomic nonhvdrides ( 18). We will adopt this previously Because the a. values for the stretch and bend are op-
determined value in our analyses, as it is indistinguish- posite in sign. this can be consequential. oeh-
able from anharmonicity effects in our range of data. A complete calculation of the interaction of each It

Expressions for the vibrational term values may be component of the 100 level with both the corresponding

found in ref. 4. and those for the rotational energies in K and ig components involves a 3 x 3 matrix. Even so.

refs. 3 and 8. The vibrational pattern is illustrated in the values of the energy separations and the W,s perti-

Fig. I. When K = v, + I. which includes the single nent to NCO make sufficient a sum of 2 x 2 treatments

pair of nI levels for v, = 0. there exists a pair of involving each level separately, which more trans-
spin-orbit states spearated by parently shows the effects discussed in the following.

.4

[2] Ad, = A I - ±:K(K + 1) 3.ExMrmeta
8 e~ ~ 3.1/ Method

The experimental method was quite straightforward
In NCO. the states are inverted so that the one with and will be outlined here; further details. especially
il = K + lies lower. For K > 0. there are four states those pertinent to LIF flame diagnostics measurements.
forming two pairs of spin doublets. The pairs are sepa- may be found in ref. 14. Rich flames of CH, and NO
rated by 2r where at atmospheric pressure were stabilized on a slot burner

r= A+ +-I patterned after a type designed explicitly for laser
[3] A+ ?[(. K2]} probing (21). An excimer laser pumped a dye laser.

operated with various dyes over the range 420-
and each doublet exhibits a small, effective, spin-orbit 500 nm. The laser bandwidth, as determined by scans
splitting e:cwAKX/4r, reflecting the quenching of A over isolated lines in the CN molecule where the
by I. The upper component (denoted by K) is regular Doppler contribution did not complicate matters. was
while the lower component (j.p) is inverted. For K = 0. 0.3 cm-'. The beam was directed into the flame zone
one finds a pair of states (also denoted K and la) sepa- where the NCO concentration was highest. We did not -.
rated by 2r: the upper is labeled 21 - and the lower is directly measure the temperature in our flame. but it is
labeled -X', expected (13) to be -2400 K in this region. The

Fermi-resonance interactions can also occur between Doppler width for NCO at this temperature is 0. 12
levels ( v,. v. vo and ( v, - I. v. + 2. v). Hougen (19) cm- 1, so the laser line width limits the resolution.
has treated the case of Fermi interactions in [H electronic The fluorescence at right angles to the beam ,as
states. The interactions occur only between states of the focussed onto the slit of a 0.35-m monochromator .
same K value, and there are two different possible ma- having a resolution of 22 A/mm. The slit .%as oriented
trix elements involved. The first, denoted by W,. con- parallel to the laser beam, but we often used an aperture
nects states having the same value of A and 1. while the to limit the effective heieht to the center 5 mm. It was
second. W,. connects A and I with A ± 2, 1 .7 2. In operated at a 2-mm width although the laser beam im-
most of the cases investigated t6. 7). W, is found to be age was slightly smaller than this so that the resolution
in the order of tens of cm-' while W, is close to zero. was -3 nm. The fluorescence 'Aas detected %,ith a
Now each spin-orbit component is an admixture of. = photomultiplier whose output %%as amplified, processed
I. l and A - I. / + 2 as described by the angle 0 (see with a gated integrator, and recorded on a strip chart as
(I]). and the overall Fermi interaction for a given pair the laser was scanned. (A few scans were also taken
of states must include this. Thus. for example. the All, , using a photomultiplier and an interference filter having
component of (I. 0. () will interact more strongly with a peak transmission at 440 nm and a band, idth of
the i:ll,. state (0., 2, O than with the Ku 21, state. 8 nm.
while the :[11, state of (I. 0. 0) interacts more with The spectrometer ,as set at 440.0 or 437.5 nm to,
K211,n than with jL l,2 (see Fig. I. The appropriate view emission in the (XX) - (XX) hand. or at 435 0 nm
strengths W' can be calculated using P and Hougen's to view emission in the 010 - 010 hand. In addition to
equations ( 19) given a value for Wt',. the selective detection of certain excitation hands, as

The rotational constants are also affected by the described later, this ser'ed to filter out strong tluo-
Fermi reonance (20) The resulting B values are gisen rescence excitations ot the CH. CN. and C. radicals.
in terms of those for the unperturbed states and the which were present in the %kavelength regions co.ered

o ,. ._
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trum to the shorter wavelength side of the 000-000(
01o"n -110o21 -band at 438-404 nm is very congested (see ref. 14 for

P Pit '.2 a survey scan), and our concentration here has been
primarily on hot bands to the red side. where the upper
A 2' vibrational level involved in the absorption is 0O
or 010.

A scan of a small portion of the 000-001 region is

shown in Fig. 2. This exhibits the full rotational resolu-
Observe 435 nm tion capability of the laser: it is from scans of this

resolution that the data were taken for quantitative
000 1002111 o , analysis.

P. For the scan in Fig. 2. the spectrometer was set at
440.0 nm to detect fluorescence originating from the
000 level populated by the 000-001 absorption. When
the spectrometer setting is changed. other bands appear
in the same excitation region. An example is shown in
Fig. 3. The lower panel is a part of the spectrum of the ,
000-100 band (like that shown in Fig. 2 for the
000-001 region) and was detected at 440 nm. For the
scan in the upper panel. the spectrometer was set at

Observe 440 nm 435 nm (recall that bandpass is 3 nm). where the
010 level of the A2'I' state emits in the 010-010 band.

"4 64 Lines from the 000-100 band are now greatly sup-

wvueni,. X (nm) pressed (although not entirely eliminated), while fea-
tures belonging to the 010- 110 band. as marked in the

FIG. 3. (Lower panel) A portion of excitation scans figure. stand out.
showing the P. and Q, heads of the 000- 100 band. The Figure 4 shows two bands of different types. In the
monochromator is tuned to 440 nm so that only this band is top panel is exhibited the 000 - - 010 p.-" band.
observed. (Upper panel) Excitation scan of the same region and the lower trace shows the 010 '1 - 020 1 -fl
but with the monochromator set at 435 nm to detect emission
from 010 of the A'21 state. Here the 000- 100 band is su- transition. This selective detection of LIF using a spec-
pressed and the P, and P. heads of 010- 110 K 21- and the trometer has been essential in picking out bands associ-
"p. head of010-110 ,, z appear. This illustrates the ability ated with excited bending levels of the ground state. .
to distinguish among congested spectra using selectively de- Clearly. a conventional absorption spectrum or even
tected LIF. (The band head marked X. prominent in the lower broad-band-detected LIF would be too congested to
scan, is thus far unassigned.) permit identification of any but the most intense

features.

However. the presence of these diatomics proved For this approach to be successful. it is important that
very useful for calibration of the laser wavelength. For the bulk of the emission come from the pumped levelthese purposes we tuneu the spectrometer to 431 o itself. That is. the 010- 110 band would be more

388 nm to detect the v = 0 bands of A-:A - X:n CH noticeable in the lower scan in Fig. 3 if vibrational
or B "- " CN respectively. The 0-I band of transfer in A2 * from the 010 to the 0(M level had
CH (22) .as used for calibration in these studies. Fur- occurred to a significant degree. Because the to.4 -

ther corrk:'ration was obtained by comparison of mea- levels in question are separated by only 681cm- .com-
sured line positions in the 0X00-00 and 010-010 pared with kT - 1600 cm-' in this region, upwkard

bands with the tables of Dixon (6) and Bolman et at. vibrational transfer with a rate related to the dowknward
(8). We estimate an overall absolute accuracy o one by detailed balancing tas observed in OH in flames
±0.5 cm 'for our measurements, while relative line (24(1 could cause 000- 100 contamination in the upper
positions in a given band (more pertinent to most of our scan of Fig. 4. In the flame at atmospheric pressure.
results) are accurate to within the laser bandwidth, collision processes fully control the fate of the upper

<0.2% of the scan ranges used state level populations (17). The fact that the two scans
in Fig 4 are different then means that the collisional

3.2 Results quenching rate is rapid compared with vibrational
The overall spectral region covered includes the energ. transfer between the 010 and C 0 levels of

O( W-() band. the 0(M-010 band allowxed b\ 1-I1 A-1" This condition is necessar\ for selective de-
mixing 123). and numerous other hot bands The spec- tection of the LIF to be successful. It is generall. true
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TABLE I. A, rotational constants fixed in fits (cm Bolman el al. (8) for the 0() level: D = 1.93 -
o0 - I cm -' , p = 2.70 x 10 'cm '. and q = 6.2 A

Bolman et al. Dixon 10- ' cm - ' . Although the values reported ir, ref 6 are(8)" (6) -25% smaller, this difference has negligible effect on

t,_ .000Level our fits. The value of y = -1.5 x 10' cm in theB - -y replacement term was taken from a microwave

B 0.402163 0.40211 measurement (25). again the precise value does not
1OD 0.190 0.177 affect our results.
10'.y 0.52 s1.5 For the 000- v,Ov, bands having 211 symmetr, in the

010 Level ground state. there are four prominent heads (see
Fig. 2): 'P,, P,. P,. and Q,. These form our set of data.8 0.402725 0.402677 which are then fitted to the three constants E,. A. and

IO'D 0. 161 t0. 188)' - B. In spite of the fact that three constants are fitted toio,.Y 0.73 (0.36 h"
io'q -0.651 0.661. four data, the results are precise because of the lack of

correlation between the fitted values. The "p, - P. and
"Used an fit. P - Q, splittings are sensitive to the value of B. while
'Sign not d-termoed, the P, - P. separation yields A. Determination of the

band origin (E,) includes some contribution from both
in the few cases of diatomic radicals that have been B and A. but comes primarily from the overall wa.e-
isted fw cae f diat c raicthtu, he bn length.
studied (17). and for NH, (14). A direct study of col- For transitions involvine A levels of 010-v, I%:
lisional phenomena for NCO in flames forms part of our transitions, the same four band heads are present and
future plans. they are fitted in the same way. We found it more

4. Data analysis difficult to precisely pick out the P head and the

4.1 Method results have larger uncertainty (see Fig. 3).

Most of the quantitative data were in the form of For bands involving 2 components of' the X-

accurately determined band-head positions. whose states in 010-v, I v bands, there are onl, tswo e.ell-
defined heads (P, and P,) for each of the p.'! andspacings were suitable for determining vibronic term - components (see Fig. 3L The (XX) 1- 0 (t)

energies. rotational constants, and (where applicable)3'~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ si-rispitncosat.Tiwadoeuigte i-- and 010 -2I1 - 020 11 bands exhibited in Fie, 4 -e,
spin-orbit splitting constants. This was done using the are forbidden in a first approximation because .1k =
appropriate equations for the vibrational and rotational Aiterm alues of X 'H ,.A A . A sm all am ount of m ixing of the A '1 ' and I\:! "

The upper states were always the 000 level of A 2-' states (23) furnishes the finite intensities. Each of these
The ppestate wrem alwaysr the 00 level o bands has only P- and R-branches: in the Il-II ca'se.

for excitation from v,0v of T ll,, or the 010 level for there is a pair of each type due to K doubling in the P.excitation from V l v,. The spectral constants for these" ,,
upper and lower states. In all of these cases, the .4 and P.

electronically excited levels were held fixed throughout B values were calculated using theoretical con.id-
the analysis. The A'1 energy expressions used are erations. and s~ere used to determie ,ibrattonal term
given in ref. 8. The upper state bending vibration term values E, A.
value has been reported as 680.83 and 680.77 cm- in Forthe000-200band. only the A , heads C P and
refs. 6 and 8. respectively; we used the latter value. P,) could be identified with certaint,. -% B %alue could
Values of the electronic energy are 22 754.07 and be determined. but independent spit-orbit .phttm. ,r"
22 753.98 cm-' from refs. 8 and 6 respectively. EW2 in t ",,b a
the expression for r was taken as -76.9 cm '. as deter-
mined in ref. 8 for the OvO sequence. It was fixed at 4.2 Errors "
this value throughout irrespective of possible variation Uncertainties in the fitted constants were etimaied
of e with v, or v,. The remainder of the constants were by forcing small variations in the fitted %alue, and re-
taken from ref. 8: these are listed in Table I together calculating the band-head positions Refittin alter %
with those reported in ref. 6 for comparison, fixing one of the constants at a wkrong \alue confirmed

Trial fits to the full set of rotational lines in our the small correlation among A. B. and E,. For the best-
000-000 and 000-001 band data showed that we determined bands. H leels of v,(0,. se recurrentl\
could not obtain improved valus of D for the X-l, obtained sharp minima in N' value'. v, th r much
statc. or independently determined values of the smaller than the laser line width From the results of
.\-doubling parameters p and q. These too were fixed in these trials, we conservatitel, estimate for the II lcel,,
our band-head position fits at the values determined by that the B values carT', an uncertaint\ of (I (I(N2 cm

I . % IN

er e" .4% e 1"0.%A,% % %
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TABLE 2. Vibrational term values (cm

Reference Bondybey and Milligan and Sullivan et al." Sullivan ea al." Wong etal 1 13) This work

English (9) Jacox (10)

matrix matrix gas-phase fluorescence spectra gas-phase
Method fluorescence infrared fluorescence excitation

spectra spectra experiment calculated spectra spectra

Error ±±2 10 ±8 =0 ±5

010" 531 - - - - 533 7
100 1272 1275 1270 1276 1270= 2.7 12704
110 1823 - - - - 1821 5
001' 1923 1922 1912 1914 1921.06±0O.89 1921 8
Oil 2438 - - - -2441 5
101 3167 -3157 3162 -3168.0)

111 3706-- - - 37)4 1

"B, J. Sullivan. D. R. Crosl. .and G P Smith. manuscript in preparation
'Also 533.6 cm 'from abso~rption spectra (refs 6 and 81
'Also 1921.0 from laser magnetic ersonance. ref 27

TABLE 3. Spin-orbit coupling constant. A (cm

Bolman et al. Wong et al. This work
Level Dixon (6) (8) (13) (±0.4)

0. 0. 0 211 -95.59=0.02 -95.585±0l.003 -95.35=0.44 -95.59
0. 1. 0 2, -94.14±0.02" -94.191 =0.005 - -94.02

. .0. 0 4l - - 90.17 t0. 40 -89 81
I. I . 0 2,1 -81-16
0.0., I !nl - -97.16 ±0. 13 -97.07
0. 1 , 1 -.- - -95-20
1 0. 1 2 H -92-13

. .1 -- -85 35

"Refinied by Boiman et al 18Sf

and the A values an uncertainty of 0. 3 cm '. From the 60-70 (this may indicate a need to revise the D. p. or
aforementioned fits. E, is determined to t0.2 cm'. q values, but we have not explored this aspect). Corn-
but the additional error due to absolute wavelength cal- parison of the 000-0(X) lines published bN Bolman el
ibration raises the overall uncertainty to between al. (8) with our calculations was also performed. Good
0.5 and 0.8 cm-'. depending on the band. For the A agreement was obtained with deviations less than
levels, similar uncertainties are estimated. the laser line width. These tests gaxe us additional

The X'11, constants are, of course, strongly cor- confidence in the values calculated from band-head
related with the values chosen for A 21'. which have positions.
been fixed. There is. therefore. the possibility of further
error in the absolute values. particularl) for B How- 4.3 Resultsx lor I('e'/f i t K /
ever, because common (X) or 010 upper states are The fitted results for E_. A. and B for the t) t. and
involved in all the bands, the significance of differences vI v, levels are presented in Tables 2 -5 Io. bands %A ith
in B among levels of X'H, is best gauged bN the fit K = : + 1 . Results for other bands are collected in
uncertainty estimates. Table 6. Where comparisons exist, we hase also listed

For eacht band, a full set of rotational lines was calcu- values obtained b,, other investiL'ators In all such cases
lated using the constants fitted from band-head posi- satisfactorN agreement is seen, except for ihe matrix
tions, and this was used for assignment purposes For LIF value't9) for E,(2(X)) This mna> be an etrroneous
the 000-000 and W()-001 bands, quantitative comn- assignment. our assignment and measurement of Fig
parison between our measured and calculated positions I h of ref .9 suggests 25 10 cm 'as the result
was made. There is somec deviation for J values of A comnment is warranted concerning~ thL B salues for
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TABLE 4. Rotational constant. B (cm J )

Bolman et al. Wong et al. This work
Level Dixon (6) (8) 113) (±0.0002)

0.0.0 'In 0.38940±0.00004 0.3895161" 0.3913±0.0030 0.38936
0.1.0 la 0.39046±0.00002 0.3905470 - 0.39058
1.0.0 2I1 - - 0.3892±0.0027 0.38856"
1. 1.0 2A - - - 0.38990"
0.0.1 211 - - 0.3865-+0.0009 0.38613
0.1.1 ,1 - - - 0.38732
1.0.1 20 - - - 0.38547"
1.1.1 2A - - - 0.38747'

"From the microwave data of Amano and Hirota (27).'Average. single-B. fitted value. see Table 5 and text for spin-component dependent B's.

TABLE 5. Spin-state specific rotational constants (cm-') in Table 5 are not much larger than twice the esti-
mated uncertainty of 0.0002 in each B-value deter-

"1 (v, = 0) (v2 , = I) mination. That is, AB is better determined than twice

the error of the individual B's.v,. v, I/2 3/2 3/2 5/2 -4.4 Results for other bands
0.0 0.38937 0.38932 0.39065 0.39046 Several bands involving the '. levels belonging to
1.0 0.38837 0.38907 0.38973 0.39047 vibrational levels with v, = I were identified. These
0.1 0.38613 0.38616 0.38736 0.38732 were analyzed only to determine the corresponding
1.1 0.38524 0.38603 0.38733 0.38782 band origins. by assuming that the appropriate A and B

values may be taken from the 21 levels with the same
000. In their rotational analysis, Bolman et al. (8) actu- value of v. This procedure is subject to some uncer-
ally fixed the value at that determined by microwave tainty. in view of Bolman et al.'s (8) finding that their
data 125). 0.389516 cm-'. They then used this to deter- fitted B's for the lu2'1 * and K2:1 - levels differed by 7 x
mine a B value for the 000 level of A 21. We in turn 10 -' cm-', while that for the '. (010) level from the
fixed B(A 2 ' , 000) at the Bolman et al. (8) value, but microwave data (25) was in between. Also. A, may be
recovered a slightly different B (000) in X2fl. 0.38936 calculated from A1(000) or A1(01l0) the values
cm-'. While the difference is less than our quoted error obtained differ by 0.4 cm - '. Nonetheless, we pro-
in B. we obtain a noticeably poorer fit if we force B to ceeded, using the appropriate equations to determine
be 0.38952. Our result, in fact. agrees well with the band origins. The estimated errors due to the as-
Dixon's (6). although we have fixed D' and D" at the sumptions on A and B are incorporated into the quoted
values given in ref. 8 whereas in ref. 6 they are both uncertainties. This analysis was applied to the K and p.
noticeably smaller, which may make this agreement levels of 010 and I10 and the K"1- level of I10.
fortuitous. We do not understand this discrepancy with Neither theA 1 '±- level of 110 nor the - levels for I I I
the microwave data. even though it is minor, were identified with certainty.

The levels with K = v, + I have been fitted allowing In each case, the P, - P, spacings for each -1 sub-
separate values for different spin components. (Note band agreed %,ell with calculated values, but the
this is not the same as the B,, value obtained (3) by spacing between the p.'2 and K-2- bands differed
expansion of the square root. as is often done.) The from experiment by 0.9 cm-' for 010 and 2.4 cm-' in"e
results, given in Table 5, show the same B value except the case of 01 I. This suggests r is not calculated cor-
when v, = I. A plot of B (lower) - B (upper) is rectly and corresponds to differences in A of 2-4
exhibited in Fig. 5. The lines drawn both have a slope cm-' or in e of 0.001-0.002 cm-' compared with the %
of unity. The lower line has an intercept at the origin, nominal values. %
and the upper line has an intercept reflecting the differ- The positions of the heads of the 000- '2 -Ol0':"
ence of 7 x 10 ' cm '. These differences. AB = B transition, fitted with the Bolman et al. (81 constants.
(upper sptn component) - B (lower spin component), yielded a band origin agreeing with that of ref. 8 wkithin
will be examined later in terms of Fermi interactions, the 0.3-cm-' laser line width. Individual line assicn-
Attempts to fit data using a single B value for both ments and calculated en' rgies also agreed well up to
components in these levels resulted in a significantly -J = 40. but there was a small (I -2 cm-') systematic
poorer result, even though the differences expressed difference between calculated and our measured posi-
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TABLE 6. Band origins for other levels (cm

v, v2 v Components Origin Ref. 9 Others

010 Ip2 , K"- 531.9±0.8 529 531.8 (ref. 8)
110 K 2z

-  1812"5 1805 -
oil R 2 .Ky- 2440.3±0.8 2436 -

020 i-1 948t 10 933 -
200 2n1,.2 2532.1 ± 1.0 2366 2522. 2520"

"Experimental and calculated values, respectively, from B. J. Sullivan. D R. Crosler.
and G. P. Smith. manuscript in preparation.

tions for high J (60-70) R-branches. The 000'Y -

OI0K 2 ,- band was absent (<10% of the g~l* sub-
band) in accordance with symmetry considerations. o.39o-

The 010211 - 020l'l band, shown in Fig. 4. was
fitted to obtain a term value for the iwfl level. The
0102n - 020K 2 l band was sought but could not be -- _
found (intensity <10% of the pi11 level.) We see no 'E
obvious reason for its absence, but it agrees with the &
gas-phase, room-temperature, LIF experiments. (B. J. 'o.8 -.
Sullivan. D. R. Crosley, and G. P. Smith, manuscript 30.
in preparation), where fluorescence from the pumped .
OO211 level to the A21 level is observed, but that to the
Ki-I level is not. A uI

The 2, level of the 200 state was observed. The 0

'P 12 and P, branches were well formed. No clear P, or . u O
Q, band heads, however, stand out in the region 80-90
cm-I to the red side. in contrast to the case for all the
other bands with K = v2, + I. It is possible that Fermi 0.366 0.38 0.390

resonance mixes the 200. 120. and 040 states so thor- BUPPR (cm-')
oughly as to dilute the intensity to the normal 200 2n, FIG. 5. Rotational constant B for the lower spin component
component. vs. that of the upper spin component. Circles. levels not in

The B value of the 2f 2 component of the 200 state Fermi resonance (v, = 0); triangles, levels in Fermi resonance
was found to be 0.38685 cm-' from the PI,-P, sepa- (v, = I). Each line has a slope of unity. The lower line has
ration. The term-value results, together with those from an intercept at the origin and the intercept of the upper one is
other investigations, are collected in Table 6. offset by 7 x 10' cm '. reflecting the average difference .1B

for these levels.

5. Discussion: spectral constants and interactions

The spectral constants determined in this study and formed in a flame where large pulations of vibrationally and rotationally excited free radicals exist.
listed in Tables 2-6 represent a fatrly comprehensive In this section we further examine the trends in the
collection of vibrationally dependent parameters for a spectral constants with vibrational level. The, can be
non-i1 triatomic. The high precision furnished by the used to determine the gas-phase values of w, and wt for
measured band-head positions and full rotational anal- the first time, and to extract vibration-rotation inter-
ysis is determined by trial fits as well as complete rota- action constants. For levels with K = v, + I and v =

tional line comparisons for 000-000 and 000-001 ato osat.Frlvl ihK=vba n coatifyion. agrment 00i-00 seenand 0 1I variations in the A values and the difference betveenbands. Gratifyingly, agreement is seen to be within B
B values for different spin components can be satis-

common experimental error wherever comparison mea- factorily explained in terms of Fermi-resonant inter-
surements exist, although the precision varies for each actions. A small dependence of A on , is observed for
quantity in a given experiment. For example. the Wong levels having v 0. In the next three subsections ve r

et al. study (13) used fluorescence lines from a common consider the levels having K = 0. + I. and conclude

J'; their B values were determined with less precision this section with comments on the other levels studied

than ours. but their A(001) vales, in particular, were

determined with greater precision. Altogether. these 5. / Vibrational constants
results reflect the utility of selectivity detected LIF per- From differences among the vibrational term values
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TABLE 7. Vibrational constants (cm 1)

Present Bondybey and Dixon Bolman et al ,
results Sullivan et al." English (9) (6) (8)

XI: 17.0 - 4.5 - -

,: - 14.t - -8 - -

XI: -24.8 -27.8 -14 - -
X,, - -10.3 -64 - -

x- - -2.7 0.7 -

xI, - -11.6 -17 - -

w, + 2x,," 1266.1 1273 1144 - -
w + 3x2, 536.4 - 521.4 541.5 537.5
w, + 2xi, 1949.1 1943 1889 - -

t, 1286.7 1293 1272 - -
534.3 -- 529.5 539.4 535.4

to, 1972.5 1966 1923 - -

"B. J. Sullivan. D. R. Crosley. and G. P. Smith. manuscript in preparation.
'Ignoring Fermi resonant contributions of -4 cm

TABLE 8. Energies of levels involved in Fermi resonance (81 value for o and Dixon's determination (6) of x_,.
(cm +0.7 cm-'. Using this value for x:. and the gas-phase

results (B. J. Sullivan. D. R. Croley. and G. P. Smith.
Level pair Ih)" lb" 1K)' " manuscript in preparation) for x,, and .r,. the harmonic ,

100-020 1315 1225 1193 954 constants w,. w,. and wo, can be obtained and are also
110-030 1862 1781 176) 1474 listed together with comparisons.
101-021 3214 3122 3085 2847 Levels with v, = I can be in Fermi resonance with
111-031 3747 3661 3638 3352 lower-l , ing levels having two more quanta in vz, which

"Upper component of I. v.. v,. ob.ecd~- would push the v, = I levels higher than their un-
'Lower component of 11. v:. ,. observed perturbed vibrational energy. This has been ignored in
':,- or 2.1- component of tO. v. + 2. v,. calculated the present vibrational analysis alhough the results of

"Average of IL 10. v. + 2. v,). calculated. Sect. 5.3 show that it is present. The results from that
treatment indicate an upward shift of -2 cm - ' for 100
and 101. and -6 cm-' for 110 and I I I compared with

listed in Table 2. we can obtatn several vibrational the values obtained here. For the analssis method used. ,
constants. Given in the table are the energy level posi- this means that our result for w, would be -4 cm'
tions following removal of the spin-orbit. Renner-
Teller. and rotational contributions discussed in Sect. 2. too high.

The term values for levels with v, = I are obtained from 5.2 Spin-orbit splitings ,"
the A components. Because the energies still contain An inspection of the set ofA values in Table 3 reveals
the gA IKI term (18). an amount g, = 3.6cm ' must be three distinct trends. We initiallh consider the four
subtracted from all differences between levels having levels that cannot be involved in Fermi resonance.
A v. = I. in order to consider pure vibrational energy. First, an increase in the magnitude of A occurs %ith

From the term value differences. we can obtain di- stretching vibrations: from the pairs (X)I-(XX) and
rectly the three cross-anharmonic terms.i,, -.r,, and .r,. 011-010. this amounts to an increase of 1.3 cm 'when
and the sums w, + 2 - . w, 3.. and w, + 2x,,. The v, is augmented by one quantum, perhaps reflecting a
values for the two independent determinations of any tendency toward a O-CN limit. Second. the ratios of
single quantity have ±0.6 cm ' uncertainty, although A,, for corresponding 'A and :11 levels maN be corn-
the full set is not overdetermined and all results (and pared. Equation 2 predicts a decrease of 1.01i in 1.4,I
errors) are correlated. The term .r/ cannot be dis- in going from 11 to 'A. The 010-M) pair shows a
tinguished from x- and gAIKI in these studies and is decrease of 1.6( . wkhile that of the 01I -XII set is
ignored. The results arc listed in Table 7. where they 1.9,i. Thus, these trends arc reasonable agreement , ith
are compared with medium-resolution determinations expectations.
using fluorescence spectra following laser excitation of The other four levels show larger and less apparently
the A2Y" state in a matrix (9) and the B21, state in the regular differences. For each of these. v = I so there,
gas phase. The value of w. + 3t, = 536.4 cm' may exists the possibilit\ for Fermi resonance. The dis- " r
also be compared to 537.5 cm ' using the Bolman et al. tinction between these same two sets of levels Is also ,,
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TABLE 9. Shifts due to Fermi resonance (cm TABLE 10. Rotation-vibration interaction constants
(lo 'cm ')

AAI 104 AB
Band

Level calculated measured calculated measured combinations U

100 ,1 6.3 5.8 6.4 7.0 al 1()0-(X() I (9)
S1021 11.5 12.9 13.7 7.4 101 -001 (0 89
I01 i 5.6 4.9 5.4 7.9 I IO-OIO (92
I I 2A 9.7 9.9 8.6 4.9 average 0 94

rcf 13 2 I

a2  0 O-,(XX) - 22
evident in the AB values of Table 5. The spin-orbit IiO-ItX) -M I 30
splittings and AB values can be satisfactorily explained 011-001 -I 19
by this interaction. average - I 26

The only levels that interact with ( v, = 1. v, v0 are ref. 6 - I 0h'-

the K and . pair of (0. v, + 2, v,) lying at lower ref 8 - I ('('3

energies. A calculation was performed for the un- a, 001-(XX 3 23
perturbed energies of these latter states using the 011-010 326 o
vibrational constants in Table 2. calculated pair split- 101- I) 3 13
tings. and effectic spin-orbit splittings. The results are average 3 211
listed in Table 8 along with the observed energies of the ref. 13 4 K
(v, = I, v. v) levels. Because the lower spin com-
ponent Jb) of (v, = I. v., vo always lies closer to its in each case is shifted upwards by 18cm owing to
K counterpart. and because it interacts more with the K interaction ith the . and K states, and that th il, t-

level than does the upper spin component ih). it will be .c onnti hed upadKs. am thinteci

affected more by the Fermi interaction. Thus. the ener- with p.. The remainder arises from he h - K interaction.

gies of both components of the levels with v, = I are lito The ne his from te

increased, the lower one more so. thus decreasing the The agreement seen in Table 9. involing calculated

apparent spin-orbit splitting. . level positions and only W, as an adjustable parameter.
Te10and Ill levels lie closer to the satisfabtorThe 110 woud thu s e ecle toh perturbing is quite good. and constitutes a sati-factor description

levels, and would thus be expected to exhibit a larger of the variation in spin-orbit splitting due to Fermi
change in A than 100 and 101. This is in accord with the interaction.
results: the first pair has an JAI that is 10-13 cm' i
lower than the corresponding non-Fermi interacting 5.3 Rotational constanf.v.i
pair (010 and OfI respectively). while the decrease We first consider differences in B values, as listed in
of JAl in the latter is 5-6 cm-' (compared with (XJ Table 4. to obtain results for a,. For levels %ith %, =
and 0011. 0. the average B is used. When %, = I. the (3 value of'

Needed for a quantitative calculation of the energies the lower spin component h) is affected by Fermi re,,-
of the interacting pair are the energies in Table 8 and an onance. but the upper component 10 is not swnficantl.
estimate of the interaction strengths W. These are given perturbed %e therefore take the B value of the h t com-
for the four possible interactions b-K. h-IR. /I-K. ponent to represent that of the unperturbed state. B-
and h - p. using [I] to describe the levels and the value differences involving the Ill level do not fit the
matrix elements for Fermi resonance given by Hougen patterns well. We do not know% the reason %h,. but it i, s.
420). Of the two Fermi interaction terms W, and W, for ignored in the analysis.
a 'II triatomic. W, might be expected to be 10-40 cm The results for the a's listed in Table 10 showk consis-
and 14', to be near zero. Our data do not permit deter- tent results. Results from other investiations exist onl\
mination of both with confidence, and we set W, = 0 in for a single pair oflevels in each case (ce Table 4. Our
Hougen's equations. results for a, and ax are one-half and tIo-third,.

A straightforward fit of W, shows that an excellent respectivelN of those found h Vong et a/ (13). al-
description of the IA I values is obtained for an inter- though not outside their error bars Our result, aree
action constant of W, = 10. 1 cm ' (This corresponds well \Aith those of Dixon 161 and Bolman et at. 18,
to W, = 15.7. W, = 9.7. W = -13.1. and W, = for a..
- 1X0 cm-'.) The results for the calculated vs. mea- For levels involved in Fermi resonance, that is. the
sured shifts of the spin-orbit splitting are given in lower spin components Ih) of those .'els having =

Table 9 The calculations predict that the Iti) component I. the rotational constants are affected (scc (4f) Be-
-Y
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cause a, > 0 and a < 0. the( v = 1. v, vo) levels have from the matrix fluorescence spectra 191 is much lower
a smaller B than the perturbing ( v, = 0. v, + 2. v,) than that obtained here. Our inspection of Fig I h of'
levels in each case. thus the B of the Ib) component ref. 9 suggests a 200 assignment with a term value of
should be greater than that of the 1h) component. This 2510 cm-'. This may also be the reason for the large
is in agreement with the experimental results (Table 5 magnitude of x, from the matrix work (see Table 7).
and Fig. 5). The levels not in Fermi resonance have Recall that while the "P,: and P: heads belonging to e

AB = (-6 + 9) X 10- ' cm-' while those with v, = I the 2I1l 2 component of 200 were well defined, the P,
have AB = (68 ± 13) x 10- 5 cm - '. and Q, heads associated with ,l,. did not stand out.

The predicted AB due to Fermi interaction was calcu- There are possible heads -74 and - 105 cm to the red
lated according to [4]. considering only the K level as side. It is possible that here the Fermi resonances cause
perturbing. The B for the unperturbed v, = I level was significant mixing and dilute the oscillator strength
set equal to that of the upper spin component. which is over two or three IL, components. A future expert-
little n ixed by the interaction. The B for each ( v, = 0. ment to address this question would invoke scanning
v, + 2, v ) level was calculated using the at constants the monochromator so as to obtain a fluorescence spec-
of Table 9. We assume for the present purpose that the trum from each excitation, so as to ascertain the prin-
rotational constant within these bending levels does not cipal identity of each of the head features.
depend on K or the K. I± ordering, despite the fact that -".-",
Bolman et al. (8) found a difference of 0.0009 cm-' in 6. Summary
the B values for K 21 and ft2' of the 010 level. W, as This study has demonstrated the promise for spec-
determined from the IAAI splittings in the preceding troscopic determinations using selectively detected LIF
section was used to compute the mixing coefficients in a flame environment where a copious number of

The results are given in Table 9. As with the IAAI vibrationally and rotationally excited radical species
values, the predicted and experimental results are exist. Vibrational, rotational, and spin-orbit constants
sensibly ordered and of the correct overall size. Thus, have been obtained for several levels of NCO (X[I,) 11)
the Fermi interaction with W, = 10.1 cm-' satis- inaccessible using conventional spectroscopic methods. %
factorily describes both the spin-orbit splitting and rota- A description in terms of Renner-Teller interactions.
tional constant differences for all four vibrational with a previously known parameter 4 = 0.144 cm '.
levels, and Fermi resonances, with a newly determined 1', =

5.4 Results for other levels 10.1 cm - ' , provides excellent agreement with inca-
The vibrational term values of the 2 and '. pairs of sured quantities.

levels of a (v, v, I. v3) level should differ by an
amount (8) 2gK - l/2e2w, or 1.8 cm - '. This predic- Acknowledgments
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RELATIVE TRANSITION PROBABILITY MEASUREMENTS
IN THE A-X AND B-X SYSTEMS OF CH

NANCY L. GARLAND and DAVID R. CROSLEY
Molecular Physics Department. SRI International. Menlo Park. CA 94025. U.S.A.

(Received 26 October 1984)

Abstract-Relative Einstein emission coefficients have been measured for transitions from the
C = 0 and I levels in the .4a-X211 and B"2-A 2I1 systems of the CH radical. The measurements
were made in an atmospheric pressure methane-air flame, and the results are compared with
theoretical calculations.

INTRODUCTION

Emission from the CH radical is responsible for the familiar violet coloration of
hydrocarbon flames. This emission has been used in studies of the com-bustion of practical
systems, such as pulse combustors and gas turbine engines, to locate the position of the
reaction zone of the flame. CH has also been observed in absorption in flames and is
readily detectable using laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). Its emission and absorption are
found in systems of astrophysical interest, in the spectra of comets and stars.

Quantitative measurements of CH concentrations and experiments investigations of
energy transfer in the radical' require knowledge of relative and absolute transition
probabilities for different vibrational bands. We report here measurements of relative
transition probability ratios for several bands in the A2A-X 2 1 and B2 _7-X 2fl systems of
CH in the blue and near ultraviolet. The experiments were performed in an atmospheric
pressure flame. and the results are compared with theoretical calculations involving
electronic transition moments which vary with internuclear distance. Although the
precision of the experimental results ranges from 10 to )%, they are adequate to establish
the form of the transition moment and for use in applications of emission and LIF
monitoring of CH.

EXPERIMLNTAL METHOD AND RESULTS
A methane-air flame was burned at atmospheric pressure on a small torch burner.

CH was present in copious quantity in the reaction zone. where the temperature.
determined from excitation scans furnishing the ground state rotational population
distribution, was 2040 K. An excimer laser was used to pump a dye laser whose beam
was directed into the flame, exciting specific levels of the .4 or B state. The resulting %
fluorescence was collected at right angles and focused onto the slit of a 0.35-m focal
length monochromator: the slit was aligned parallel to the laser beam. Following
amplification, the signal was processed with a boxcar integrator and stored either on a
strip-chart recorder or on a laboratory computer. The laser power was monitored during
the runs to normalize the signals. The wavelength-dependent response of the spectrometer
and photomultiplier detector was calibrated against a standard tungsten lamp.

With the laser wavelength fixed so as to excite a particular vibrational level " in one
of the electronic states, the spectrometer was scanned to measure t fluorescence intensity

of each band emitted by that level. The observed bands and theii wavelengths (Q-branch
origins) are listed in Table I. The resolution employed depended on the signal level and
possible interference with other bands: it varied from 2 to 40 A. Although the (1. I) and
(0. 0) bands of the A-A system are severely overlapped, the lack of significant tibrational
transfer' in the flame permitted distinction between them when ' = I was pumped.

The experimental results for ratios of Einstein coefficients .-I, . for the t = 0 and I
levels in both the B and .4 states are given in Table 2. Listed in Table 3 are ratios of the
vibrational transition probabilities

pt, .4 ,.' U-
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Table I. Obsersed hands.

Einstein
emission Absorption

Band Wavelength Franck-Condon coefficient oscillator
System v',v" nm factora sec

-1  
strength

A2A-X
2
l 0,0 431.5 0.992 1.8 x 106 5.1 x 10-

3

0,1 489.0 0.0072 2.7 x 104 9.9 x 10
-5

1.0 385.9 0.0074 2.0 x 104 4.4 x 1O
-5

1,1 431.4 0.986 1.8 x 106 5.1 x lo
-3

1,2 485.9 0.0056 3.9 x 104 1.4 x 10
-4

B2-X
2
0 0.0 388.6 0.865 2.8 x tO6 3.2 x I0-3

0.1 435.3 0.114 1.7 x 105 2.4 x 10
-4

1,0 363.3 0.118 8.8 x 105 8.8 x 10-
4

II 403.4 0.569 1.8 x I06 2.2 x 10
-3

1,2 450.4 0.171 2.9 x 105 4.4 x 10
-4

Obtained from Morse potentials for 4-X; from Ref. 7 for B-X.

The errors quoted arise from an estimate of the accuracy in each measurement, together
with scatter in replicate measurements of the same ratio.

DISCUSSION

The transition probability for the ('. ") band may be written in terms of an integral
of the electronic transition moment Rjr) over the vibrational wave functions as

p,...- if 0,.r)Rr)0,4r) dr. (2)

where r is the internuclear distance.

R,Ir) = f ',:r, re1).1(r, r1)4','r, rei) dr., (3)

"sT

Table 2. Experimental results. Einstein emission coefficient ratios.

Svstem Ratio Value

A2'- A 1 /Ao0 0.015 ± 0.005

A12 1All 0.022 ± 0.002

AI oA 1 2  0.50 ± 0.12

B 2I/Aoo 0.06 ± 0.02

Al0 /A11  0.5 ± 0.2

A 12 0 0.3 ± 0.1
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Table 3. Vibrational hand intensfi ratios.

This Study

Ratio Experiment Calculated Ref. 5 Ref. 6

A
2
6-X

2
1 B

Pol1Po0 0.022 * 0.007 0.022 0.031 7 x 10
-5

PlO'pL 0.,08 * 0.002 4 x 10
-4  0.001 0.029

P02Pll 0.031 * 0.003 0.031 0.064 0.005

B2EX21 -'1

pOI/PO0 0.08 * 0.03 0.076 0.047

PO/pil 0.37 * 0.15 0.30 0.72

P
1 2 /P1 0.17 * 0.08 0.14 0.24

describes the probability of the electronic transition as a function of r, Al is the transition
dipole moment function.

The A-A transition of CH is highly diagonal. i.e. the potential curves for the two
electronic states are nearly identical, and the wave functions are close to orthogonal. This
fact is reflected in the small Franck-Condon factors %

11'1

q%. if4 0dr 1(4)

for the off-diagonal (At 0) bands (see Table I). The relative values of p,.,- for these
bands. while small, are larger than the relative q,.,- because regions of small and large r
are weighted differentl. b\ the r-dependent transition moment. Eq. (3), reducing the
degree of cancellation in the integral in Eq. (2). A proper theoretical description of the
relative transition probabilities must thus take into account the variation of R, with r. as
is necessar in the A-X systems of the diatomic h. drides OH (Ref. 2) and NH (Ref. 3).

Functional forms of R)r have been calculated from ah inlIo wave functions for the
A-A' system of CH in three studies. Huo4 found a nearl\ linear form when r was near
the equilibrium value for the two states: however, the range covered in Ref. 4 is too
restricted for the present purpose. Hinze c al (HLL)5 have performed calculations over
a larger range of r and used the resulting R,,r). together with ,, from their theoretically
obtained potentials, to determine A, -. Larsson and Siegbahn (LS)' have used a slightly
different basis set to calculate values of ,P, and Rr). We have con~erted their reported
band oscillator strengths to relative p, ,. for comparison with the experimental results.
The results of HLL and LS. in the form of ratios of vibrational transition probabilities.
are given in Table 2.

We have used Morse oscillator wave functions and a linear form of the electronic
transition moment

R,ir) = c(l - pr). (5)

with a slope determined by fitting the observed transition-probabilit\ ratios p' /p(, and
Pl2/Ip l. The Morse .ave functions should be valid for the loms r'. t"' encountered here
and should form a better represer..ation of the A and X states of CH than the P,
determined from the ab initio potentials. A reasonable description of the twso ratios
Pot /Th and P12_/P, can be obtained with a slope p 0.43 A but the calculated p,,/p,
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ratio is much too small compared with the experimental value. This is also the case for
the HHL values. The results are listed in Table 3.

The r-centroid

F fr dr/0 1 .. &.dr (6) *5W

'.,

represents the average value of the internuclear distance sampled during the electronic %
transition for the (v', v) band. Because it is larger for (1. 0) than for (I. 1) and PlolPi I %

qo/ql. no form of R,(r) as in Eq. (5) will correctly describe this ratio. An examination 5

of the ab initio transition moments 6 shows at large r an upward deviation from the
linear decrtrase. producing a larger transition probability ratio P0o/pi than would be
expected from the linear form. We conclude that a linear moment is clearly inappropriate. %
although neither ab initio calculation produces agreement with experiment.

For the B-N system, the single ab initio calculation by HLL can be well represented
in linear form with a slope of 0.59 A-. In this case we are. however, faced with a
different theoretical problem. The form of the vibrational wave functions is highly
uncertain. The B2 '- state has a very shallow potential, with only two bound vibrational
levels for CH and three for the CD isotopic form. Consequently. Morse wave functions
are not expected to form a valid representation of the 0.. Available are q,.,, and F,..
values from RKR curves." These incorporate a larger value of the anharmonicity in the
B-state (374 cm- ') than that currently accepted (230 cm -') from isotopic scaling from
the CD value. Nonetheless. we used them to fit the experimental values for the vibrational
transition probability ratios to a linear form for Rj(r): we find a best-fit slope of p = 0.443
A- '. The calculated values are listed in Table 3 along with the experimental results and
ratios from HLL.

Several radiative lifetime measurements have been made on the A-state and one on
the B-state. The most reliable values appear to be 540 nsec for ' = 0 of A2... from both
a high-frequency deflection method 8 and an LIF measurement.9 Only one measurement
has been made for B 2 -, also by high-frequency deflection: the results for C' = 0 is 340
nsec. We combine these lifetimes with our experimental transition probability ratios.-%
recalling that

A,. A,:,,, (7)

in order to calculate Einstein emission coefficients and absorption oscillator strengths for
the bands studied here. The absorption oscillator strength for the B-X transition is half
that of the emission oscillator strength. due to the difference in degeneracy between the
two states. The results are listed in Table I. Finally. we can compare the ratios of the
oscillator strengths for the (0, 0) bands of the B-X and A-N systems with experimental
results of Linevsky' ° using absorption in a graphite furnace containing H_. Our value of
fo.o(B)/f 0 0 (A) = 0.62 may be compared with Linevsky's experimental result of 0.61

_ 0.10.

In a hydride, with its large centrifugal distortion, the effective r-centroid within a
vibrational band can increase with rotational quantum number J. causing a J-dependent
transition probability and radiative lifetime.'' Because of rapid rotational energ. transfer
in the flame, such a dependence was not observable in our experiments. Howe~er.
measurements of the lifetime in both the .A and B states' have been made as a function
of J. For B 2, - . an increase is found as J increases, consistent Aith a decrease in R, with
increasing internuclear distance. For .42-A. the experimental results are not definitive.

The experimental uncertainties lead to errors of 5"; in the results listed in Table I for
the Einstein emission coefficients and absorption oscillator strengths for the (0. 0) bands
of both systems and the (I. 1) band of .A-X. Errors of' 10-40"; are present in the
remainder of the results listed, as a direct consequence of the uncertainties listed in the
first column of Table I. This level of precision is adequate to demonstrate experimentall.
that the electronic transition moment for both systems decreases %ith r. and to furnish
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transition probability information useful for the purposes noted in the Introduction. A
more definitive test of the deviation from linearity of R,(r) of the A-X system will require
more precise measurements and, if possible, extension to a larger range of v' and v".
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RATE CONSTANTS FOR USE IN NIODELING*

D M. GOLDEN .AD C. W LARSON

Department of Cheieecal Kinetics

SRI International, Menlo Park. CA 94025

The current status of quantitative understanding oif reaction rate constant data for use in
combustion modeling is discussed. It is pointed out that simple bimolecular and unimolecular
reactions can be tabulated as functions of various physicall% meaningful parameters over wide
ranges of temperature and pressure. Also discussed are the more complicated problems of
complex surfaces and their manifestations. Major emphasis is placed on the underlssing framne-
work for critical evaluation of rate data.

We point out that currently used values for 2CH, 4 . C2H, + H are incompatible with
the reverse reaction and that the temperature dependence of the branching ratio

NH + NO
H - N20 < H+N can be understood in terms of an energs-dependent transition state

for the NH channel

Introduction This paper res iews the viiidelines alread\s well
established- for a framnework III which to evaluate

Contptr-basu-s modelitng of chemical reaction rate data Also (discussed will lbe those areas \% here-
sv ,steins is hecotoin il 5er\ c0 oni.' The compu- this framiework needs further substantiation. In ad-
tational frontiers are constantl\ lwitig pushed ahead dition. sonic des elopnicnt of- the treatment of that
andl izreater numbers of" scientists has e taken ad- increasingl\ ubsiquitous class of reactions that ap-
sati of standard codes that has e been decI.l pear to piroceed via a hosutd itntertmediate will lbe

oped.presented.
Man\~d modielers and( comitpi lers of cobust ion ki- It is In tended to enable modelers to has e thli

imetic data hasv les iped the habuito ab stractin Crage, based on kno Isvlsbe. to e~ttsnd md is idiial
the literature for the necc-ssar\ model itiputS with- rate parameters for elenc-ntarv cheical reaction%
out critical analksis U nfortun tate I'. its en the Zrcat andI cheIcIIIeal mIteeha i sfils be\( ons the ran is of cur-

4difficuilt\ of' purlm rinli ns: and ii derstaid i us, esperi - renit me asureeni-it. I ittled. this is a ilt del iii rc -

nietits. s alies that arc- both suspect t Oil sea qoireiuent sitie most ol tle kinetic ItboratorN stuod-
* g~~~Vrsmilds atnd interimlls tmsctmmsistent often finld theITir cs are, psd riied at temtiperatutres less thatn IM~) K

%%a.%it Int te data b ase and miost to the flaiiet(- win prat tires (fit interes t art-
As tltese eheittical moidels art asdapted for lariger bvtNeemik 12M~ andt D(W K

ss-emis the~ needs inc-ass-s for ami intertialls colt-
sistitit imiethod( fmr Lrttical es altattiut of thle rate
coniistat tts that tlake tip) a iol -nMotde, a~s \ss~ cI s Ground Rules
Isir inttrcimiiparnli iii miodels Hate c ostanits most
lx- .orrtc-t not onkIsIIi altsttltt uat ti at a Lciwci
Iciltixrattru tilt also ss ith rcspec t tot their tejil- ra- uoititm

otfli ttt LlldilitZ Itirtilirs sarlatitms I-trtltcritrs. Tiseimtde ftort eivitti't ruis n bals edt oni is 0
Simii cttltlpqs litill iloimuhilisitis III\ arialtklsttl- ttst stt st. ticre\iie PST 1 .t (I it IIIMstirt

tautl cttill)st1i! stijis amisl tIII( tratic liiiz raios... tt os t rctittis ciilc lit t aIit cnti~ tlirets

cstisknit: frtoim tlicsc coitiimtitis itas lairs thu of Aim~l hiiiitim ils isi itits. sush\ i asio tlssls

pi atls 1 II asm k iirw dic h l, i I t-tta 1mtit iiiFt Ia. olN slIta vN-~I-

*1mitt sor to *tiji'asii -t It tru tlli I ' itf I t~U( i I tstu th at toi-l i l sa IIIit! i I Ic ad' ipit

sm--ait I1 li.- oltit. t \o. I) M( 2t9 SK Mt4tt lit~ FiL I h r prcisr- aitd teimiperiturs tspt-
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stood in terms of molecular models for reactant and
transition state and the nature of breaking and
forming bonds, thus, the parameters are subject to
evaluative criteria beyond the bounds of any par-

ta Bomolecuiar Wb Untmoiccular ticular experiment. Furthermore, physically reason-
able parameters should enable rate constants to be

NH NO extrapolated beyond the measured temperature
range.

The parameters most easili subject to evaluiatis
criteria are A and B which are related to AS' the
entropy of activation, and IC,, (tbe heat capacit% of

H -N 20 actisation) and thus to reactant and transition s .tate
HNNOstructure. The parameter CQ related to AH' tthe

enthalpy of activation', requires potential surface
information, but c:an often be judged based oii
comparison of similar reactions

As has been stated man% times previouslk. the
N 2 -OH ab initio evaluation of AS1 requires potential sur-

fc) ompex WMulichanel face information. bLt limiting ranges can be de-
tct ompe~ dt uitchaneiduced by chemical common sense, and comparison

FiG. 1. Schematic potential energy surfaces for, of homologous series forces a certain order
(a) simple bimolecular processes As an example. consider the reaction
(b) simple unimolecular processes
(c) complex elementary processes 01 TP) -CH 4  O0H + C;H 23

(d) he wo athays or + 20-This process has been well studied' uip to - 2(XX)
K from -W)X K. iCaution should be esercised con-dent, and depend on the nature of the colliding cerning results from the low temperature especri-partners, whereas those that followk potentials of the mns ic esalaonso ihrhdo

type in Fig. ILa) are only temperature dependent. mns ic e ml mut fhge ~do
According to the principle of detailed balancing, hi- carbon impurities would consume sigiiihcant
molecular processes that are the reverse of a u tni - quantities of O-atomns. ;This pr(KeSs has also been
molecular decomposition are subject to exactly the athe jcto n sbtaiiosaetho
same pressure and partner dependence. The corn- univh gemnto aecnsatprnersals

plex surfaces (Figs. 1(0 and hdcf! are combinations uiesl
of the simple surfaces and are discussed later in this [k(M 3 mo I I

paper. kd moe -1

10 0-' T' (i e xp, -3h4-/T 41
Simple Bimolecula r Reaciiormts

On an Arrhenius plot (In k %sT . this cspressioriIn TST the thermnal (canonical) rate constant is produces a strongl\ cursed huec that i\ldS \daloes

free iner erm of a sinifle paaee. GIth of A at 2tXX) K that arte a factor of tvii biwh'r thvo
fe nr difference bet-ween transitioii state aiid wol aebcprdtdh\oapptinfa

reactants at the tteiiperature T. (kH is the Boilt- would has lnei opreict dibs es fit of da
inanni constant aiud hi is Plai iks comnstant.) w tN o t~tK aic

kT It wouitld be inconsistenut tlie ii iw i uisitriui

kG ep Yi/RT! & the reaction 01, P -(1,-.I ()Ito list

Ita tssi-paraniiter eSprt'ssioii b-trriiiui in thn' I is
teiitperatiire rangec Conristctit d1iatild. that ai

Chouice of units for k immplies choice of' standard state miodel traiositmoni state be decrilw i-h sed to si lit
for Y;1 AGI is a function of' temiperature. This. evtent i 0 +ii C1 1  ih shiwii it, taritcr,
alollL with the explicit first pisusk(r oif T in the tran- are fit top the. lost teiripciratuin dta~~ %kill '11t. 1,111u-
sitioii state formiuila, implies that ost-r ams reason- calls prothui- a uirseif Ariliuii piot that wd
abile temperatuire raogut thme rate coinstanit shoiiuld be bw ilesrmibil %tuth at least t1im, paraoictti
described 1), at least thirte paramneters. Of course ini a partit ilar modcI *tod\ tt ..i,

pumtd prope-rts of oiter-st iiu not fit I * siuti\, i,
k = AT" tsp - C. 2 thc (uirsauuri-i t li 'ird~Iiin 1)it it aiN' Iilut

olar ratc roiustaot \,\( rtI I - if tI, 11-1 1 us ,
It is clear that tesc pa.raimtetrs mas Itc uindchr- Ipc mstraiiuulatihito a difirii pnd iiit t ii,
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TABLE 1IC

Arrhenius parameters for H-atomn abstraction from ethane'

set 14 Set 11'

Reaction A B C A B C

(a) 0 + C2H, -. OH + C 2 He I.82E10 0 307 0 1 5E10 0 3201

(b) HO + CH, - H.O + CH, 6.31 E10 0 16512 8 7E6 1 05 911
(c) CH, + CH, CH, + C2H, 5.5 Ell 0 108i20 5 5E-4 4 0 4167

'Units of k are din' mole-' s-'.

perature dependences of the rate constants should Fig. 2). Reverse bimolecular association processes
be consistent with what is understood from TST. may always be computed from the overall equilib-

Two sets of bimnolecular rate constant parameters rium constant. Adequate representation of the tern-
for the reactions of 0-atom. hydroxyl radical and perature dependence of the equilibrium constant
methyl radical with ethane have recently been tab- will usually require at least three parameters as A1C,
ulated as follows: (There are others in the literature for the reactions is not usually zero. C

as well.) The unimolecular reactions of interest ma% not
The rate constants one calculates from each of be at their "high pressure limits," because spon-

these parameter sets agree to within a factor of two taneous reaction of energized reactant *process 2
between 1000 and 2000 K. However. the direction might be much faster than the collisional energizing
of decrease of A-factors in parameter set I is in- process, thus, at lower pressures an equilibrium
verted from the TST prediction. A-factors should population would not be maintained Under this
decrease in this series of reactions in going from condition canonical TST does not appl% and the rate
the atom to the diatom to the poly'atomic species constant for unimolecular dissociation and the re-
because the loss of rotational entropy accompanying
formation of the series of transition states increases
in this order. There are man% examples in the T K -
modeling literature where relations among rate 4"o 3(Mc 2=0 1500 10oc
constant parameters of bimolecular reactions are in-
consistent with simple TST constraints In most cases
where these constraints hase beern tested, the% hase a H.ge, uP,essw
been remarkably useful.)

Simple Unirnolecular Reactions C M~~,

Reactions that follow potential energx surfaces CG
such as depicted in lib ma% he described h% the 2C 6 N1

Lindemann mechanism CH, c', C
.1, -s, -

2 -6 Low P~essw~e
.Products I

These reActions Ar(- als-Ais the result of enerz
transfer b% t(llseon of the reactant A with bath gas 2
M step I and -1I and the spontaneous decom- '5 C~iiteei f h energied molecules vA

In the so-called I high p.-essure limit the 1111 e,
moletular rate constant nias lee described bN TST CM CH 0

in the same rAnner A, vtA-re hinole-culr reac tiemflI
%allies of the A-fActors Andi Acti~itionr energx ma\ 04 06 08
he e-salecAted b% cnonsedertione tit the' (harinte thAt 103 K
rxceir upeon fear mat cu of the' t rAnsit e c state fre efl

'he reaunts in itene'ral the te-ceperAtaire depter Fit. 2 Tcf-Tairt. tfe'p.'l~d-tl 'I At- k t m
df-eu(, of the rate tiraint TnAs ANls w re'pri-senfe sc-Pr~ url& ij p~ .- c tn A t, i -
ks tiarf-f pArama-ters baut ti ri i ts Aill suoftli so, ")A% 1Wa 

1e4 11~ ,t 1jie M111111IIl)tITIL: 11'II

C.~~.- .0. ... r' - " .dC..
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verse bimiolecular associationW becomes pressure de- sented by a multiplicative factor (0,, which effec.
pendent tfalI-off). raetively changes the A-factor. mprid

According to standard unmlclrrt hoy6 Troe 7 has demonstrated that accurateemica
the observable rate constant k,,,(T,.) may be relationships between the Lindemann and actual fall-
evaluated b\ averaging the microcanonical specific off curves exist, viz.,,
rate of spontaneous decomposition of energizedLidmn
reactant, kUE. over the appropriate non-equilib- kwni"7M) = k&un n(T. Xl F(T,M)
num distribution function:

Troe shows that the "broadening factor." FlT.\1I.
L1W may be written in a variety of universal forms of

wkE + ktE) B(E) dE (6) maryi accuracy , the most simple of which is;

The effective rate of strong collisions of reactant log F(T,N\I) = [I - (log k,\I/k,) 2-' log F&T). (9;
with bath gas is denoted by wi and B(E) is the nor-
malized Boltzmann distribution of reactant. The In all of Troe's forms, the temperature dependence
microcanonical rate constant, k(El, may be evalu- of FT. NI is carried entirely b% FJT). the broad-
ated quantum statisticall. RRKNI theon\) but sim- ening factor at the center of the fall-off tFigure 31.
pier approximations of the pressure dependence \%ill Figure 4 shows F,(T) for a varietv of fuel pyrok~-
usuallk suffice for modeling purposes (see below). sis reactions. F,(T) may be adequately described b\

In Figure 3. RRKNI calculated "fall-off" curves a three parameter function, viz..
for butane And octane at 1000 K are compared with
the Lindemann fall-off curve. The Lindemann fall- F,(T) = a exp -b/T) + expi -T/c). .10
off curve, obtained b\ solution of the three differ-

entil rae euatins f th Lideman mchansm, This is slightlh different from that suggested b\ Trov.
has a particulariv simple form explicit in pressure, In the limits of zero or infinite temperature or
viz .pressure, all unimolecular reactions approach Lin-

demann behavior and F,(T) and F(T,.\I approach
= k/nl' unity.

The onsants k, andk~,are uncionsonl of Values of the broadening factor in regimes of
The onsant. kandk.,arefuncion on of pressure and temperature_ relevant to combustion

temperature. k,N.l and L. are the actual values of processes (e.g., 1-atm (-103 pal and 1IW0 K to 2(X)
the unimolecular rate constant in the low-pressure K'l are unity for all small molecule fuels with en-
NI - 0 and high-pressure iNt --# x limit. The ergy thresholds around 420 ki mol' (e.g.. CHn

temperature dependence of k, and k.,. shown ip NH3, CH2O' because unimolecular pyrolysis for
Fig 2 for a %arnet\ of h~drocarbon fuel pyrolvsis these small molecules (a process important' to ini-
reactions. ma%, be represented adequately by three- tiation of combustion) is in its low pressure limlit.
paranmeter expressions of the same form as has been k~n, = k, N, Figure 3. Pyrolysis of larger molecule
used for simple bimiolecular reactions, equation t2).
The k,, values plotted in Fig 2 are strong collision
values Weak collisions can be adequately repre- 1 0

06 H
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6 hers may be as low as zero.) Such a surface de-
4F -CH0 . .scribes three processes: the unimolecular decom-

2 position of substance Y via two pathways, the
2. CH4 

. -_ --- ------ bimolecular reaction of A and B to form C and D
0 ..... .... ... . (and possibly Y), or the reverse bimolecular reac-

E -2 Window tion. In each case different non-thermal energ% dis-
tributions (Chemical Activation) may obtain and-4 Csimple canonical TST may be not applicable. How-

-6 ever, if the pressure is sufficiently high so that sub-
-- stance Y is present in thermal equilibrium, the

-10 competing unimolecular processes

-12 c..b - I- : , ,r.., i i- Y - A + B (l

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 2

T'K Y-,C+D 12)

Fic. 5. The pressure at the fall-off center, P_ as may be separately described b\ their respectise k. ,
a function of temperature for several fuel pyrolysis values, or the bimolecular process.
reactions and the "'combustion window." 1-100 atm km
and 1000-2500 K. Around atmospheric pressure. A - B - C + D. 13"
butane and larger molecular pyrolyze near their high
pressure limit and methane and smaller molecules can be written as the sum of the two reactions
pyrolyze in their low pressure limit (1 atm - I0' A-,
pa). A + B- Y 14

Y --* C + D (15)

fuels (with thresholds around 320 kJ/mol - '. e.g., %
butane and larger molecules) also have unity broad- It is important to recognize that these simplifi-
ening factors because k,,, = k.. At atmospheric cations do not apply for nonthermal distributions r.
pressure and 1500 K, ethane pvrolysis is at the cen- where the lifetime of Y is pressure dependent' 2d In
ter of the fall-off, and its center broadening factor, these cases the rate constants k,, k. and k, must "
also the maximum broadening factor, is around 0.2. be specified at the microcanonical lesel and the

Thus, it seems proper to take into account our overall rate constant and branching ratios are pres- ^
understanding of these processes by tabulating data sure as well as temperature dependent Howeser,
for modeling purposes to be consistent with Troe's if k2 << ki. kj,, will be pressure independent
expressions. It is suggested in complete analogy to For example, for the overall biiolecular reaction
the tabulation of pressure-dependent association re- between meth\I radicals Y
actions by the NASA Stratospheric Rate Constant kb,
Evaluation Panel, that for a given reaction, values CHI - CH- C2H5 - H. 16
of the two sets of three parameters that will de-
scribe k. and k,. as well as the three parameters We ma\ depict this process b\ the scheme
that are defined in equation tlO), be tabulated. These ,
nine parameters used with equations (8) and (91 de- CHI + CH3  C2H,*
scribe kMT) for the process well enough for the 'i
modeling exercise. It must be reiterated that these k.s\l k
formulae allow considerable extrapolation far from
the reported conditions IS

Cth -C - H .17

Complex Elementary Processes The rate constant for H-atom formation ma' IV

In its simplified form a chemical mechanism con- be written,
sists of a number of sequential and consecutixe el-
ementars reactions It is usual to treat these in-
dependently in a model, describing each with kTl k , LK,"
or kfM.T' as appropriate (see presious discussion.
There are. howeser. some oft-occurring instances k11Elk2,E1[l + A - p, 3tw/k,E1] BEidE
in which elementars reactions cannot be separated kitE, + kiEs + Ow
in the usual way Consider the reaction proceeding
along the surface depicted in Fig hl (The bar- K is the equilibrium constant for 2CH, CIl
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600 REACTION KINETICS

and p is the probability that the thermal dissocia- kj/mnol- less than half the difference betwcen the
tion of C21H6 will produce H-atoms. critical energ% thresholds of the branches. 71 kJ/

Under conditions where k,(E) << kt(E), which mol - ', Figure 1(d).
apply here since the overall process is 40 kj mol-1 The modeling of the observation of the vet\ weak
endothermic, p = 0 and at all pressures klt = K,,, temperature dependence of branching mas be car-
k. Thus, we have a simple means of evaluating ried out with a hindered Gorin model transition
experimental determinations of k,,, since all the state2

.
1 for reaction channel 3. Properties of the

appropriate values of molecular parameters re- hindered Gorin model have been studied in the
quired to calculate k. and K,,, are known or can past'' in connection with radical-radical recombi-
be easilh estimated. nations and their reverse unimolecular bond scis-

Production of H-atoms by the methyl-methyl re- sion. '4a

action has been advocated as an important contrib- It has been customary to evaluate the effect of
utor to the dominant pathways in methane com- momentum conservation constraints Iy use of the
bustion. The temperature dependence of the rate quasi-diatomic model.' Thus, an "effective" poten-
constant used in current modeling' 4 (10" 9 exp - tial energy surface may be defined at any given
26.5/RT dm3 mol - see - ) is in substantial dis- temperature which conserves the overall rotational
agreement with the value Keqkz = 108 exp - quantum number. On this surface, the dissociation %
10.0/RT. which agrees with new experimental evi- energy of ttNNO is less than its value at the ab-
dence. Thus, although the absolute value of the solute zero. In addition to this temperature depen-
rate of the methvl-methyl reaction currently in use dent centrifugal energy effect, a temperature de-
is correct at 1000 K, it is a factor of 16 too large pendent hindrance parameter, *n, causes the en-
at 1500 K and 64 too large at 2000 K. The conse- tropy of the transition modes in the hindered Gorin
quences of this observation may impact strongly on model to decrease with temperature." In this case.
the methane combustion model, especially at higher the transition modes are the two overall rotations
temperatures, where initiation and H-atom propa- in the separated diatomics which become hindered
gation reactions dominate the properties of the internal rotors in the activated complex.
youngest parts of a flame. The empirical Gorin model hindrance parameter.

When complex surfaces, such as depicted in Fig- is defined in terms of a ratio of A-factors. AH/A =

ure l(c) give rise to situations in which k2 (E) - (100 - T))/100, where AH and A are A factors for
k,(E), the overall reaction may exhibit pressure as the hypothetical high pressure unimolecular reac-
well as temperature dependence. The temperature tion for the hindered and unhindered model. re-
dependence can easily give rise to a negative ac- spectively. ""
ivation energy. if the ratio kt(E.)/k2(E)increases with In the case of the Channel 3 reaction, a bin- .%
temperaturease drance parameter that varies between 84 and 99% -,

(1000 K-2000 K) has been required to fit the ob-
Multi-Channel Bimolecular Processes-B ranching served branching ratio, k,,, 3/k,, 2. The radical-radi-

cal interactions modeled in the past have also re-
The potential energy surface shown in Fig. 1(d) quired values between 85 and 99.5% 220 K-12()

is the result of recent state-of-the-art theoretical K). Thus, the ideas embraced by the hindered Gorin
calculation for the H + N20 system 9 and exem- model, with All/A - 0.2 to 0.005, are appropriate
plifies a class of multi-channel bimolecular pro- for description of reactions involving simple bond
cesses with branching that are common in com- fission. The consequence of using of the hindered
bustion chemistrv. Gorii model to predict the pressure and temper-

The kinetics of the overall bimolecular reactions, ature dependence of kb,,l is to produce a nearly
viz., pressure independent Arrhenius plot and an acti-

kb.2 vation energy and A-factor that decrease with in-
H + N20 - OH + N2  (19) creasing temperature. The consequences of this for

k&3 the reverse reaction (-20) is the prediction of a
H + N20 - NH + NO (20) negative activation energy.

may be deduced through analysis of the unimolecu-
lar reactions of intermediate HNNO. Conclusions

Measures of the branching ratio, R = kh,5 /kj,,2,
have been inferred at -2(XX) K by direct obser- This work describes the current status of the
vation of laser induced fluorescence from HN and overview that is applicable to the critical e\aluation
OH in a H,/NO flame and at 873 K in a static of chemical rate data for combustion modeling.
ssstem." The weak temperature dependence of Specifically:
,H,xiK -0.04 and R-73  - 0.()4) yields an ap- I. Simple bimolecular reactions should all be

parent activation energy difference of only about 30 tabulated as a function of temperature alone
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Three parameters are required. and the pa- (d) (OLDEN, l) M.. J Ph\s. them 4,3. 10h
rameters should be evaluated keeping in mind (1979).
the relative values of appropriate physical 3. MII AEL. J. V., KEIL. D. G., sMi KLEMMIs. R
quantities, such as AS', AH, and AC" B. lilt. J. them. Kinetcs 1.5. 705 tl9hs3i. and

2. Simple unimolecular reactions should be tab- references therein.
ulated as a function of temperature and pres- 4. LE\i. J. M. .%i) S xoit i. A. F . Combustion
sure. It is convenient to characterize the tem- and Flame ,5.3. 1 1983.
perature dependence of both high and low 5. a) CioIEN, N.. lnt. J. Clhem. Kinetics 14. 13.39
pressure-limiting rate constants by three pa- i1982(.

rameters. The fall-off curve can then be re- I)i Co)EN. N.. Nineteenth S m psoiniu rihter-
produced by a parameterization that requires national) on Comlustion. p. 31. The Copn-
three additional parameters, bustion Institute, 19K3.

3. Complex surfaces must be recognized and ap- 6. la FURST, W.: Theory of Lnimolecular Reac-
parent bimolecular processes must be distin- tions. Academic Press. 1973.
guished from simple biniolecular processes. The (b) RoBrNso.N. P. J_ .. kXD HOLBsOok. K. A
possibilities for both pressure dependence and Unimolecular Reactions. John Wiley and
negative acti\ation energies for the former must Sons. Inc., NY. 1972.
he acounted for correctly. 7. (a) TRUE, J.: J. Phys. Chem. 83, 114 (19791.

4. Discussion of the important problem of en- and references therein.
erg\ transfer has been bypassed. Collisional (bo TRo J.: Ber. Bunsenges. Phvs.. Chem. 87.
rate constants and their temperature depen- 167 (1983).
dences must be expressed terms of the aver- S. KiuEtK, J. H. i) Bt DUAIt. K. A lit J. Chem.
aire encrg transferred per collision. 12 In gen- Kinetics 16. 679 (19h4).
eral, onl empirical relationships currentl\ 9. .MEW s. C. F. ,%I) BINKLE' , J S. Prisate com-
exist. inunication (1983).

I0. (a) CrrOLiCA. R.. SN(X)KE. M., DL.,\. A.- A
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COMMENTS

J E. Dote, Lnuersity of Toronto. Canada Dr. constants to the modified .rrhenios form AT
Golden has quite rightl\ stressed that one must exp -E/RT

' 
dres not rre-essaril solse tire prriblem

consider possible non-Arrhenius effects when of extrapolation outside the temperature rangc of

choosig values of rate constants for modeling. In- measurement Urfirrtunatel\ the expoent h is it-
deed. since equilibrium constants in general do not self in principle temperature dependent Usingi tIre
rigorousl, ol)e, all Arrhenius type of temperature statistical mechanical (uri (it actisated crmpl\e the-
dependence, the existence of the rate quotient law ory iACT, if luniolecular reactions. and neglet-tiic

k,/k, = K., alread\ dernustrates that at least half quantum tunieliiig aiid re-crossirs: effects. one can
of all rate constants must de\iate somewhat fron shos% from rather simple considratiurs about rnrUr-i

the Arrhentus la\. and one hopes this will soon ie hers of degrees of freedom that 1r tends to the \aut4
atti-ptitd .ltlilt arirn1ii iii it .%r - 1,/2 at loss temperatr ri' s\ %here \ibratio s
Ihi Viier it s'houl In , lnphi,'ltcd lhat fittii k, rate are unis weakh ex'ited arid t 3 - Ar /2 at h i,
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temperatures where the vibrations approach clas- C
sical behavior. Here. Ar is the change in total num- 4C' trans= 2

ber of rotations (internal and external) in going from

reactants to complex. For example, where the ac- AC'. ext rot = Ar., * R

tisated complex and both of the reactant species are R
nonlinear. Ar = -3. and b varies from -2 to +3 AC, int rot = Ar2 , * - at high temperature

with increasing temperature. The thermodynamic 2

firin of ACT which Dr. Golden uses will give es- = 0 at low temperature

sentially the same result, but I feel that the phys-
kal meaning of b is easier to understand in the sta- AC,, = (5 - Ar,,,t * R at high temperature

tistical mechanical formulation (I cannot agree with = 0 at low temperature
the statement of another speaker that b has no
physical significance.) Thus,

I would also like to support Dr. Golden's re-

marks about taking into account all reasonable pos- R

sible elementary reactions when considering mech- AC, (high tempt = - (5 + Ar., - Ar,,,)

anism. The temptation to use only the minimum 2

set of reactions which is needed to explain expen- -

mental results is strong, partly because it is usual b (high tempi =-2 (9-*A r,.,- I r,*.,

in science to use minimum explanations, but also 2
because it reduces the chances of one being ac- R

cused of having enough non-fixed parameters to fit AC, (low tempi = 2 t - 5t

the proverbial elephant! However there is a very
real danger of creating a false sense of security about I ,

the correctoiess or uniivicelss of the resiiIting iter- b (low tempi = Ar,, I I

pretation. if reactiois wh icll mna1 be sigi ilmcant are 2

onitted, Thus, while I agree with Professor Dove's low-tem-
perature value of b, I don't agree with his assess-

Authors' Reply. Professor Dove is. of course, cor- ment of the high-temperature value. If Ar,, = 0 and

rect in stating that "b" is temperature dependent. Arr4,, = -3. we would get the same limiting values.
However, for most situations, the range he cites is
much too great. AC: thigh tenp) = R. b ihh teni = 3

First of all, let me define some terms and at the h th e

same time point out that I don't consider that there = 2 e.u.

is a difference between the "statistical mechanical" AC, ilow tempi = -41. b (low temp = -2
and "thermodsrtamic" forms of TST given the di-

rect relationship of thermodynamic quantities to = -8 e.u.

partition functions. Since thermodynamic quantities
are usually tabulated for standard states of 1 atm at This may be compared with calculations for the re-

constant pressure, we note that, if for a simple hi- action 0 + CH, -. [OH - CHj] - OH + CH,.

molecular reaction where AC,, 300 0 and AC,', 1750 , 0 6 e u.

Oh' iously. in general. oser reasonable tempera- -

k/con ' time = AT' exp -E/RT. ture ranges, b is constant

then ,

A = 1H2/NJiT,,A(C/F)t] exp jt(AS',,) - (ACP;),/RI F. Kaufman, 'nitersit of Pittsburgh. USA
It This qtestionl concerns the predictis e % alue if

b =.%C ) 2R/R (ACt = =A(ACC - AC", t .,/ I theory Even for the simplest atom-transfer. tilit-

All standard states are I aiM transition-state cases there is the difficult% of in- -
corporating tunneling effects for H-atom transfer.

E = AHL,- AC)T.. which Cohen does empiricall b% fitting e.ptvrt-_P ,'

mental values near 3WX) K and using the theor\ ortie

For the reaction A - B - V \se talt define as in extrapl'Nating de\ice

lr,, = the change in eitternal rotations going to the 12) For pressure effects in recombinatli/di..is..1

transition state = n!,, = 
n>., - rl!,. %here n*, = # ciation reactions True's tallofl tornitilas require the

of external rotations for species i Ar',. the anal- knowledge of both the los and high pressure lirnit

o., is quan t\ for internal rotations rate ('onstan ts .h Lh are uistiallI tiasailable

Then 31 For reactiton s g irig throutgh Imtird inter nt,- 1
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diates the situation is usually much worse yet, be- REFERENCES
cause few of the required parameters are known or 1. N. COHEN, nt. J. Chem. Kinetics, 1982, 14.
can be estimated from first principles. 1339. m

(4) It comes down to the fact that we are able to 2 S. W. BENSON, Thermochemical Kinetics, 2nd ed.,
rationalize a posteriori but not predict a priori. Per- John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1976.
haps this should please me as an experimentalist, 3. D. M. GOLDEN, J Phys. Chem., 1979, 83, 108.
since it means that, when all is said and done, we
need to measure most elementary steps in the ab- 4. K-M. JEoN; AND F. KAUFMAN, 1982. 86, 1816.
sence of reliable theoretical predictions.

A. Fontijn, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, USA.
Authors' Reply. This comment is best addressed As you discussed, many combustion reactions, ob-

by breaking it into four parts, as indicated: served over wide temperature ranges show a mild
concave upward curvature in their Arrhenius plots,

(1) In the case of H-atom metathesis reactions, best described by k(T) = AT' exp (-C/T). You also
Cohen.' Benson,2 Golden,' and others,' have shown mentioned some exceptions due to more complex
that extant data are well decribed by making a model surfaces. One category of combustion reactions, i.e.,
of a fixed transition state that fits the data at 300 K oxidation reactions of metal atoms and metal mon-
and using the fore-ordained statistical thermody- oxide radicals seems to consistently have other de-
namic machinery to generate rate constants up to pindences. We have studied a number of those re- 4
2000 K. Perhaps this is a fortunate cancellation of actions over wide temperature ranges and have not
errors due to tunneling, recrossing, and variational yet observed any to have a clear k(T) = AT' expefyetcobservedtanykto havetaoclearukdTaddrAT' exp
effects. and the key questions would address the (-C/T) dependence. The latest example obtained -
consistency with which one may expect thermo- in the AIO + CO 2 reaction, the rate coefficient of
chemical kinetics methods to apply. which has no measurable T-dependence from 450-

It seems safe to use the simple thermochemical 1300 K. apparently due to formation of an inter-
kinetics methods to extrapolate metathesis rate data mediate complex, which dissociates preferentially
to combustion temperatures. It would also appear to reactants.
to be quite useful to employ these same methods
for the prediction of A-factors and activation ener-
gies of these reactions. D. Gal. Central Chemical Research Laboratory.

Hungary. You mentioned at the end of your lecture
(2) It is true that the values of 0 and k. are re- that modeling should start with the generation of

quired to use Troe's formalism, but the word "un- the possible mechanism. We have shown-see the
available" is too strong. The ever-interacting inter- poster-how to generate it by combinatorial meth-
play of theory and experiment very often allows the ods. However, we suggest that followingy it is ad-
estimation and or calculation of these quantities visable to reduce it-before putting in the relevant
within bounds fully justified by the sensitivity of the rate constants-by objective methods tthermo-
pressure- and temperature-dependent rate constant chemistry, complexity factors or chemical evi-
in a given calculation or model. dence). As a next step the main thing is to collect

(3) Professor Kaufman is correct in stating that as many experimental data as possible and defi-
more problems exist with respect to reactions that nitely not only concentrate vs time values but
proceed through bound intermediates. However. the eventually rates obtained for network pathways.
situation is not as bleak as he pictures it. These I feel that sensitivity analysis cannot be avoided
processes may be envisaged from the point of view and the main aim should be to obtain a main con-
of many pathway unimolecular reactions. As in (2) tributory mechanisms yielding a key which rate
above, we may estimate many of the transition states constants should be computed with the utmost care.
from the current state of knowledge.

(4' This statement may be too strong. We can
certainly estimate many rate constants to within A. Fontijn. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. USA.
useful limits, over a range of pressure and temper- Did you (mean to, impl% that the temperature de-
ature It is true that some processes for which nei- pendence of the branching ratio of the H , NO

ther good numbers nor good analogues exist, may reaction is well known' I did not think it was Could
fall outside of these limits, you comment on this?

It is too difficult to decide whether errors in in- Authors' Reply The branching ratio of the H
dividual rate constants yield sufficiently accurate N2 0 reaction is not well known. but there are miea-
predictive combustion models Often the will, but surements at 200 K by laser induced fluorescence
at least they will direct experimentalists towards and at 873 K in a static system These are refer-
meaningful measurements in the future ences 10a and 10b in the paper
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LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY OF NCO AND NH 2
IN ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE FLAMES

RICHARD A. COPELAND, DAVID R. CROSLEY AND GREGORY P. SMITH
Chemical Physics Laboratory~

SRI International
Mfenlo Park, California 94025

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) is a powerful method for the sensitive detection of trace
species in flames, and is permitting new insight into the detailed mechanism of combustion N
chemistr,. However. LIF has been applied almost exclusively to diatomic radicals whereas % 6

the chsemical networks contain many larger species whose presence call signal definite me-%
chanistic paths. We describe here a comprehensive survey of the LIF spectroscopy of the
NCO molecule in a CH,/NO flame and the NH, molecule in NH.O and NH,/02 flames,
all burning rich at atmospheric pressure. NCO was excited in the B-X and A-X systems ill
the ultraviolet and blue. respectively, the latter is much more intense and canl be more easil%
inade free of strong initerfering transitions doell to diatoimics. NH. "as excited iii the A - X
transition. Excitation andI fluorescence wavelengths furthest to the red ininsiize b~ackgrunld
interfe-rence dlie to underlhing. inuidentified absoption features and flame emission. Prescrip- %.

tions for (detecting thes;e tw.%o species are p~resented. including a table of excitation and de-
tectionl w-aselfiugtlls. as well as soln general observations oin experiimenital techniiquie which
should lie musefl Ihii extendig flaine LI F detect ion to other triatomnic and l-arizer radicals.

Introduction distinct isomers such as CCN and CNC), 14 have
been observed in LIF cells or flows and another 13

User-induced fluorescence (LIF)l is the member are definite or possible candidates on spectroscopic
of the family- of laser spectroscopic prob, i . best grounds. However. only four have been detected
suited for the detection of trace radical species in by LIF in flames. SO and NO.,' have been de-
combustion systems. It possesses high sensitivity and tected over wide wavelength regions but in each
selectivity coupled with spatial and temporal reso- case the complexity of the absorption spectrum and
lution and a non-intrusise nature. Such information the laser waveleng'ths and bandwidth used resulted
is valuable for obtaining qualitative insight into the in near-continmium-like excitation preclmidimng ilehm-
mechanisms of the combustion chemistry, and pro- iti' u spectroscopic assitznment. NCO" has burni
vides sensitive data for comparison withi quantita- cleanly excitedl and studied. via the coimmidenttal
tive predictions from detailed computer models of ox rlap oIf o(-~ of' its absorption lines with outr of'
that chemistry in simple laboratory flames. thc fixed-saxulength lines of anl Ar - lasur. NH,:

Consider as the attomic constituents of naturally with a well-known LIF signaturu tundeur low\ lpre-
occurring fuels H. C, N, 0) and S. All of these at- sore conditions, has escaped liF detuetion iii at--
oms and the 13 diatomic molecules formed from. mtosplicric presur flaines inl l)rC\10illl c\prnuiitN
them have been ob~served by LIF in low pressure in this laliorator\ is well as clsusiherc .7attiil

discharge flows or static cells, and two of the atonms rcen-ct report indicates it can bev e\ult-il %xeaklx with
plus ten of the diatomics have been detected in the( frermpienu\ -diuhiled line of' it Md.)AG laser
flames b\ LIF (for the atoms, and H,, N, and CO owsr.while it r-an he \ter\ (t~i eijt SisL1
one must tise, two-photon excitation because their fixcd-frmeqoenc\ excitatioii does not lwrint optitii-
first absorption bands lie in the vacuum ultraviolet). /,t ii n of dIct ectio11 ii tder a \iut\ of ioi (fthlis ill -
Howexer. onl% a few of these diatomics have vet cuinu poltiial intie-rhrim ismiptimits. lilt (ani-
been meanimugi llk fit into chemical kinctic schemnes. no t bc rcml ud tin as vcrmiaI fti iti d r moc Ii tls \11,
anti the flaine chemnistry ins olve(s mnany larger rad- IllS 11M) merit deLtctd ini ,it itutliftrit.c-11nssmr
icals as well. flaoies b\~ ablsorptioni of laser ramliat imi (lilcok" ammnd

Therefore it is i mportant to extend LI F flame mptoa.(11inst tealk' l imt these, im t liuds mli noi t ha ii4
detection capabilit\ to larger species. Of the 37) the pointwi spatial ri-solutioitatriimtc ut LI F
triatomics, which canl be formed fromt these atoms Wer base perfoirmed a siirve of' the LIF spec-
(nost countingp the chemicall\ and spectroscopically I ti mp\ of' tie N~ (anmd N\l:mii nliii iiis [iit a-
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imospheric pressure flamecs. using lasers and de- tities of the oxNsgen-peor or oxygen-free radicals of
tectioin systeins tunahble user a wide range of interest. The relative flow rates used in most of the
wavelengths. The burners atid gas mixtures were experiments were: Gil 4 N2 0: N2 = 1.0:3.5:2.7,
chosen to optimize conditions for the spectroscopic NH.3:N =2 5:3. NH3 .02 = 2:1.
studics, but the detection strategies developed can The first step in each case was measurement of
be later used on burners better suited for obtaining the emission spectrum of each flame. In addition
profiles for comparison with theoretical models, to the spectroseopic overview provided, this served

NCO and NH, were chosen for study for two two specific purposes. The first was the selection of
reasons. One is th existence of considerable spec- gas mixtures yieldi ng strong radical emission (the
troscopic information from previous studies, both in ground and excited state radical concentrations are
conventional spectroscopy and LIF experiments. This not necessarily proportional but this was a useful
has not only facilitated initial detection but also guide). The second was the choice of detection
permitted inure general conclusions and extensive wavelengths minimizing interference and noise from
comparison. (In this connection, it is noteworthy that flame emission. In the case of CH,/N 20, no NCO
all the species, regardless of size, which have been emission could be seen hut there were clearly- fa-7
detected by LIF were first studied spectroscopi- vorable regions between different vibrational se-
callv in flame or plasma discharge emission or in quences of the CH, CN and C2 emission. The N 11.3/
flash photolysis absorption.) On the other hand, the N20 spectrum, apparently not previously de-
use of LIF in flames has provided new spectro- scribed, was similar to that'of the NH 3/O,, flame.
scopic information for NCO not previously attain- and consisted of Oft, NH and NH,, hands, with the
able, as described below. NH 2 about half as strong, compared to the diatom-

The other reason is the intrinsic potential im- ics, for the N.20-based flame as in the 02-based
portance of these radicals in certain combustion flame. Here, thle potential interference is N112 it-
chemical networks. NCO has been postulated as an self (and perhaps unassignable NO, underneath), the
intermediate in the formation of NO, from fuel- spectra suggest it is minimized as one operates fur-
mitrngenii and was found to be present in copious thest to the red.
quantity in CH 4/N 20 flames,6 pertinent to nitra- The LIF arrangement was standard, with the laser
mine combustion. NH2. has been sugggestc-d as an beam passing through the movable burner and the
intermediate in the prodIuction of prompt-No 12 and fluorescence focussed at right angles onto a spec-
in the ammonia de-NO, process. 13 trometer, sometimes filtered with colored glass. An

We present here a description of our experi- XclA-piiped d~ v laser "ith ts pica piik ect g
ments. Because of the large amount of data on ex- E, -. 3 nij. baindwidth AlI (I. .3 cm and rep-
citation and fluorescence spectra involved. we can etitioti rate r, -(M lit %%as uisedl for the blue A-
include only- a condensed %ersion of the results. We V NX)O excitation. and1( a Ndl YAG-putiped de c iscr
hope that this will serve as an adequate guide to It, = 1(1 ll/t was used-( in thI'll fIidaitneenttd E,=
LIF detection of these two species in combustion :30 nJ. Ai., 0.1. I.1ii1-1 for Nil, aild re( ieic
experiments in other laboratories. lin addition, we doubled i E, =I ij. A. (1.5-c 1, for NC(
plani to assembille later in report forni & a LI F B-N. Tilt puil sc length of'i eaLch laser was 101 tsec.
spectroscopic atlas of the Waselemlgth regionis coy- and( tlhe signals followved the laser ii timle. A (0.35
ered in these flames, including excitation of several lin specvtrometer with disperlsioii 22 A/ini .111( Coo~led
diatomics whose fluiorescence must be filtered out. EMlI 955s Q lphlIt(inilltilih(r wecre used for NC (
We include sonie general observations about the A-N. the slit \%as aligned parallel to) thte laSet bedil,.
experimental technique which we hope will prove A (,75 ii sped uoiletei I11 A/ininii and III c' iled
useful in extension of LIF detection in flames to 955-S or red-sciisitis e RC A 310(34A photoontitiplier
other triatornics and larger molecules. \%e isec for VA). B-N and NI11,. lore thle lbe.

anid slit \kerue flerpteldiclfr.

Theiltolinilt iplier sigtliil \%,(s aiiiplitied a fadol
Experimental Set-Up of (M using a Pacific video 2A50) preaip 1,50 f) in

aild out) and fed to a gated b~oscar integrator with
Several burners were tried: a McKenna products a 201 nse-c gate. This niode oIf' fast p)ill,,( operatioln

porous plus. buorner. a smnall flat flame burner with Aas alwa ' s preferable aild ofteni essential toi naxl-
I mm holes in the surface, a glassblowing torch. mize the LIF to blAckrlunid emission ratio,. In cluil-
ail(I a knife-edge- slot burner patterned after a de- parisolmo wth higher inpu(t Imnpedfance e v , I \IQ
sign explicit fo~r laser probling."I This last burner, and a lunger gate ti jLsc' Eseu soi, care Ilad to
which presents a saddle- poin t-shaped flamne and eas\ be taken 1,, keep the pllotonioltillllr operating
laser beam access underneath the reaction zonie, voltage low (nllghl that the tulie did( inot satliritc
proed tI' - easiest tol use and pr(Isided the largest undl~er the r(Intintliotis flaine emlissioIn cuirre-nt Anl
signals fi~ these spectroscopic experiments. The (Isilliisc(Ipe pro~s d useful for signial searching andl~
flanues \Wert run rich. so as tot \ild larger ujuan - mn~itorinig. The, I IIXLar olutplut \kas theno fed tI a1
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scanning stripehart recorder. The laser beam en- Reiatve

ergy was continuall% monitored in a second boxcar Laser Power

channel.
During some of the NH 2 runs, where absorption

due to unidentified bands and/or other species ap-
peared present. a half-inch microphone was mounted
near the burner to optoacousticallyi ° monitor the
total absorption.

NCO Radical W-

'Me NCO LIF spectrum over the range of one nrn Lm20 _ 430 440 450 60 ,"
laser dye is illustrated in Figure 1. The top two i . i

scans are noise-free at this sensitivit., and concom-
itant excitation of CIL. CN and Cz in this region is
not seen due to the choice of fluorescence wave-
length. The top scan shows the overall pattern. in-
creasingl% sharpl% in intensity as% one scans to shorteriI
wkas lengths through the electronic oritzin tNxi-X~t
near 440 cm. The transition from tM0) to the first a ij
allowed excited vibirational level i (0 of A11-* oe-
curs at 416 nin. the oberved fluorescence for h < U1.

437 nn thus is hot bands. originating from \ibra-
tionallh excited hcsels in the gtround state. Because i /e

the laser power is beginning to drop for X < 430
nm, the hands in this region appear much less in- P
tense in Fig. 1 than thes actuall are.

A 4 nm portion shoing the four heads of the
O(Mi-tM) band narked bs arrowsi as well as other
hands, is presented in the middle panel. In turn.
a 0.45 nm section of this. exhibitin indi idtual ro-
tational lines of the °P1- satellite branch, is i\en
in the bottom scan. lnterestingl\, the P12 head.
,,hich occurs for J near 70. is barel: discernable in , ,
rom temlperature flo\ s. stem LIF spectral" .see t
Ref. I for a comparable scan, but is %er\ marked
in the flame. . I L s

The overall e.citation spectrum throtuhout this FIG 1 LIF scans for the A-X ss stem of NC4 in5
region is clearly congested and complex. due largcl a CHith flame. Fluorescence is collected at 465
to the significant fractional populations in sibration- nm with a 4 nm bandpass Top scan. total excita-al~ectdlvl ftegon tt tfae tiii on spectrum over the full range of one laser d~ e .all% excited levels of the ground state at flaie tern- Coumarin 440. not normalized to laser power L

peratures. In order to make quantitatise measure- Middle 4 nm portin corering the p( O- wX tard. A

ments of NCO concentrations (even relative, it is 4 n P orton case t (KtK mand
necessary to ha\e individual. assigned rotational lines with Q, P. P and P heads left to rigtht marked
at the level of resolition of those in the bottoum panel fom P t shea 0a4entu
of Fig. 1. due to the sariation with temperature t Bottom. region ro P , brach
population in a gi\en r. J lesel. We have mapped showing rotatmonall, resolsed P branch,
a portion of the region A -- 44) nni but hast. con-
centrated our attention for hot flames on bands to 1i state couples with the \iirational aiwular in(4-
the red. involving vibrationallv excited levels whose inentiln 4 of the bend i = t t-2 . t 2 -4... (0 or -v
excitation spectra are much less conizested. I as is e\en or oddl. 5ildilu a total anivular Hni-

The vibrational lexel structure in the X, A and nientlo n K exclusi\ c of spit. The states of diftereit
B states of NCO is illustrated in Fiji 2. A brief I split accordinm: t,, the so-ealled Rermr-Tellr in-
structural and spectroscopic description of N(0 hil- tera.t ii n This ields sates of Ii s\m nuetrX hr 12
lows. Details ma be found elsewhere 4 i6 1', It = 0, f1 and (1 for t, = 2. and 1 and A f r A , =f
is a linear molecule with two stretchinz ttI and t'3 I The spiln angolar niolentt of this di 44iet ino1-
and one degenerate bending \ibration (r,' The ectile then interacts to produce spin-orhit-split
electronic orbital angular moienturn of the gromiid 4 copion~ients. In state ibeihre u, 0. this \il--

-4
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33,000 100 82 r_

31.0001-

001"

3 o000-% ,- 100

Fi 3. Exctation scan for NCO. detectinv at 440
000 nin with 4 fin handpass. through the red end of

Uz 22.000 -0the 000-I hand. The two heads of the 010 - 110

x
2 n K- transition are also marked.

101 zwm=

200 _________Line strengths 4 
ma% be cakulated fronm stanidard

2.000 -001 _ _diatomic-like 2''-21i formulae. Radiatixe liftimesf00 and Franek-Condon factors, needed fir ibrational
100 hand intensities, have been separately measured " '

_ _The excitation scan of Fig. 3 was made with a

0 L nionoihromator bandpass of 4 nm centered on the

V2  0 1 2 (M) - (X) emission at 440 nn. This relatixels nar-
row bandpass is needed to filter out flame emission

Fic. 2. Pertinent vibrational levels of the B. A and and strong fluorescence from laser-excited C in this
X states of NCO. Note the break in the energ, scale. same region. The need fbr careful settina of the
Levels are arranged for clarit. according to the value monoehromator, and the dual selectivity of LIF with
of c ,. Those with r, = 0 have -nl symmetry ('rl,2 %ariable excitation and detection wa~elengths. is
and 1l71. in the X and B states and 'Y- in the A shown in Fig. 4. The bottom scan shows the P, and
state. For v. = I in X. there are 4 levels: '1-. Q, heads, plus R, and 'R2 1 lines of the ( ) 00 1"
'41, and mA, not separated in the figure). and 'I band ohser\ed via 0(M) - 1M) emission. When the
in order of decreasing energ\. For v2 = 2 in X. monochromator is tuned to the 010 -. 010 emission
there are also 4 levels: l-, "%,., and 0-z. and 2W1]. band onl% 5 nn away, the 01 excitation igreats%
In the A state. tz = 1 has l-n symmetry and V2 =
2 has 'V. ' and '. all close together.

21, , and 211 ,2 components like those in OH. In

the transition to the upper A"- state the 21/2 Cat,,-0 ,

spin-orbit component yields four discernible rota- .,..,.,

tional branches. °P 1 ,. p 2 + PQ12. Q2 y- QR 12 and ' , " '

R, with two heads. the 211 / , component has the '. ,

P 'P 2  1 P. 1 . R1 "Q21 and 5R, branches with .
two heads (see Figs. 1 and 3). Transitions originat- "' '
ing from the 1 levels where r., = I have only P I.."

and R branches, two heads arising from excitation , ,.., ,

out of the higher : h'sl lalbelled K, - I are seen
Ii Fig. 3. Transitions from higher 1. 11 and . yev- Fl(,. 4 Excitation scans fir N ) \ith detectmn
els have also been observed but will not be de- wavelengths as marked and 4 rnm andpass shos'-
scrilx.d here. ing the difference depending on ohsers ation reton

Figure 3 exhibits an excitation scan of the 0M) Bottom. (XX) - (Xl band seen obser\ ine (XI) - X)

1(IM band which appears the most consenient for emission P, and Q, heads phis R, and 'R: Ilanitht,'
flame diagnostic measurements. Indisidual lines of as the laser sa\elength is dereased Top tunni
this aiid of other bands were readih assined from to 010 - 010 emission it) pi k out ()io - 0lI1 tran
the (X)-(XX) absorption spetctra of Dixon. " The R2 sitions onginating from K_'! near 4T1 5 in ( an froin
and Q2 branches at 466 nm are the best indisid- A,., near 47h 2 nm The P, head desreawe, less than
ualk resolsed for quantitati\e measurentiets whereas the Q, compared to the bttoi %an betaose it ,t-

the intense P. head is the best for signal searching. curs at higher J lesels which eimt more. to the bilie,
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de-creases whereas the( P, andl P, heads of die 0101 AM, = -97.1. All, =-92.1. The Renner-Teller
- oil K2N. transition ne-ar 47S.. 3 n. and thlt 0101 splitting also varies with stretching %ibrations. To 5

oil 2 component near 47S. 2 nut stand out our knowledge, this represents the largest range of'
(tot) scan. Itere, the P, head of (XI - 001 is %till vihrationalhs-dependent A-vailues for a triatomicL A
rather apparent. it insulses hich-JI lev-els emitting full fit and the results will he separatel\ pub)-
Q anl(l B branches at shorter was eleniaths.1 lished; 20 we note these values to illustrate the spec-

Talek I lists the excitation hands which have been troscopic potential for LIF in flames.
obsersed for the A-X s~ stemi andl the emission hands The B-A ssstcm h of XCO appears attracts e for
furnishing the( strongest signals free of interference diagnostic purposes due to the( shorter lifetime of
fromt any diatoinie LIF with excitation lines tin the the( B2fl, ,tate1l ven though its florescce is
same region, spread os er inam. bands'" lin contrast to that fromn

Previous conventioal room temperature absorp- the A2
- state \khichi is coiicentrated inl a fess Scans

tion sfietra 114originating from thle lowest le\Cses through the (XX)-(XX) hand near 315 mun shoss ed it
(000 and 010) hale been of key importance en- to actuall\ be (lecidedl\ inferior to A-N. I'he B-A
abling the( present LIF search. H-ossever. the com- fluorescence w&as s er\ sseak 1b\ comiparisoni and )onlk
bination of the( laser elscitation and flame envi- th(- Hl andl H, heads, with indefhn~e J-s alites, could
roniiient has also furnished new high-resolution be (hiscefiecI. Withimi thet 1.3 nit region arottndl these
spectroscopic information ill escited vibrational Ic\- heads are also strongl\ interfering escitatiotit)n the
cis o .f \2, The band-head sep)arations P.-Q, de- 0.0) aiid 1. 1 hands of OHl A-N. the( 1.0 and] 2.1 band,~l
petiel largel\ (in the( spin-orbit split t ing coiistaiit A of N it A-A and a b and if ( N B-N We re oin no tl(l
whereas the TP,-P, separation furnishes a measure the( A-A s\ stemi for fliiie diagnostic pu1rpolses
of the rotational constant B. The actual was elengtlis
wecrc calibrated b\ changing the obsersation was in-

length so as to excite previously% measured or re-ad- NH-2 Radical
il% calculated bands of'CII. C\ or C, in the samne
\%aselengtli regin of the( laser. We find hly fittin g The ground V3B1 state of NH, is a bent. asy-
the baund heads that the magnitude of A (inl cmll , metric top with an angle of 1030c while the i(2A -

with t~ pical (1 cii -] error, decreases w-it t I and state mna\ he dhescrib~ed as linear, correcsponding to

increases with t 3 , = -93.6. AI4w, = -89.S. a H1 electronic les el This large difierence tit eqii-

TABLE I
Exscitat ionl and fluorestI(ct'es tI'(glsnl

NC)) Band A P, He-ad A (Obserel NH .Banid A 'Q-HeaduI I si

(MM X M) 440,35 467).t 0 0, 103. 0 - (NM 571 (I h2(1 liS7. h7

(000 - 1(M) 466 42 4400 1) 011~ X) 5M97 9 656' .726. 740)
(MM) - 01M) 4h 1 09 440.0) 0. 11.0 - MOl 391 0 34 3
(MM) - 200, 495 60 437 .3 0.120 - ((20 607 2 3516,
MMI - 1011 511.71 437,3 0%)0 - 0KMM) 6-30 2 695,774 790

010) - ((It 4-1 43-5. (X 462 35 170 - t100 651 2 '3S
tlt) - 01(3-'.1 437 .56 462 .5 0. 11.0) 100) 633 7 34 V
10( - 10( K _ 431s 4S 462.3 (07(0 - (MMX) h62 1 7 37 24

01l0 - 0)20) !1-1 444 40' 4.33 0
(XM) .- 010 1 44S 33 440) 0
1)3(3 111 ±i. 460 61 437) o
OWIt 1)0 -.1 462.22 4,3 0
01101 1 K~l . 464 356 4:35 0
(lot - oil i.-1 474 3W 4-Y) I )
III) .- oilI- 477 37 4-353))
010) - OilI K' 47% I w 4V-3 0

Banel' listed are evn%-ioi itoI) ((020) and HllE rvnsp--((5t\i%~ p C ~o
Fnisin'inin at 575 A-s os~alc 10 0I -I (MM

Elhils'ln at NO3. in\(o 11sainle 0AP0 - (NMI

( .d~ latee in -e-i l t Till( sudied inn till; s%,,ri
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hibriumr geotliet ries leads toI large cblliZL S Il tlit Ill t hC flauV itstudiedl ti( be i sOl t \11I Siiz111
bending quaint um t, fi)r inltense b~ands. t I3must 115(- ha ids Ixc at~i.dcq atc b ut major noise sou(ires art'
Change bA tVo Units d,114 to S\ ImnlletT\ coos.ideura- posed 1)\ background flaollc Coiiissioli anid a (,)im-
tions. leading to bands whic 'bwoul fi I ioresci. too plex\ thbus far unidentified. LI F ewcitat inl spectruml
far to the red to be seen here. lIn the gyround state, (perhapis NO, arid/or hot hands o1 NIl. also (ib-
the rotational les els tignoring spin are describled sers ed optoacusticall uriderl~ ini thle asslizied
b\ the total angtular meinent oin \ anid its pri jt e- featuores. MIost ofl oiur effort has Iii (lesoted to op-

tions. K,, alonlg the axis parallel to thle H-N-Il tioi /i thle desired signal inl thle mi dst of this
lilear .Lxis arid K, perfpe rldicu lar to thli iiilccliar ltackizrounrd. Of couirsc in Ithli flainles slith as is-
plane. lIn the ewited state. K,, is as in \211I NC() drIK-arbon-air. different interfercice prolems(5 ((a

the sumo of one it uit ofl electronfic onrbital an191o1.ar hc Itpr'sent. Figrure 6i sho Iso, a t\ pical e xcitat ioii

mnomntfull plus the \iliratiorlal ailgolar mollen- spec-t riii arid a scanl Of f1,0iC C~IIIINsIoIl it(e sallic
to in it th os takes o10 eten %al lies A) 2_. t1 ir (1(1( hanrd In t rit-re lIce frI 10 fla ille emis11sio n cani Ill
t-, arid odd salies for en vr. The Selection rules 31(311inilti In (Isir ngarro\is temlpo~ral . spatial andl
are %K,, = ±1I, and AK, e= e-(n with zero~ the wasel'(lgtl r('sIlsed detction ot IIF in the bands
strongest. The most intense features are the QI'(\ florther to tho.e rcd1 Altouctler st- has V iris estizatcd
heads of the so-called I bands iold t2') and the S tcitation biandls llttcen .570 and 661) lint. Thul
RQON\ heads of the fl bands es en u2 .These pro- iwl st iliteiusc IlioresceLit V. abou~lt 2/3 of thle total
duce 3 and 4 em11issionl brainihes rscti l BC - Ok(tirs fil thie t It 0 - NX ban KIiill n ach casc t lie
cauise iof c~ct-tron icspinl, each blranich is doiubIle. andu re mu ndtr is ts (icl Is sprcadl o(ISr thIc teriIna1 

VBI1

n it Itar sp~'in stitistits- prl d(Iiit a 1 p l iIatloln ra - (111 ItMI. fiI(l 0 21) statt s withI a simialIcr .03(o((lt ill
tio ll niterriate g:riliilt state, 1 ts 0t30 Whli theIIt i 0 -1 NX band is ecwited. ohI-

Faiiu 5 exhits tlit sibrationil It'. els pert it'l) stiS itil Il ill tlit 5,Iioi band rtquficts narro er NJ)-
tol flalllti (h listit. LI F The liasic spctrust oli
51 iirt-t I r \ 11, is thet abso1 rption is 5tud\t of I )rc-ss Itr 3
anid Raiiia\ , and tliert art' st's ral ust-Itil ret t-nt
C((1315 tt iloA

1 
sJpt t rils(t pit arid Ill sk %\ stin 1I F- ' 2 ~

st odics. The. ti iiissioni aind LI F spectrion e ste ds
tliroighiioiit tlt titire \iidul reiton. 55(111 a iiiax- '~

1900017
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tricter slit% fto (is-ritiiiatt- .taiaiist fi laser staft- of ti-.4 iIi tt h.txk , , ,r 'I-u .

branches% Ina% be detecte-d at one timle The( M12: pci tfit( Its ii \for,- d, fa,ti d - .w -t
appears not to iniiteIo sigifihcant eneri.,x transfer tral It si-is is fit prt triss
w~hile Iii thlt tipper %tato. liut eiitt primiarilx fromn lit ill, tii stoi,-t ill, ad, ,rti- .'

the puiiid I lei (see lieltts, Thus the coarse rit- is likts litch'IN it.-ts.if III -J-
tationai strutuire tof the trainsitioni imain thatt H (or ittpartitld ift. (III fit Ili,-, ri K 1,
P biranch finortosceice folimisng Q-eseitattioi \ill pwa, tL ilt- flai, frotI \s ii r, .. I,)fI..
occur at difllretit \%aseientikli fur diffrent V stlItit mftt il 1,it cast , Ats Itr, .W i,

\woiili require anl ittijrattical tantioiz iii th'. speck t If\ .it , I'% I~ ia% st( flm I it .. ,.,

trtoiuter toegether wcith the laser for ati est tatlit itt als rpf it ' intl 1,11 t it itil f. . ....

seai) Tim phitttiieiuii %%,Is tohser'ed totr 090~ c\- hal .4 (Ifl 1' odt fil,o I (- ,.!

Thet tinderlsiniz ltacLWritnd LIF iti total alt, titt Nl M ,Is jitittt I" i lt Of~t I- Iif I
sorptiotn iileastredl tpttotittst,all\ miakes it itad.- illtstrs ii it)tflt- lift1 ()-lit "d 2 f l
%isahit to obitaini flaire proles, for Nil hs\ snupis. )I tottal tttisstttti andt 1) Wi io 0i I l

parkingz on one( estitatiuti. rather a %(an throncih the I N 'so\trtialt,i/dI f ill,1t i. ,t *

head as in Fiic. 6 Nhiuld lie imade it cmt If pftsitioot (JI ,f i~tsis~tl it.iti .,,"

Generdlik . tilisrsatitin of tilt- banidts at \%,I\ clettsths Iihat if \ II-mII tI fi, ( III I If-.t - -
fto the red oif that (if thet laser is preteralpIt sit as Iarvt-r This' s~tt tmotlar tl ,-,. i..

tol reditee flai i nissitti iiit(-nt-rett(e Tit alsoi \ ciii. Ill Ill,s- flatit-. N 1f,~ .-

pe.rmtits %kider slits centered )In a Qiteitl. an t 1 
1it1- tast .1ritt1 ttt lo i.: I.f 1 '01 -j Ill

mates thet donttll-saiiiiow probileii ttotd alfots Ill M~t IMP- itii at l iN.

of t I1it - [Nm) \icIcs coiiipiaraoilt itotiities tottlit(

oppo4 site 5Vhtni ut it flatiti etimi ssitoi i n orsc %kiii At i ,". u 1, .Iet,ti
ti! sers in tit( than tds itat hirtir \%% SIi ith lit vcnt
eral it ajpears becst to Ilthl (-\titl- id olisers is Thbis resnarth %44,tpl.I~-.t
far to, the red as pits--ible fto asitid thie llatJkiiltu Rvs-oirct I Off mut,-t'-tar. 1 1 ) 1 4.2, s- k 0,4,

sneaker for losse r E ' Wc rectmen tiii itieti oes ( a 1,1it

INJI4 oir 0)70 fur fhatie duliaintstit. piirptsts HII1H
Fiiziire - eslifitits a sc-aui ofi tlil 1070)01 flo- lii

tirescence, ftnilmit!i 0)70 fAN) iscitatitti -lire flit I (I.'i )H s sr ,I t t I

laser ptomp% userlappeti lines of -iut- ifl can i ditil 22 5-45 1 1^

let comtipontetnt itf fit( 5i,.aid 1,, ippcr stat- Its il 2 ( Hit i j I ) H Ei J /w I" t

trantuisier fit tite 4-,4 Ic. ti is a ss toiltr\rs ImIdtitii-i t fillt L I I f D .1)ii I I . 7

collisitital prtpelst \2 2, in't t'ranttttr fit tit, al- F ( i -i,tIp H.--ach i, i,

Itisse I l j is no.t~ seeni tither. A slitmila iansit, pe'.t illi, tf/~.it s I

to~i. x, 1 it. u-A 2 1, Il-

5.- -,- HA4- S st H It f, ki I- f t

17 Iil~pi 11J71,

A\ It - i ft~~ S - is - t

- t i t I 1,% . I ti. 4 1

tiitti 1 )iiiitiif~~~ it\lt . ii i i io ii it I - i t ..ii S f.....

rand ili sie it itisist ov ta t 60 ' tnost tit sitit oC. I'I'i S

IM~ brtsrasd i-s l t-it i ts felpiti fl-itt- ,,t .trlet If t il. r I'll i t

componeot~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -I 3- - 3 Il Il-i bad il-Ii 1mIl- -, 1
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STATE-SPECIFIC COLLISION DYNAMICS OF OH RADICALS AND N ATOMS

Richard A. Copeland, David R. Crosley, and Jay B. Jeffries

Molecular Physics Department, SRI International,
Menlo Park, CA 94025

ABSTRACT

Open shell species, with a variety of spectroscopically acces-

sible quantum states, offer opportunities for laser generation of

nonequilibrium spatial distributions in both the laboratory (m.)

and molecular (A-doublet) frames. In addition, laser excitation

can also select the relative orientation of the spin and orbital

angular momentum in these systems. The quantum state distributions

cao be interrogated by a delayed second laser pulse or by resolving

the polarization and/or wavelength of the resulting fluorescence.

Ii experiments on the OH radical, we have observed propensitie- for

retention of electronic parity and spatial orientation during iota-

tionally inelastic collisionb of, respectively, the X2 l and A E+

electronic states. In nitrogen atoms, we have qualitatively deter-
slned the magnitude of fine structure, m and electronic state P

2 2 
4;o

changing collisions in the 2s 2p 3p electronic state.

INTRODUCTION

Combining Initial quantum state selection and final quantum

state resolution in an experimental technique permits a detailed

examination of the state specific processes which occur during the

collision of two species. Often these interactions are extremely

state specific and show surprising mechanistic selectivity for com-
p.ex mo~ecular and atomic collision events. Here, we describe

three different experiments recently performed in our laboratory
wich examine the collision dynamics in the ground (X2 I) and first

excited (A2 + ) state of OH and the 4Do state (2s 22p 2 3p) of N atoms.

I.-OOUBLET PROPENSITIES IN OH(X
2 I) COLLISIONS WITH H20

Doublet pt states of diatomic radicals possess nearly degene-
rate but spatially distinct A-doublet electronic states having

op)q>rit parity, in addition to the angular momenta resulting from
.Kerron orbital motion, spin and nuclear rotation. By observing

anes in the electronic parity (e/f states) following rotation-
ai'y elastic and inelastic collisions, we gain insight into the

P'-e-tial surfaces involved in the interaction.

1P4 4 IX 1% 1 .,4 6 I I-4S , t ips ght P1400 Amerit an In'tolute ul Ph" '
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Using a two-laser infrared pump/time-delayed ultraviolet probe

technique, we examined collisions of ground state OH(v-2) with

water vapor.
l Although the e/f pair differs in energy by less t!72n

0.25 cm- , the excitation laser bandwidth and the characteristics

of the A-X electronic transition permits selection of the initial

e/f s-%te and interrogation ot the final e/f state. These experi-

ments were performed at 0.14 Torr of 1120 in a room temperature dis-
2-

charge flow cell. For the lowest rotational level in the 2 3/2
state, elasti f~e transfer is one third to one half of the total

collision removal rate. For inelastic collisions to the next ,
higher rotational level f~f is favored over f~e by a factor of 2.7.

The results for A-doublet propensities in rotationally inelas-

tic collisions are perhaps the most interesting and surprising in

that the OH-H20 system will most likely form a hydrogen bonded

collision complex. Some indirect experimental evidence for the coit- Ap

plex is the rapid electronic quenching of the A2r+ state of 'I by

1l20.2 Hence, one might expect little or no memory of the initial

state in this stronrgly interacting collision system. This experi-

ment clearly shows that even in systems where long range
dipole-dipole forces dominate, collision processes can be con- "

trolled by the orientation of the electronic orbitals.

JI
POLARIZED FLUORESCENCE FROM OH IN ATMOSPHERJC PRESSURE FLAMiES

Observation of alignment effects in molecular collisions is not . *

restricted to the well controlled environment of a low pressure ce-"

or a molecular or atomic beam. When polarized lasers are used to
examine systems at atmospheric pressure, nonequilibrium spatial

distributions can be manifested in fluorescence which is signift-
cantly polarized. In this experiment we measured the polariztion ,'

and relative magnitude of laser-induced fluorescence sirnals ge-,er-
ated by a polarized laser which excites molecules to the A + stAt.

of OH in the burnt gases of an atmospheric pressure methane oxvgen

flame. 3 The extent of the polarization can have a significant

effect on the quantitative measurement of OH in systems where
collision processes dominate (i.e. flames and t', atmosphere). %

In systems at atmospheric pressure collisions occur at a rate *'f

-10 ns- , suggesting that the elastic uepolArizing collisions (?

conserving, mj changing) might totally destroy any polarizatn.

effects generated by the nonequilibrium mj distribution creit, "
the laser. However the important quantity is not the depolArir:ue"

rate D but the relative probability that a given collision wi. *

lead to depolarization. The total removal rate R, which Include,

electronic quenching plus vibrational and rotational e'erev rAni-

fer, is very rapid for collisions with the primary comb, stij- pr-

ducts H20 and CO2 . If R>) polarized emission will be observed.
however, if D>R the emission will be unpolarized. Fir the inl-

tially prepared rotational level significant polaritatin is seen

'%
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by wavelength resolved fluorescence scans in the different relative

laser and detection polarizations.
While quantitative results are difficult to obtain for this com-

bustion system several important and new qualitative features
emerged from this investigation. The first is the similarity in the

magnitude of the rates R and D for OH(A 2 +,v-) resulting in
polarized fluorescence from the initially excited rotational level.

A surprising result was the polarization of the fluorescence from
neighboring rotational levels with the same spin component (FI.F l.,
F2.! 2 ). This shows that rotationally inelastic collisions at these

relative velocities (-1500K) prefer a retention of the mj compo-
nent. Collisions which reorient the spin (F1 *F2 ) and rotational
angular momentum, however, generate no observable polarization.

These experimental observations clearly show polarization of the %
fluorescence must be considered vhen making absolute concentration
measurements in atmospheric pressure system, and even in the com-
plex environment of the flame the state specific nature of the
collision dynamics Is important.

COLLISION DYNA.%GCS OF tITROGEN ATOMS

In atomic systems the angular momentum J is the vector sum of the
9 rbita, angular momentum and the electron spin. Nitrogen in the

state has four distinct fine structure components corresponding
to total angular momentum J-I/2. 3/2, 5/2 and 7/2. Using the two

ph,-ton traniltion at --210 no wt- excited nitrogen atoms from the 4S
ground state to a particular J component of the 4D

° excited -S

state.4 Using the wavelength, polarizatto and time dependence of
the fluorescence we can unravel the rates and pathwa I of clliso-

nal professes in this 'ihlv excited stomtc species.
Fr,)m the time depeoiden-ce of the fljotescence we obtained the

radiative lifetime of the excited state and collilsonal quenching
rates. lie and N2 were the rollisior partners examined. From the

pressure dependence -f the bserved fluorescence decay we obtain a
radiative lifeto ime for the T') @late )f N of 45-S no. and a col-

lislonal Ienchling rate for N7 of "lxl - I c= -Iindependent of
the fine structur, com,,onent . He does n,)t signiftcnt lV remova the
o,. lIte star, over the pressure ra,,ge nt I t, I T rt.

7". tw -phoIton exr(itat lmn pr.). ,ia -re.ites m-e-it, I brium dl r ri -
bull )'o In the mad et$, Sublevels ')f the e -ltrt j stat., tho gene-
rl'Ing spat tall'y 4'!,, r.spl p l rirlre, fl, )r..s, .n .. The emls t,'

'- 1-I,, "I tail exf :Ied it t t wai p,,Iirited. N0. .. i I  , td' i'tI i('.

I S tan),s are -, ,e i r e w i j 4 ojP * h t j 1- t * I I I* 'f N , a 1-1
W,1 fine atr %I t ,-.- h m gig A<i Iionl f,,r He. I rv'v,, r I

I a m ,I l .1 1 q ,i t e fIia r a t r ,s it r - . h t I, l r - 4 I t % d u e T

~'-1- eq 1r 1' a1 n* list ,h-. I l , a Zala t"-

"h,"

a.%
.

'he sa #*., % tp- !.I I*
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Figure 1 shows resolved fluorescence scans after excitation ot

each of the four fne structure components of the state at a

fixed pressure of N2 and He. The peaks correspond to transitions

between different fine truc-
S " ture components of the 1D° and4 p 4

* - P states; the solid line is tweA best fit for t e four 4Do p pI-
: lati, is contributing to, the f',,o-

. rescence. Similar lata at li,,e-

rent pressures ot N, anl He

values of the radiilve life-
tire and quenching rate% vied

- I ' \,-/h., state-to-state fine structr.r
[ _changing colliqion rat... TIc

- "phase of the Investig i : i,

a ,. currently %jnderwav: h-wever.
* several qalitative teat jre,

J % -ire .ir,,,4., . %do qI
important lv, .J-I transit i,

,,C Orcur aicnI f - 1.' faster '
a thoq,, wt' " ' - andi I. f r

4all I TIe 1, 'Z , rate Is I-e
. .sr .-%,f all.

w END . , These prelielnarv re, ,

~~* *' N at '18% 1emonot rate wv>-
Ing initial asra e sole, . "'"!

Fi , N1 a )ts f I j,res, ei r~ 4 f Inal : tIate re i -j:t1,)r
reveal the de'dt t .I rtlr'

specifir c liteons,
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ABSTRACT intermediates can be measured as a function of height
above the burner, and compared with detailed computer

The method of laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) is models of the chemistry of combustion. In principle.
a highly sensitive and selective way to measure trace one could compare the measurements with such code P
species, often free radicals, which are intermediates in predictions so as to quantitatively establish the individual
the chemistry of combustion. Examples of the molecules steps in the chemical mechanism. In practice, the rate '

detected in flames by LIF are Off, CH. NH, NS and constants for individual chemical reactions within such
NCO. In this paper we describe the LIF method, using models are not yet well enough known to make this
as examples several experiments from our laboratory. feasible. However, that situation will continualh, improve
Included are experiments designed to develop a quanti- as the appropriate kinetics research continues, its em-
tative data base for LIF detection, performed in low phasis guided in part by the results of current LIF expe-
pressure flow systems and in flames. Also described are riments.
measurements in flames where we seek to detect new Another way in which LIE profiles can be used to -I

chemical intermediates to provide insight into the corn- obtain insight into the chemistry 1 ox examination
bustion chemistry of the relative rates of appearar' _e of certain radic.al

species. For example. both 01i and \1H radical, are
INTRODUCTION found in flames of' CH. burning in N:O thether OH

precedes NEI cin address the question of the niodels
As in manx technical fields. the introduction of' lasers and relative rates of breakage oft the %-\ %rs the N-0

into combustion research has led to information not bond in the NO LIE max be used in an eilen simpler
just new in qualiti but in entirelil different categories wav in order to demonstrate the existen..e oft some
than dailable before The familx ul laser spectros. ipi.. radical species within a flamre Here finding A neA ridi..al

probes for combustion I includes the methods of mal, pose questions about the flame cherriifrk, %hich
spontaneous and ..oherent Raman scattering, and laser- had not been prevtousl, .onsidce..' Oil., imi -nii
induced fluorescence ME L E- ach provides informatioin ofI nteCLN( fae a n xml

on specili.. mole,.u'ar spe~ies whic.h are present InI the experiments in which we dis..osered \S i rn jre il.)
flame s,,stem Thte Raman techniques are generallh ap he des~ribed in detail belowA
pli%.able it, lie measuirementf of parameters it ite rest In this paper we a ill des,. he s iuc IX.r'
to the flowA d nAMni..isI o%.erall den:Titi tertperAture .. enL~e spf..i roscopi. measu renien t' in flaryies using r\
and myole fractions kit rntJior i , 0 1mole percent) fuel aniplesl Itiron? i on ahofor%~r to. ptta% hlt rid,
is rilant And e xhau~t gases Lit i% hest used I() the ica ie erttphaliie that Thir. .loi I In itenlted' !" h ' iS

%urenment of trm..e spe..re% present at ImAow.in.entrafiltN rdde o .rsiur. etw i h ;~ 'awn

* hi.. f are intermiediates mm' the on buition heITIist! V~ Fif riolie onilpreie it isr e ll I iw Pare v C -*t ht.

Throulif knowledge ,I those ireminediaes one .Ar edrTteani.I. idi H? a ea h

undersitand~ the mvnphi.ated .hrnutal path\%Ass insilsekd rede I( pe's~i ite Hit, Re -ree %'..c J, 'T

In mI hj~ ikinill hotf dese pI Iell Ail app1) 1, J I I It I mc
The ultimate galj of these LitI e~peritIemIts~ Is 'hC tjn -U rl ir'I Ithe!iW ''s "TessIorIs a'V a I' '

he mistr i t A? a ie w hi , 4' r aN -he ed innf predi.. \o r*

pur..ieN ~Su.. ia fetaiedr- PIjUtr 'I The ..hen r's~, IN

no? -A, itpwIiAwm i! knwetige ,t tot eiAwlpir the: intO 1 isik 1%4 1 11in 1in i )i 4 1 1 k.I'.

.ie!Ail ell'lelln.s * .OtThistr I *hi, h in) pra..Ii, a

5', CTI Of I % 'tier -- i rl- s, Onuld di.11Ia'i. .- nsdc n tn li?, . se ). -
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D.R. crosley High Temperature Materials and Processes

[l ~ T ~ Dye flame /5/. One thus obta'ns a record of the absorption

Laser spectrum of the molecule in question, but with a sig-
nifican t difference compared with conventional absorp-
tion spectra. In LIF, one detects a positive fluorescence

KOP signal against a null background. This contrasts with

I the small dip in a large transmitted beam that constitutes
Recorder normal absorption measurements. Thus LIF yields very

H2? high sensitivity; total absorptions less than 10-6 per cm
t Raman

Coll produce strong LIF signals. Molecular concentrations
Boxcarin the ppb to ppm region can be readily measured.

t ~LIF possess a number of other attributes which make%

0.35mo it useful as a combustion probe. The laser can be focussed%
Monochromator and the resulting fluorescent signal in t. n imaged onto

Monitor

3AS

IAS

Torch 2 X

P~.1: Schematic illustration of a lsaer-4nduced fluorescence

expeirorient in a fliamet here shown uosing wavelengths

suitle for excitation of the NS radiocal In this case ant

rit raed pump law I Nd Y AG) at a fivied wavelength of

1.%64 ta is frequency doubled in a potassim dihydr ogen

pitosphate IKOPI csorystal to 532nm This green laser

radiation is then used to pump a tunable dye laser which

is operated near 572 nm This is also frequency doubled.,il
this time into the uiltravriolet 286 nm) It in turn

undergoes stestulated Raman freqluancV shifting n H

gos producing a %wwity of wravelengths The second

antistokes shift nseer 230 nim is picked off by a prismr
and directed into the flame. F luorescenvce at right angle

is 'uite~e through a moftOchroimator end detected weith

a of,.iomultiale' Irsot shown) The boxcar integrator is

a electronic device whose gated ampifiter turns on only

rwhen the lnae is pulsed, greatiy reducing oackground

f arm the fler"e A computer is often used instead of a
rec order to acquire the doeI Reprinted from Rof 19 by

pe'~misesor' from the Combustion Institute I JA 3JOS,43-68A

UXCITAT 10,% SCAN
the fluairct.eni.e I% olitcl ed at right anglev as %hiiwn it)

thediprrt f i IFog 2 Diagram' indicating anr PRCfifttin %can~ to, L If The late',

4the laser I- tuned it goes in and out cit resoinance
is scenned across a sofies. of ebsorptions I.Piearrl

iiiith the miole~uljar .isrtoi.sti that the tluotessten.e arrlov") Wh".Pese anv levii ,rt the uptW statl is

signal is produced ea%. tone it matc.h occurs Such i excited fluorescence results (iierq downward wSnw) %

titi-ajlled extitatlion iA is tikhtt1jttcall depicted in collectie! through tvith a broad bond filter &,nd detected

1,0 _ In ltg Iis thii~ti ari experimnental excitation Th'us the emitted radiation is voted to sanstvitveI mneasure

the aborpton %giectrum7 end thus defect ?PhC ground
.1hi-fe the laser *as tunied through iart of the ah saeo h eia Rp'td ~ Rt2 i

%orptnit) spec~trumn of one particular ransitin of the permission fromr the Scwicts of Photo-ltit,cai Insru

CH moiecule prr~ent in the reiiction ione ot a H.1 jiht mentaton F ngineers

V. %

5 .. .... ... .... S. ..~%
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1910 Ri IN") 12
7 1 1 1 '26 5 4 32

C 79 10 Rii I

6 54 32

CH B X- - x 2 r, (0,0)

P~~g. 3: ~Wavelength, X~ (nm) -.

Fe3:Excitationi aww thiroughi a series of roationally resolved absorption lines of one vibrational band of a particular electronic
transaition. This is for the CH radical in a methane-air flame Fluorescence is collected with a monochromaltor set to view
fluorescence emitted by the upper state et a wavelength of 435 nm I uteprinted from Raf 5 by Permission of the Optical Society
of Arical.

a slit oriented perpendicular to the beam, thereby pro- LIF is, in fact, the only measurement method capable
viding a high degree of spatial resolution. Sample volumes of sensitive, fast, spatiallN resolved measuremients on
of _ 10 - 3mm

3 are possible although I mm' is more trace chemical intermediate species However. it is not
typical Most lasers used in LIF studies have pulse lengths general as is, for example. mass spec trowcop Its use
of - 10 ns, single shot measurements therefore possess is restricted to molecules having absorption transitions
this time resolution These characteristics are important at waselengths accessible to asiailable lasers AI. th PUISCd
because significant gradients exist over I mm spatial lasers, one can use nonlinear Optiad! lechniques to tri.

scales in atmospheric pressure flames, and. in turbulent quenct, double, rn~i. or Rarnair shift the tundirnenria
flames, conditions change over time periods of the order tunable d,,e laser waivelength In our labriatorl vo

of a few lis Additionalhv LIF is nonintrusive. that is. use these metho-ds it, perform III elipe'irrertt with P

it does not perturb the gas flows or the flame chemistrI tunable radiation over the range 1 40( to I tk)4I lif,

It can be used in hostile environments where a phssical J-ortunalelv . ruinsi ornbusntri ireirrtedia\ t, ,r
probe such as a sampling nozzle or thermocouple would made to fuores.'r A list of thajn. of thc ',et'A....

not survive iniportint in omnhustiotri -rei,'rstrr A ho irc te-'ar

We have alread% seen that LIF is sensitive, it is afso with LIF is gilier -rn I able I (,i intr,lkid, ric a nrre,
hights, selective for small molecules that have well defined IImetals their oiie And halides ,?let 'uii.:r

speitrosuopit chat actlerist ics The is pical bandwidth tlames through seeding no- trns lar'e- ;iihic ''.

for the pulsed, fLfiahle lasers used for LIIF studies is rea lion inrernilediares ipe. Cs %su. J, a'c'-i 'inr,'

0 1 0 3 Lm ' . onmparable to Douppler broadened aldehs de The atomi. w;e. te\ Irsie, hijt, 1.. tV

linewidths in flames This usuAlls permiits reads, dii, aelni ~s'tin if, Ithe i,.. ,tiln 1,1 4~~

unction between different molecular ilpe.. is However tlarTIC1 the\ ire jk., essihir vi, % -ri' 'ia Ifr
even if two speoie% present in the flame ahtoth ii the h j Vhertme~lnIrilm 113L1 r,~"~ki i P',~ J it

same wavelength, the% will gierreralls fluore, e at different tenilts

%4lielenguhi. permitting Jis..rittntio hl, filtring ir the Ii, addlir I, io[ rw-r I , J,!j, * It 4..
deie tied emission IIt .Arl t use4  If I,,. 'i %

AI
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TABLE 1. Molecules (1-4 Atoms) detectable by laser-induced graturs anid recorders. All of these parameters can

fluorescence which are intermediates in combustion be calibrated separately and independiently A useful
chemistry, way to calibrate all at once is through the use of Ra-

man scattering of laser light from air above the unlit
Molecule Excitation Molecule Excitation burner.

avlength (nm) wavelength (nml The remainder of the terms in Eq II represent

M. 20 NICK 440fundamc.atal characteristics and behavior o1 the mole.

C 280 HCzO 61 cule under study and its flame environment B is the

0. 226 HNO* 640 effective Etnstein absorption coefficient (that is. line

N 211 NH,* 598 shape effects are included implic:itly ) And I the laser

S 311 C3  406 intensity. so that BI is the pumping rate trorr the
0M. 309 C20 665 ground to the excited state in units ot s '\,Is the
CH* 413 S20 340 ground state concentration in molec ules mn 3  And

NH* 336 so,- 320 f the fraction which ecsides in the particular Absorbing
SH* 324 NO, 590 level with internal quantum numbers for '.rrAtion
CN* 388 HSO 585 Iv) and rotation (S). and perhaps moulecular :ine stu,

C0 28 CS2  320 ure Thus BifN, is the number it rxciied startc nt'rie
CS 258 CCN 470 cules produced per :rm3 pe, se~omnd A is the i-risteu
NO' 226 H-CCO 310emsinoetceti An oth tlosen!
NS* 231 NO 3  570 eiso ofiin s Iai h l~e~rt

so. 267 C_.H. 238 quantum %sield

2. 308 CH 2 O. 320 In general the elelti.'nkalls .'1.t, r~..

C* 516 collisions during the !imne it ut hr1~* '

__________________________________________________ before it rAdijfes it the rate AI 'an -

An aot."ssk denotes that OiF dletection niM leen p@rfoen"e n eac:h thousand 0H riiole~ules Ave "s c r~

a flame a t'.Are At 1altn "rrl\ on'A i, e,1!1 Aj ' ' F I

rest Are ollisionraik remoseC , . 'j

I 2Df S versions. producing anr image of the rAdkAi i ,uen~hedl i t,\~~ns .

distribution along a line or in A plane through the CrTIZN And Ns~'e

flame In the 20 version the lasr is to.,utsed into P
A sheet of radiAt ion. perhaps 0 2' mmnr thik uusi

a . lindrikal lens The iase' light is passed !hr~rughQ
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Reljat, * pressure CH,,:N.O flame /10/. In this case, a spectro-
Lowa Pow~e, meter filter was used to ensure that only fluorescence

from NCO was observed; strong excitations of CH,
CS and C., also occur in this same wavelength region.

The upper p- ;hows data from an excitation scan
over the en gain region of a particular laser dye.
A very large number of bands are seen, with consi-

derable blending at this level of resolution. If we scan
over a smaller region, as shown in the middle panel,

4x*v AX_ .a0 _S0 stand more clearly. The bottom panel shows a yet
smaller portion of the spectrum (about 1%7 of the
total range of the top panel) where individual rotational
lines (and some noise) are now finally evident. These
spectra are considerably more complex than those
of diatomics, although NCO represents the next simplest

II spectroscopic case, that is. a linear triatomic radical.
) , 44 In our study of LIF of this and the NH 2 molecule %

Wq 101 in flames :10V we concluded that the most definitive 9

spectra result from excitation in hot bands. that is.
those less congested spectral regions to the red where
the absorption originates from elevated vibrational
levels in the ground electronic state. An example of%
suc.h a simpler band, with a full rotational analysis.
is given in Fig. 6. In this study. we combined the high
resolution afforded by the LIF method with the large
number of vibrationally and rotationally excited levels
accessible in the hot flame. The result was a new quan-/ titative understanding of the vibrational level depend-

i0 ence of the molecular fine structure (spin-orbit splitting)
.4 in a linear triatomic radical I IL Thus. flames can

dW be used to advance laser spectroscp as well as the
converse

We have noted that it may be necessary to discri. % -
Itii -a , c,, w 'or o' A X el*lot~ini: transitioOf %V

1-am4D we Fo'escence is coie at inate between two absorbing species on the basis
45 '-w '"OVs01 ia-e showis the relative lowe of- the fluorescence spectra. A fluorescence spec:trum

oo~,av~ Pwout wwave~tent arWe Too scan: the full is obtained by tuning the laser to a specific excitation.
.... ... -~ -'-* -"I ov'.Id a" .*90" of The dye Middle:' then keeping its wavelength fixed while scanning a

N0,11101an :ar~e'. Wkvd 000-00 band. Bottoms monochrofnator which views the fluorescenc:e (see

.9'Q~ b'w~~f~e~o ead atonge *alentf' Fig 7 This may be used to look at different eimission

V---q-t U8oval -- 1t 'esOlved O'P,, b'aench Ali of the bands. as indicated in the figure. or to insestigate colli-
Troe top and -'.ddle panelis compris lnes sional effects (see below).

w,, Npt0 lct, as we" or" ie icvvesi lReprinted Figure 8 exhibits fluorescence scans followingt e\xt- 1
- f C-v b,,o oe.-'vilo' o' the Comvbustpon InfstTiue tation of NCO near 315 nm (via a different elect, onic:

transition than that in Fie. 5) In the loviter panel is '

4 . . 4 ' 'e n~rtt--'4a fluorescence scan showing emission to toarious ground
ni*r nrte-A JTure of ordinar,, light state vibrational levels (compare with Fig. 7), performed %

r*~~~ "!re 12, in a low pressure discharge flow cell experiment
N, nf o' j ie' nle14,Ules the M~iAI'n1 designed to isolate NCO for stud\ In the top panel

irte '-j . n-COe IT107 n urople\ Fig 5 shovis is shown a fluorescence scan in an atmospheric pressure
e%- !A, r o.-r. ir the N(Imoie~uie in in atmospheric: CH, V:O flame 13 Each band in the flame spectrum
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WAVELENGTH (nm)

.jA-2230-178

Fig. t Fluorescence spectrum of the NCO molecule. Here, one particular level is excited by the lasr and transitions to a series of

lower vibrational levels we seen as the monochromator is scanned. Bottom: fluorescence scan in a low-pressure discharge flow

system, in which only NCO can be seen. The numbering corresponds to each ground state vibrational level 1v lv 2 v 3 ) which is the

terminal level of the fluorescence (compared with Fig. 7). Top: fluorescence scan in an atmospheric pressure flame, using the

same excitation wavelength. By its characteristic fluorescence pattern NCO can be distinguished even though there are here

interferences due to the OH and CN molecules also. The use of the wavelength corresponding to either the 201 or the 102 band "%

appear the best for detecting NCO among these interfering species [Reprinted from Ref. 13 by permission of the Combustion

Institute).
if.

has occurred to other rotational levels, as shown by are needed for quantitative measurements of LIF and
the existence of other R-branch lines. The population chemiluminescence, they also provide interesting funda.
distribution in the excited state is neither thermal, mental information on molecular collision dynamics.
nor does it reside exclusively in the laser-pumped
level. Rather, the distribution reflects a competition LABORATORY STUDIES I OR LIt. DLVLLOPIENT

between rotational energy transfer (which drives the
distribution toward thermal equilibrium) and quenching Quantitative measurements of combustion reaction
(which removes the molecules from the emitting state intermediates using LIF require knowledge of a laigc
altogether). Recall also that the emitting CH formed number of spectroscopic and collisional parameters.
from the chemiluminescent reaction was not describable As we shall see in the next section. crude estimates
by a temperature (Fig. 4). This is because the nascent can in many cases provide very useful information.
product rotational distribution is in high-N levels, It is desirable, however, to have as much directly mea-
which do not thermalize at the flame gas temperature sured information as possible. This is especially true
due to this same comj.tition. In our energy transfer in the case of the more frequently studied. important
study, we found that rotational transfer in CH occurred species such as the OH radical. A large portion of the
about three times as fast as quenching. Such studies work in our laboratory is directed at the measurement

4o
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diliuft where t lt, r di. rt'.' e tl' iftteite rerltris Ifnt parameters iMfl he l~ !Ue. i.g.t~ditmr

tI'w' m.'l'.tuai * ii~..-.t 1, 148,Mf ryrtauremren% "o the tirie Jepericer..e )f ti- Ie~d4 'if lte rieIt

In d low-plesiture dis.Ftiive I,,* iS.0%em .,PCfated ti..allj exi. tec .laic Su.. rt e-utettttfi5 !,,tr &r, I

l)pitilI l tWI tCeI () ()i aI .( I0 I-,!! JC;'Cfili[IV -iV poflar? par' .,! u! iah,t,r) studies

t he r x pt I rIt i nF A In~ 'I, e d it. r J I y it - 5e used 1, 1 tic f inile t.t -ry issiur. , 'j i, it it A t -h r , - A,

pf~xiui~e the fadi..ai Awel! )f ' , fe'r LJt *hik.h1 Alite radiative lifetirrie

t h tI UgjO , iefl 11. 41eitI cit Ar IF' iS the desifed mIACLUiC

F.,f example H * 0 OH + % it Art etfitieni A .

*a% 10 ptidu.rf dl;iX I rAdItLdls 14r studs at lowt

pressure Wiasurernerts ate aist. nde dtte..sh, in 11ames mna' he tlicututd undie! 'tel', -L-pesr Und)

and in -ur lase! -p's, roS -,is label iIu,)Ft~ki,e I LP LI , ioni ill IFIe fl-iw s'teiy A puisced lawf cilies thc

%,v stem 14 rhe LP LP- ia..ilit is a tet~hnique whiji 1nOICcule And the dirr.t timne-depenident de..a )I

we dtseioped using rapid infrared later heatinir u the 1lUuiesL~ertC IS triCASUred hl a lst-rep.n-w phi,

a gaseous Samnple to proside a .oinhtjlled environment mulipliet Amplifier and data a..quisition 55 sletti It

at elevated temperatu.re ISW-A 144UUKI This permit% oneC idds to the sysstem a knkowr dcnisit's rit 91 -I

the stud's at radt..als unde, gotrtg o.lliionl And rea..tive uollider gas tif spe'es I the ce Fe. te ubsers ed Iute tille

processes important in .umnbustion but without the is Shortened due to) quertithing uollisiuns

complexities found in flames due to the Us-LutrersCe of =~ ~
transport and gas d) narit. phenomrenact I Q

The first nmeasuremnents usually made are ex.ittatin where k(,, is the quenching rite oniflstant (units .. 11
scan studies, in order to identify the Ipcies unarnbi- for .ouider spec:ies iand the radi..al under stud%
guousl) Here. LIF work refies heavily on previous. A xml u eiso ieie if nraii

classical absorption and emission spe..tros4 opic studies clie est sgvni i 0Teemaueet

It is noteworthy that all the combustion intermediates i eemd tro eprtr nafo ' tr

detectable by LII- were first studied by chlemists and In the flame itself. the quenching rate Q is gisen
physicists As part of fundamental $pctroSCopiL studies, by a sum of all these bimoIlular .ullisior rates and
not by the user. applications-oriented community thdesieofacsp.e'

(Hence. it is important to establish a coupling between

current and future needs on the one hand and current Q = 1,kin, (5

and likely capabilities on the other)p.

The excitation scan studies furnish both line posi. To be applicable to flames. one must thus knowi the

tions (e.g.. Fig, 6) and intensities, from knowledge temperature dependence of the quenc;hing rate con-

of appropriate spectrosco~pic parameters one can Lal- stants. lie have considered this b> comparison ot our

culate line strengths needed for a reduction of' the room temiperature OH results 15r with mneasuremnents

spectral intensities to populations (Figs. 3 and 4) on the samne radkal at high temperature using the LP LF

Because of the existence of numerous hot bands under apparatus i Ib

flame conditions (see Fig. 5 for NCO spectra) it is Several interesting and surprising features hase

essential to have the spectroscopic information well ernerged from those OH studies. The first is that the

established when one begins a search for a given radical rate constants are large and decrease with increasing

under actual combustion conditions, temperature. showing that attractive intermolecular

Fluorqscence scans may be needed for identification forces play a major role in the quenching of OH If,

of the species in the presence of other absorbers as 16/. Secondly, the kQ, depend markedly on the rota-

illustrated in the upper panel of Fig. 8 They are also tional level of the excited OH. a fact suggestive of

necssary for quantitative measurements. consider some very unusual molecular coffision dynamics 15,.

this same example. A spectrometer (or filter) would We have also made measurements onl quenching of

50
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LIF DETECTION OF A NEW SPECIES THE NS RADICAL

2A For quantitative measurements of radicals using
CH A~ni LIF, several spectroscopic and collisional parameters

are needed. These are given in Eqs. (1) and (2), and
v.0, N' 14 their determination under controlled-environment con-

ditions has been discussed in the preceding section.
Q For the more commonly found radicals such as OH,

the measurement of these parameters is necessary
and ongoing. However, for nearly all other species
in Table 1, much less information is available. We
consider here a case in which we needed to estimate -

R
,,- r,,, I I I TT many of the needed parameters, but nonetheless were

10 5 able to draw some very interesting new conclusions
concerning detailed combustion chemistry. This study
/19/, in which the NS free radical was observed for
the first time in flames, represents a different way
to use LIF trom that in all previous combustion
studies.

The NS radical had never before been observed
in flames by any means, and had seldom been con-40.0 430440.0
sidered a potential flame intermediate. Its reactionWavelength, X (nm) rates have not been measured under any conditions.

We wondered whether it may be present in flames
Fig. k Fluorescence spectrum of the CH molecule in an of hydrocarbons containing fuel sulfur and fuel nitro-

atmospheric pesslure flame. Here, the N - 14 level of gen, which are often combined in various coals. If
the upper state is pumped. It emits the rotational line so, it could be a link between NO, and SO, production
R113) as shown. Other lines are evident as well, cycles.
corresponding to other rotational levels in the upper Ohistee (l i Fi . 7 ih hw Ien 0ooletd b enrgyOur studies of the NS radical, which had not pre- ,
state (ns in Fig. 7) which have been populated by energy
transfer collisions with the flame gms. The upper state viously been detected with LIF under any conditions, .

is clearly not at thermal equilibrium although some began with a series of studies in a flow system !20/
transfer has taken plac. Each upper state level also as described in the preceding section. Measurements
emits in the spectral regions marked 0 and P but those on several excited states, including the C2 V2 and B H.
branches are not resolved with the monochromator used
here [Rerintad from Ref. 5 by permission of the were made, including excitation and fluorescence
Optical Society of Americal. scans and lifetime studies. An excitation scan throughone vibrational band of the C-X transition near 230 nm

is shown in the upper panel of Fig. II. One sees in- ..e.

NH /17/ and CH /18/ at elevated temperature. Here, dividual rotational lines which can be assigned and
the situation is quite different than for OH; one has analyzed; the four-headed structure is familiar for the
neither the correlation with attractive forces seen type of electronic transition involved.
for OH nor the same kind of temperature dependence. A small burner was then positioned in place of
Thus it appears that each molecule must be studied the flow system and used to burn a CH,/N 20 mixture
separately; there are at this time too many unknowns seeded with SF6 . The laser was scanned through the ,.
to develop simple scaling relationships from one radical same wavelength region. The result is shown in the
to another. lower panel of Fig. 11. We can conclude unambigu-

Studies of energy transfer among different levels ously that we see here the same molecule examined
of the electronically excited state are also of importance under controlled conditions in the flow system; the
in establishing quantitative diagnostics. An example selectivity of LIF is clearly demonstrated in this com-
of such a study in CH in flames has already been dis- parison. There are more individual lines in the flame
cussed (Fig. 9); such measurements are also performed study because the temperature is higher, leading to
in flow systems so as to obtain collider-specific energy a significant population in a larger number of rotational
transfer rate constants. levels.
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VoL 7, No. 1. 1986 Combunorl Of1rmlsl7 IntrrmeJ8te,

S I i NSIC 1tZr 
* "0 x~tl, -01

OH (A 
2 *. v' 0, N' - 31 CCF 2  

120

30 K Drhop F i w
Exciing O 13 ) s

z 40

z

w %

..j 40

20

' . P •31 6 mTo~rr

2320 2310 231.2 230 2304 2*300

EXCITATION WAVELENGTH Into)

P =62.1 reTort Fig. 11: Excitation sc'ans of the ISS molecule. Shown is the 0,0%
vibrational bond of thel C

2T-  - x'1l electronic transition

near 231 rim. The four prominent bond headls are

typical for this type of electronic transition; and many

individual rotationaliy resolved lines can be seon Top

panel: excitation wcan where the NS is produced in a

room temperature, low pressure microwave discharge
P-c99.5 mTorr flow system. Bottom panel: excitation scan in an

l l I la tmospheric pressure CH4/N20 flame, seededl with SF,, . %
1 2 Scans in CH41O 2 flames seeded with NH 3 and HIS

TIME (jis) appear identical. It is clear that the same molecule is

JA,.4653-17 being detected in both cases. In the flame, there exist

more individual rotational lines because higher-lying

Fig. 10: Fluorescence decoy signals of the OH molecule in a rotational levels contain more population at the high

room temperature low4)resura discharge flow system flame temperature (Reprinted from Ref. 19 by permis-%

experiment. A loser with a pulse length of 10 n$ excites sion of the Combustion Institute].

the OH. At the end of the laser pulse the OH decays

exponentially with a characteristic lifetime. With no

adedc gas, the decay is due entirely to the radliative rate lower part of Fig. 11. Studies were made in a varnet
for the transition. As more CCI2F 2 is added, the decay of flames with differing amounts of seeding of" the

becoes oreandmor r~id ue o qencing fuel nitrogen and fuel sulfur simulants. like even ob-
collisions. A plot of the decay rate vs. quencher densityP
would yield the rate constant kai as slope and the served NS in a flame of pure natural gas burning inI

radiative rate 1/7r as intercept, as indicated in Eq. (4) N20; here the sulfur came from the methyl mercaptan
[Reprinted from Ref. 15 by permission of the American added by the utility company at 2 ppm concentration,

Inttt ofPyisI

Insttuteof hvsis].in order to produce a detectable odor in the gas.

Simply finding the NS molecule already raises in-
teresting questions, but conclusions concerning its

We next moved to a simulated coal flame, for which possible role in NO,-SO, interactions might be pos.
we used methane burning in oxygen, seeded with NH3 sible if we had some Aiea of its absolute concentration
and HIS to represent fuel nitrogen and sulfur. The in the flame. As indicated by Eqs. (I ) and (2), relating
results obtained here were identical to those in the the measured signal level S to the desired ground state

5'
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Contcenltrat i requires the knowitedfe ot a large 1 1 

number of "ceriiuopi. and ollimounal paranieteri
Por N~S it was neerssarN tit draw -)n those previtius In t01i% paper *C 1141t pgoell A hfle' 1 CIA-i~ I.L

measurements *hiti are available but &h.4, make ston ,inethi'd 01 i w indu~ed 4 is. r r j .~ 4seJ ,

etstuiates based onr anaiogN with other moletules %tand the .her imti t ,pnt'uowt 111 i I eri;

The procedure and our Lhot,.es are described in detail he vens %eeritive arid %ele. list mns ,t iyirj.. rili,

In Ref 19. The Einstein A oefficient wat taken trIAt.E L he mis.aI rea, tion in te irrediat e altf- fd ir, A

from a theoretical quantum chemical Lakculatin. it high degree of spiwl arid ltriploral ret,Itil-11 Arid 4

together with our experimental f-ranck-( ondon factor% flofintrusive nalture

and calculated line strengths furnished an absorption F-ut hiphls quanititative %rudic% tldny I If A tat-1 -,,

coefficient B The deLal of the 1 * state of %S of 5Z)CitOVc0Pi Mid 0lliWirAI pAeter',1CI IS needed

is governed by predissociation. whose rate P was taken iii the anals s of signal levels T hewe .ari fe otainied

from magnetic depolarization CHanle effet'l inca through separate lahoriorm studies iii low pressure
surements (the effective lifetime. - h ns, is too fast flow sy sterns, a laser ps nih %i% laser fluore%,ence %% stern

for direct measurement with our electronic%) %Aith or in flamesi themselves SU~h meatirements are learks

A and P. 0 can be calculated if the quenching rate warranted for a number of radca inLiuding the i
Q is known However, quenching of the C-state has portant OH rnokciule, which is the subje..t of man\

never been measured We estimated individual kQ, LIP i.ornhustion measurements .

by analogy with previous studies on NO and PO, and Even when these parameters are not asailahlc. ho-A
our measurements on the B-state of NS A careful ever. LIF can be very useful The onIN requirement -

consideration of all these factors led to an estimate is that the species tin question be unanihiguousx identi
of' an uncertainty of a factor of three in the resulting fiable :n 4 flame system An example was gisen of
absolute concentration the first detection of the NS radical in a flame, and

How good is a measurement to within a factor important conclusions were reached concerning its
of three" When the molecule has never been seen be- participation in coal flames and the interaction be
fore in a flame, it can be quite reveabnig. For example. tween the formation of NO, arnd SO, in such nlames

in some flames, the steady-state NS concentration Clearly, both quantitative measurements and semi-
within the flame zone is as much as 517 of the added quantitative observation of flame radicals using LIP-

sulfur. This means that a very large fraction of the will greatly add to our knowledge of detailed flame
sulfur is being processed through this radical. With chemistry in the future.

this information, and the fact that the NS signal dis-

appeared quickly as the laser was moved into the burnt
gases, we deduced that the NS was removed by a re- ACKNOWILD6EMLNTS%

actant present at concentrations of at least a few tenths
of a mole percent. It was produced by a reaction be- The research described here encompasses man%
tween some radical (present at 10 ppm or more) reacting different projects and has been performed by a larg e
with a stable species present at -0.1% or more. number of colleagues, working with whom has been

We concluded that NS may be an important reaction a pleasure. I gratefully acknowledge Richard Copeland.

intermediate in the reducing atmosphere of rich hydro- Mark Dyer. Paul Fairchild. Nancy Garland, Jay Jeffries. ,.
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carbon flames containing fuel nitrogen and sulfur, Gregory Smith and Brian Sullivan for their partici-
and that it may play a major role in NO,-SO,~ inter- pation. Funding has been furnished by various agencies
actions. This observation of its presence does not prove for different aspects of the research; I thank the U.S. U

that role, but certainly further studies in flames and Army Research Office, the Basic Energy Sciences a

direct measurement of its reaction rates are called Division of the Department of Energy, the National

for. This does demonstrate that, even in the absence Science Foundation, the National Aeronautics and -'
of a full set of analytical parameters, LIF can be a Space Administration, and the Physical Sciences De- i. s

powerful tool for bringing new types of insight into partinent of the Gas Research Institute for their sup-
combustion chemistry. port.
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Radiative lifetime and quenching of the 3p 4D o state of atomic nitrogen
Richard A Copeland, Jay B Jeffries, Albert P Hickman. arid David R Crosley
(hemial Pivmu- Laotuutv .RI Inernational Wenh) Park, California 940.15

I Reeived 4 November 1986. accepted 13 January 1987)

The radiative lifetime of nitrogen atoms in the 3p 'D" 'tate is determined to he 43 - 3 ns. and
the total removal rate constants from the excited 3p 'D" state of nitrogen atoms are me iured
for collisions with He. Ne. Ar, Kr. Xe. and N, In a low pressure discharge flow reactor, the
3p 'D " state is prepared b two-photon excitation from the 'S" ground state of atomic
nitrogen Time-reqolved fluorescence from the lp 'D ° - 3si 'P transition monitors the temporal
evolution of the population in the 3p "D" state As the rare gases become heavier with a more
complex electron cloud, the quenching rate constants increase from less than 06 - 10 '

cm s ' for He to a value of66 + 12 - 10 ' cm' s ' for Xe Collision mechanisms which
might account for %uch a dramatic increase are discussed

I. INTRODUCTION stant kQ and extract the thermally averaged cross section.

Collisional energy transfer involving excited atoms with a. M k /(,) where (v) is the average relative collision ye-
nonzero spin and orbital angular momentum is a fundamen- locity. The quenching cross section increases by more than a

tally interesting and often studied process. The collisions of factor of 250 as the rare gas collider is changed from He to
metastable electronically excited atoms' and the collisional Xe. We compare the results with those from other quenching

deactivation of highly excited Rydberg atoms' are two broad measurements on electronically excited atoms in an attempt
areas where a significant amount of data is available. The to determine the dominant mechanism of the quenching col-

Rydberg atoms, modeled as one outer electron and an un- lision. A model which considers only the long range attrac-
structured core, have provided information to test the theor- tive interaction of the collision pair yields reasonable cross
ies ofelectronic energy transfer. The quenching of high-lying sections for Xe and N2, but cannot explain the large van-
Rydberg levels is modeled' by the interaction of the excited ation in cross section for the five rare gases. Estimates based
electron with the electron cloud of the collider. The quench- on a two state excitation transfer mechanism provide cross
ing of lower-lying Rydberg levels is better explained by the sections consistent with observations for Ar and Kr col-
interaction of the ionic core with the collider." liders. This mechanism refines the collision dynamics on the

The quenching cross sections of metastable electronic attractive molecular potential curves by including the cou-
states of the rare gases are correlated5 with a mechanism piing between specific initial and final states. In He and Ne
dominated by long-range forces. A similar model was pro- energetically accessible excited states are not available and
posed for electronically excited small molecules and applied such coupling cannot be the dominant mechanism. "S,

to the quenching of SO,. We have successfully applied this
long-range forces picture to the variation of the quenching II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
cross section with temperature for the quenching - of In a low pressure flow reactor, a microwave discharge ,
OH(A 22 ). This model concentrates on the collision dy- through either pure N2 or a rare gas-N, mixture generates
namics on the interaction potential of the initial molecular the nitrogen atoms. The neat nitrogen experiments, used to
state and does not include the state mixing required for the measure the radiative lifetime and the N2 collisional quench-
colliders to move from the initial to final electronic states. ing rate constant, employ pressures between 0.15 and 1.3
On the other hand, state mixing is thought to dominate the Torr. For the mixed gas experiment, N, and rare gas partial
deactivation of metastable excited oxygen atoms.O This pressures vary from 0.05 to 0.2 Torr and 0.3 to 4 Torr. re-
quenching cross section dramatically increases as the collid- spectively. Total gas pressure, when combined with mea-
ing rare gas becomes heavier, a result similar to our observa- surements of mass flow of each species, yields the partial
tions reported here for N(3p 4D 0 ). This indicates that the pressures of each component. The average flow velocity for
quenching process can be quite sensitive to the coupling with the experiments with N2 , He, and Ar colliders is - 3000 cm/
available final states. s, and for the other rare gas experiments is - 200 cm/s. In

In this experiment, we measure the radiative lifetime of both conditions, the excitation laser beam intersects the flow
the 3p 'D ;' state of nitrogen atoms and the quenching from - 50 cm downstream of the discharge. At this distance and
that state by collisions with rare gas atoms and nitrogen mol- these flow rates any complicating effect of the N atom pro-
ecules. Here we define quenching as the total collisional re- duction method, such as an elevated bulk gas temperature. is
moval from the entire fine structure manifold of the 3p "D " insignificant. This assumption is verified by measurements
state. ' The excited nitrogen is prepared by two-photon ab- with Ar; the temporal evolution of the fluorescence at con- -P %
sorption':"' following excitation, the temporal evolution of stant Ar pressure shows no dependence on the flow velocit,
the total fluorescence from this state to the 3s 'P state is between 200 and 3000 cm/s.
monitored From the pressure dependence of the fluore:,- References 12 and 13 contain a detailed description of
cence decas we obtain the colliional quenching rate con- the two-photon laser-,Aduced fluoresL ¢e ( LIFt technique
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-W)s - . 7- 0  OVI A. FPIwerme polivtzatiwn
LASR The D " P'p fluorescence is polarized. and any effects of

the collisonal depolanzation on the collisional quenching
I rate measurements must be avoided The excitation light has

... the same linear polarization as the frequency-doubled dye
,,, N. Llaser because the Raman shifting process does not alter the

COMPUT E III ZE polarization. Dipole selection rules require the intermediate
,so DIGITIR .level of the two-photon excitation to be 'P. thus, for a given JoD in the excited state, the population distribution can be calcu-

9OXCA. lated for the degenerate sublevels corresponding to different
PIMT angular momentum projections m, (the influence of hyper-

fine coupling is neglected). TheJ = 1/2 level obviously has

TE , equal populations in the m, sublevels; for the 'S' to 'D (two-
photon excitation, the J = 3/2 level also has equal popula-

211 tions in the m, sublevels. For both theJ = 7/2 and 5/2 levels
in the 3p "D ' state the initial populations of the m, sublevels

DISCHARGE are not equal for excitation with linearly polarized laser
light; in fact sublevels with am I>5/2 are not populated at

OUeNCeRall. This anisotropy causes a polarization of the fluorescenceof the 3P 'D°-.3s 'P transition near 870 nm.
FIG I Schematic diagram of the experiment. Inset denotes the electronic The 3p "D '- 3s 4P fluorescence retains most of its initial
states and wavelengths involved in the detection scheme- fine structure polarization even after the excited state undergoes collisions.
splattngs are too small to show on this scale. At flow reactor pressures of pure nitrogen above 1.5 Torr

and He/N, mixtures above 2 Torr, we have observed the
as applied to nitrogen atoms, therefore only a brief descrip- retention of substantial fluorescence polarization." Fluores-
tion follows. A ground state nitrogen atom resonantly ab- cence polarization means that the spatial distribution of the
sorbs two ultraviolet photons (A - 211 nm, - 10 ns pulse fluorescence is not isotropic, even in the presence of col-
length) which elevate it to the 3p 'D 0 state. As schematically liders. Thus, at our specific observation direction, polariz
illustrated in Fig. 1, we obtain this wavelength light by first tion-changing collisions may alter the time dependence
frequency doubling and then Raman shifting the output of a the fluorescence intensity. In order to remove any ambigu-
tunable Nd-YAG pumped dye laser operating near 572 nm. ities between collisional equilibration of the m, distribu-
A Pellin-Broca prism separates the desired third anti-Stokes tions, we apply a magnetic field of - 25 G to randomize the
component from the rest of the Raman shifted beam, and a magnetic sublevels and destroy the initial laboratory frame
7.5 cm focal length lens focuses the 211 nm light into the low orientation produced by the laser. " For magnetic fields
pressure flow reactor. The spin-orbit interaction splits the above - 15 G no polarization of the fluorescence is observed.
3p "D 0 state into four levels with different total angular mo-
mentum; the magnitude of this splitting is lI cm - ' between
J = 1/2 and J = 7/2. Thus, we can selectively excite each of Ill. RESULTS
the four individual spin orbit levels of the 3p 4D o state by The bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows the time-resolved flu-
tuning the wavelength of the ultraviolet light. orescence following excitation of N ( 3p 4D ,/2 ) with Xe as a

The population of the excited N(3p 4D 0) is monitored collider. The upper panel exhibits the natural logarithm of
via its near infrared 'uorescence ( -870 nm) to the 4Pstate. this fluorescence data; note that the decay is linear for nearly
A red sensitive photomultiplier, either an RCA 31034 or a four decay constants. We fit these time-resolved fluores-
Hamamatsu R666, detects the fluorescence perpendicular to cence curves to a single exponential between 75% and 5% of
the laser beam. A long wavelength pass colored glass filter the maximum value; Fig. 2 contains such a fit for the sample
(Schott #RG-830) and an interference filter centered at data. Fits of the decays from 90% to 10% give identical
870 nm with a 12 nm bandwidth isolate the fluorescence results, further assuring us there is no significant error in the
from the other background light. The bandwidth is suffi- decay constant from collisional relaxation of the initial non-
ciently broad that fluorescence is collected from all the spin- equilibrium m, distribution in the J = 7/2 level.
orbit levels of the 3p 4D' state, i.e., from the one initially Because N2 is required for N atom production, the colli-
excited and from those populated by collisional energy sional quenching of N(3p 4D°) by N. must be character-
transfer from the initial level. The fluorescence is time re- ized. As noted above, the temporal evolution of the 3p 4D 0
solved by a I GHz transient digitizer (Tektronix R7912) - 3s 'P fluorescence was studied vs pressure for a pure ni-
controlled by a PDP 11/10 computer; the data is averaged trogen flow. Decay constants from the fits of the time-re-
for 30 to 100 laser shots. 'nitial results for N, as a quencher solved fluorescence are plotted vs nitrogen pressure in Fig. 3,
were obtained with either a 100 MHz transient digitizer where the line is a least-squares fit to this data, weighted by I
(DSP model 2101 ) or a scanning gate boxcar integrator the statistical uncertainty of each decay constant. The slope

(Stanford Research Systems SR250); these measurements of the line is the quenching rate constant, kQ = 4.6 ± 0.4
agree with the results from the I GHz digitizer. x 10- "o cm 3 s-, and the intercept is the radiative decay
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FIG. 4. The presure dependence of the fluorescence decay constant for the

rare gas colliders: Ne (circles), Ar (triangles). Kr (diamonds), and Xe
0 100 200 300(squares).

TIME I rd

FIG. 2. Temporal evolution of the laser-induced fluorescence from %

N(3p
4

D°) in linear and logarithmic form The dashed line is the linear from the method of Bates and Damgaard. 6 However, both
least-squares fit to a single exponential decay. the lifetime and the quenching rate constant for N, disagree

with the previously published results from this laboratory by
the same two-photon LIF technique; Ref. 12 reports kQ

rate, k, = 2.35 X 10 s ', which corresponds to a radiative = 2.4 ± 0.6 x 10 -'o cm3 s' and r = 27 ± 3 ns. These re-
lifetime of 43 ± 3 ns. The error limits reflect 2-c, uncertain- suits, with ]-a error limits, are from an unweighted fit to
ties. Separate experiments were performed exciting each of data taken at only five different N2 partial pressures, which is
the fourJ levels of the 3p "D 0 state, and the measured kQ and much more scattered than the new data shown in Fig. 3. If
k, are identical for all the J levels. Therefore, within the we perform a weighted least-squares fit to the five decay
± 10% measurement uncertainty, the radiative lifetime for constants reported in Ref. 12, we find a quenching rate, k.

the 3p 4D state does not vary with J. Figure 3 contains data =3.4±2.4x 10 0 cm3 s - , and a radiative lifetime of
from each of the four initial J levels. 34 ± 12 ns, where these uncertainties are the statistical 2-a

The radiative lifetime we determine is slightly faster but values from the fit. Note that these values differ from those
still in agreement with the 53 ± 8 ns determination by reported in Ref. 12. Within the large statistical uncertainty,
Richter" who made intensity measurements in a nitrogen the values we calculate from the Ref. 12 data overlap the %

plasma. It also agrees with the theoretical estimate of 37 ns present results. Also, those measurements were performed
without magnetic depolarization and in the presence of 10
Torr of He. Collisional depolarization may have shortened

50 T, the radiative lifetime observed in this early work.
To measure the rate constants for N (3p 4D '/ ) quench- .

ing by each of the rare gases, the partial pressure of nitrogen
is held constant and the partial pressure of rare gas is varied
from 0.3 to 4 Torr. Because of degeneracy, the signal for %

-40 _J = 7/2 is four times bigger than forJ = 1/2; thus, the statis-
5 -tical precision is best when excitingJ = 7/2. Because we find
z no J dependence for either the slope or the intercept of theI- o A n

, fluorescence decay data with N, collider, for the rare gas
colliders only the J = 7/2 level is studied. Decay constants
from the fits of the time-resolved fluorescence are plotted vs

30 quencher partial pressure in Fig. 4 for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe,
and again the lines in the figure are from a weighted least-
squares fit to the data for each quencher. For the rare gas

S•-quenching, the intercept is the sum of the radiative decay
rate of the 3p 4D') and the quenching by the residual N.. All

20 I of the intercepts in Fig. 4 are consistent with the nitrogen
0 0s 1.0 15 partial pressure, the measured lifetime, and the nitrogen

PRESSURE P. ITorr) quenching rate. I1

FIG. 3. The pressure dependence of the fluorescence decay constant for Table I shows results for the measurements of the 11

collisions with molecular nitrogen. quenching rate constant of N ( 3p 4D 27, ) by molecular nitro-
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TABLE I N( p *D'' I colltoaal rorat constams and ras s -  model' must be refined to include the interaction between -
m1 initial and available final states. For the deactivation of ex-

t A,- cited atoms by rare gas colliders there are not enough final
states for all close collisions to mix the initial states with

kv a Collision different electronic final states.
Qenchet 10 "cm's ' A') Measured complex, The final electronic states of the colliders after the

66 ± 12 4.00 94 ± 17 34 quenching of the nitrogen 3p D" state are unknown. al-
Kr 32 ±t 4 4. ± " O though all of the possible combinations have substantial ex-Ar 3 2 ± 4 43 9 ± 20 cess energy to transfer to translation Nitrogen has sesen
Ne I i i0 039 123 i.2 i 10 states, three quartet and four doublet, with energy less than
He < 0.6 020 < 0.4 90 the - 94 800cm - 'of the 3p "D" state. The level nearest the
N. : !272 S7 178 I one excited as the 3p 2S) state, which lies 1200 cm ' below

"N( 3P D) radmauve lifetime 43 ± 3 ,s the excited 3p 'D"; the nearest level of the same spin is the
'Error limits are 2-a uncertainty 3s 'P. lower in energy by - 11 500 cm -' Neither helium or
'Estimated assuming P - I [see Eqs (I) and (3)] neon has excited electronic states with less than the excita-

tion energy of the 3p "D" nitrogen atom. Thus, these rare
gases remain in their ground state and the deactivation of

gen and the rare gases He, Ne, Ar. Kr, and Xe. Again, error N ( 3p -D( )) requires the transfer to translation of at least
limits tabulated are 2-a statistical uncertainties from the de- 1200 cm -' energy. The heavier rare gases all have excited
cay constant vs partial pressure fit added in quadrature with electronic states with less energy than the excited nitrogen
the estimated uncertainty from all other observables. This atom energy; argon has three, krypton has seven, and xenon
estimated systematic error, less than the statistical uncer- has more than 50. "' Thus, the number of possible final states
tainty, is dominated by the contribution from the flow deter- increases as the rare gases have more complex electron con-
mination as measured by calibrated mass flow meters. To figurations. However, in all cases except xenon there is at
examine the differences between collision partners, we re- least 200 cm-' excess energy which must be transferred to
move the velocity dependence of the collision rate by tabu- translation of the collision pair. For xenon only the 5p6f
lating a thermally averaged quenching cross section, a. states are within 100 cm -' of the N (3p 'D ', ), and these
-=kQ/(v). We estimate the upper bound for the quenching states are more than 100 cm ' from the 3p 4D 0 state with

rate constant of N (3p "D0 ) by He from a measurement of k. J = 5/2 or 7/2.
- 1.5 + 4.5 x 10- ' cm -' s-'. Although the values for the The geometric collision cross section for the excited

quenching rate constants for He and Ne overlap at the 2-a atom and the collider is the simplest model of electronic
level, there is at the I-a level a monotonic increase in the rate quenching, and we apply this model to excited N (3p 'D o) 41
constant as the rare gas increases in complexity. atoms using Hartree-Fock radii. " These geometric cross .

There is a dramatic variation in quenching cross section sections range from 70 A2 for Ne to 86 A: for Xe, a variation
as the rare gas colliders become heavier and have a more much smaller than observed. In a simple geometric model,
complex electron configuration. The quenching cross sec- an additional variation with collider might arise from the
tion increases by nearly a factor of 250 as the collider is collision duration. As the collider becomes heavier, thermal
changed from helium to xenon. Interestingly, this variation collisions will have a longer duration, allowing more time for -.

is roughly the same as the increase in the square of the polar- state mixing. Such an increase is proportional to the square
izability of the rare gas collider; the polarizability,'7 a, for root of the reduced mass, and is only a factor of 2 for the
each rare gas is tabulated in Table I. Such a correlation, He-N to Xe-N variation. Thus, this simple model is inade-
together with the large magnitude of the cross section, sug- quate to describe our data for the quenching of N (3p 'D ) .
gests to us a long-range interaction of either the excited elec- with the rare gases.
tron or the nitrogen ionic core with the electron cloud of the Because the N( 3p "D o) state has such a large excitation
rare gas collider, energy, nearly 95 000 cm-', we first compare its quenching

with the collisional removal of highly excited Rydberg levels
IV. DISCUSSION of atoms. These Rydberg atoms have been modeled as an

A wide variety of physical mechanisms are invoked to excited electron and a separate ionic core with either the core >',
explain the data for the nonresonant collisional quenching of or the electron acting as a spectator during the interaction
electronically excited atoms and small molecules. The large with the rare gas collider. The electronic quenching of rela-
magnitude of the cross section for the collisional deactiva- tively low-lying Na Rydberg levels with n - 10 correlates
tion of the excited N(3p 'Do) and the surprisingly large well with the interaction between the ionic core of the excit- t%,4"
change in its value among the rare gas colliders will be com- ed atom and the perturber rare gzs 4 ; here the excited electron s*R
pared to the predictions of these models, including several is a spectator to the interaction. Although a detailed model
possible mechanisms published for other excited atoms. requires ion/rare gas potential curves the quenching cross
From these comparisons we will conclude that long range sections from such a model should stale like the Langevin
attractive interactions are responsible for the large absolute cross section,- ° o-a/' . This predicted dependence on po-
value of the quenching cross section for nitrogen atoms with larizability is much smaller than the variation observed for
Ar, Kr, Xe, and N2. However, a simple attractive forces N atoms The collisional quenching of the higher-lying Ryd-
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beig levels is thought tooccur through the interaction ot the with the % atom noi le,.-. e%.,ted The .olI,.,on pariner.
excited electron with the rare gas collider' here the Kini. which w- ha,.c studied !all nt,. three tiflereni ,ategorics, in
core acts asa spectator to the interaction For exampe. the this regard For kr and kr there Ire A n,,ink a lr& .ernttn ',i

electronic quenching of Rb R.,dherg states b% rare gas colli- &-k:e.%ihkl e%,ied final ,,tAie .,l the rArr giA. And 'Ae rcgJr,%

sion partners has been studied for both Pi and oid leIeih ': the prt%.er% As. a t.ur.e :ro%. ng goertned h the diftcren, r in
In both cases the cross section increases froin the measured the long range potential for the tr, ontiguration% In tht
value for He b) about a factor of I00 to the measured value ca,.' of XC and % , there are man, ps-siblC hna. .Jt -% CrIer

for Xe. however. the minimum cross section is for Ne These Settcal allod. s o thAt the state nuing k. ur' quitc rfh
Rb Rydberg cross sections are more than 100 times larger cientl,. at nearl, an%, internut.lear epAration Here an C%

than those measured here for N 3p 4D" ) atoms, although plhcit treatment in term%. of :urse isrodsng,.i Jifl.u tto
the relative vanation with rare gas collhder is about the same formulate, and we look at the quenching in term% ot a -single
These high-lying Rydberg levels are quite closels spaced, long-range potential insolking R attractioi And a R
and little excess energy is transferred to translational energ) centrifugal barrier For He and Ne. there are no ener geti.A]
It is difficult to imagine an ionic core which must accept its I accessible final -states of the rare gas %Asc the intat ground
share of as much as 1200 cm- translational energy only state Thus, neither the assumption ofasaidable final %tate. at

acting as a spectator to the interaction. Electron-rare gas all internuclear separations nor the cscitation transfcr :urs,
interaction cross sections typically show a minimum for Ne crossing is applicable Hovweser. an absence of an a.alable
as observed for Rd Rydberg atom. instead of the N ( 3p 4D") curse crossing indicates that the cross section must nc.essar-
quenching cross sections which show (at the I-a level) ily be small
monotonic increase with rare gas mass, electron number, As we shall see. this approach forms a successful de-
and polarizability. Thus, the models used for Rydberg level scnption The a. values for He and Ne are small, as de-
quenching do not appear applicable to the quenching of manded. For Ar and Kr, the explicit cu"e crossing calcula-
N(3p 4D0 ). tion, described below, provides results consistent with

There are similar measurements for the quenching of expenment. For Xe and N., the single-potential attractive
low-lying valence levels of oxygen and hydrogen atoms by forces model yields cross sections similar to those measured
He and Ar:: Both O( 3p 'P) and H(n = 3) were also pre- experimentally. We shall next describe these calculations.
pared by two-photon excitation and observed by far-red la- considering first the attractive forces picture and then the
ser-induced fluorescence. Collisions with He yielded no ob- curve crossing/excitation transfer model.
servable quenching, while those with Ar showed quite large
collisional quenching rate constants: I x 10- cm -' s - for
O(3p 'P) and 5 x 10-,ocm - s-' for H(n = 3). Again we B. Attractive forces model
see cross sections with large magnitudes for Ar and quite The electronic quenching of electronically excited meta-
small values for He, however, other rare gas colliders were stable rare gas atoms by a large number of colliders is suc-
not studied. cessfully correlated with a mechanism dominated by long-

range forces.5 A similar model has also been used for the
A. Lo )-range interactions and curve crossings electronically excited small molecules: SO,' and OH.'-' In

The rough variation of a. with the square of the polariz- this model the long-range part of the interaction between the
ability of the rare gas suggests that long-range attractive in- excited speciesA * and the collider B is the sum of the repul-
teractions are involved in the quenching process, at least for sive centrifugal barrier plus the multipole expansion of the
Ar, Kr, and Xe. We seek a picture of the quenching collision attractive interactions. For collisions at a specific transla-
in those terms. We first examine an approach in which the tional energy E, there is a maximum impact parameter b,, for
cross section may be correlated with some parameter de- which a bound complex can be formed. For all impact pa-
scribing that attractive interaction. Lin et al." derive a linear rameters larger than bo the collision partners never sur-
relationship between the logarithm of oQ and the well depth mount the repulsive centrifugal barrier. For all impact pa-
(MM )/2 Fortheseriesofraregasesstudiedherewefind a rameters smaller than b, a close collision occurs and a

surprisingly good correlation with the (EMM ) '/2 from Ref. temporarily bound complex is formed. We assume that if the
23 and the results in Table I, including the upper bound for collision partners experience such a close encounter.
He. However, aQ for N, is a factor of 6 higher than the rare quenching will occur with some large probability P. The
gas correlation would suggest. On the other hand, the size of quenching cross section is
the cross section for Ne and the upper bound for He are a = rrbo 'P. (1)
smaller than one would expect, a priori, for a collision gov- To compare with the measurement this cross section must be
emed by attractive forces. Thus we can conclude that attrac- averaged over a thermal distribution of collision energies: we
tive forces are likely important for the larger rar gases, and denote the thermally averaged quantity oJ.
turn to a more dynamical description of the quenching pro- This model has an analytic solution' for excited atom-
cess. rare gas collisions. The lowest order term which contributes

The mechanism can be thought of in three parts: first an to the interaction potential is the R dispersion term.
approach of the excited nitrogen and its ground state colli-
sion partner, then a mixing of the initial and final states, and V(R) =Eb '/R 2 - C/R , (2)

finally a departure into one or more final state configurations where b is the impact parameter and C is the van der Waals
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Tal I We m elimag the atomsas hiiestl o ne electroD")nd occur at long range, where the appro~smmae potiential curs6e%

atos, nd henscaingfro th knwn olaizaaliies - are realistic t P Estimate the coupling at each crossing us-

the ground state alkali atoms We find that a can be reason- igeprclsaigrls()Dpnigo h ubro
crossings identified, appl) one of the following methods to

abl decried ~ te epircalforulaobtain the cross section. For single isolated crossings, % hich

a =944(n*b~e~a,, (5) occur for Ar and Kr, the Landau-Zener formula is used.

where a(, =0.529 k. n* is the effective quantum number of When man% crossings are possible, as for Xe and N. statisti-
the one active electron related to the ionization potential by cal arguments lead to the attractive forces model for the

I=J (n*) ~,and 1,t is the ionization potential of hydro- cross section. In the cases of He and Ne. no crossings are
Sen. The (n*)^ dependence is expected since the Lnits of identified, and to first order the preseiit model gives a
polarizabihity are (length ),' and the unit of length, the radi- quenching cross section of zero. This prediction is consistent
us of a hydrogenic orbital, scales as (n 0)2. with the observations for He and Ne. and indicates that oth- P

The quenching cross sections calculated from our at- er, less efficient mechanisms are involved.
tractive forces model are presented in Table 1. The values A collision of N(3p 4D") with a rare gas resulting in
calculated for Xe and N. are in reasonable agreement with excitation transfer may be written schematically as
the measured values arbitrarily using a value of P = 1/2.' N(Op "D ") + X - N(4SO) + X*(n)
For the other rare gases the calculated value is much larger The excited state of the rare gas X is labeled only by the
than the measured og. Such long-range attractive interac- principal quantum number n. Since the collisions take place
tions may be important in the determination of a ca pture at thermal energies, we limit our attention to the available

cros sctin, ut or xcied ( 3 4D0) tom th vaiaton final states X* such that the reaction is exothermic (or at
of the quenching probability P for different rare gas colliders motsihlenterc)Temstpbaefnlsae -

Ws also im otant. exaiete ai peieso h energy levels X* may be determined from spectrosco .pic in-
We ae cmpeled o rexaine he asi preise ofthe formation, as discussed above. We expect that the asympto-

attractive forces model in the context of these excited atom- tic behavior of the molecular potential curves will be
rare gas collisions. This physical picture assumes the interac- CI'an - fR"whrCndCaetevndr
tion at long range depends on the relative size of the attrac- -l coefficiand s fo t~ her a and fia moear ttes vande
tive components of the potential, and the repulsive centrifu- theaial coecn tts fblo the initialanfilmoeu states If a
gal terms. The model does not consider the final states; the eeg E the finntal moeclrrtteles wl bel thw inia state by'a
model assumes if a close encounter occurs there will be an eeg E h oeta uvswl esoni i.S
energetically accessible final state available with facile state
mixing. For the case of collisions with Xe and N 2, so many N' - X

final states are possible that this assumption may be reason- -c
able; however, for He. Ne, Ar, and Kr there are only a few R

6  
A

available final states. N-X

C. Excitation transfer
The long-range attractive interaction may induce a po-

tential curve crossing that provides a pathway for excitation 2
transfer. The physical picture of this mechanism is quite sim- '4

ple. At the crossing point, an electron from the outer filled
shell of the rare gas collider is captured into the vacancy onR
the nitrogen ionic core, and the excited valence electron

fromthe itroen mves nto Ryderg rbitl ofthe are FIG 5 Illustration ofithe Tw~'icntiacur' e crowner for the eCmiasi' irjsn'fer
fro th nirogn mvesint a ydbrg rbial f te rre mechanism The initial seprated atom %late. Ni 3p D - \ .nd hc tihnai

gas. Even though exact calculations are not available. we can stt. %('S") -X*. differ in enc-rjz h% AEF tisieser. the ditlcrolv ;n '41*

estimate the asymptotic behavior of candidate final state po- der Waals csrffi, tents causesdcur% eitow li ..: iniicr ii u, cr .eratr at -n
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The necessary van der Waals coefficients are estimated quired to reach the lowest excited state of either He or Ne
from the polanzabilities of the interacting species, according (20.8 and 16.6 eV, respectively) is much larger than the
to Eq (4) The polanzabilities ofthe ground state rare gases available energy of the N(3pAD 0 ) (11.8 eV). Excitation
are known, and we used Eq. (5) to estimate the polarizabi]i- transfer to an excited state of He or Ne is energetically for-
ties of the excited atoms from their ionization potentials. bidden. If we consider collisional deactivation of the excited
This technique provides a crude estimate of the long-range N, the closest available excited quartet level of N is I eV
behavior of the relevant potential curves. We note that the lower, and the nearest doublet level is about 0. 15 eV awa.
method ignores the possible p-like character of the valence Such levels can only be populated if the energy goes to trans-
orbitals, the interaction would of course depend on whether lational energy of the collision partners, the coupling for
the p orbital was oriented parallel or perpendicular to the such a mechanism would arise from the polarizability of the
internuclear axis. Also. at smaller internuclear distances, the rare gas. Without realistic potential curves, no ngorous cal-
interaction will become repulsive due to overlap of the elec- culation of the cross sections can be carried out for this pro-
tron orbitals. cess. However, for such a large energy difference between

After estimating the potential curves and identifying the initial and final states, a very close collision, within the hard
crossings, we calculate the matrix element H,, for excitation sphere radii of the atoms, is required. We expect a small
transfer. We assume that the matrix element is determined k2) cross section.
essentially by the matrix element for the electron jump from Collisions of excited N(3p 4D') with Ar and Kr m,,
X into the N core. Miller and Morgner -5 have considered nearly satisfy the idealized conditions of our excitatir
excitation transfer from this viewpoint. The matrix element transfer model of quenching. In both cases, the number ,,
can then be estimated using an empirical formula developed plausible final states is very small. We assume that the poter
by Olson et al.2 to treat charge exchange. Their formula is tial curves will be of the form shown in Fig 5 The nolia
Hf (R'1 ' *a,) exp( - 0.857R *Ia) curve is more attractive because C, > C.. and it :r. ,e- ht

H X final curve at the value R, determined b% the condtio

where R = R(I/2 + I1/2)/(2I/ ), and IN, I, and I,(C, -Cf)R AE.

are the ionization potentials of the ground states of N, the R. must be sufficiently large that the as\ mptot i' R

rare gas X, and H, respectively. This scaling formula has a of the potential is still a reasonable appromma,,: .

physical Ldsis from the correlation of the overlap of elec- the case, we can obtain estimate-, of tht. totai., ..

tronic orbitals on different atomic centers, which is expected using analytic formulas based on the Landau l,.c,

to fall off'exponentially as the interatomic distance increases. for the probability of curve crossing '_ c r,,,
"

Olson et al." found their scaling formula to be accurate obtained analytically by integrating t hr' - ..

within a factor of about 3 for a wide range of systems in ability over impact parameter. i,

which values of the coupling matrix element span ten orders a = 4, R [ - I - R, ) E "
of magnitude. We would expect the formula to predict with
greater accuracy the relative values of the matrix element for where V is the initial iate poten;a ...

the sequence of similar collision pairs consisting of N* and energy, and G(; is a Csmhr'r. .
each of the rare gases. functions. Gi ; = E 1.

Given the above estimates ofthe asymptotic forms ofthe rameter . is gi en h
relevant potential curves and the couplings between these 2-H .
curves, we proceed with the estimation of the cross sections
considering each rare gas collision partner separately For , A

He and Ne, no curve crossing is available. The energ. re- %4 here Al -he ,,,,,,

rABLE II Estimates of cros% setion for exsjtalon tran -r

AE(cm C eh e\, h A

Final state of Ar

4s 1 ,2] ('P. 241 .4

As t 1 21, ('P ) I 2 " 4 . 4
, 1I 21 . ,'P 1" *44 . "

Final tate rf Kr
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Copeland etal: The 3p '00 state of atomic nitrogen 4863

of the initial and final potential curves, and v is the initial Ar and Kr would produce excited rare gas atoms which
relative velocity, could be detected via laser-induced fluorescence or ioniza-

The assumed final states and the van der Waals coeffi- tion with a second probe laser. Detecting these final states of
cients used for Ar and Kr are tabulated in Table II. In each quenching would unambiguously determine the quenching
case we have listed the values for the initial and the one or mechanism. Other initial excited states can open or close the
two plausible final states. The cross section calculated in Eq. energetically allowed rare gas final states. For example, ex-
(8) is multiplied by appropriate factors related to spin con- cited 3p 3P carbon atoms do not have enough energy for exci-
servation and the symmetry of the assumed initial and final tation transfer with either Ar or Kr. Thus, if excitation
states. The spin factor arises in those cases when the initial transfer is the dominant mechanism, the quenching cross
spins are a quartet and a singlet, and the final spins are a section for 3p 3P carbon atoms should be quite small for Ar
quartet and a triplet. By examining the possible values of the and Kr colliders. In addition, the quenching of this state by
total spin quantum numbers Sand M, in the initial and final Xe has only a single available final state, much like the
channels, one obtains the result that only 1/3 of the possible quenching of 3p D o nitrogen atoms by Ar. This single ex-
spin pairings in the initial state can lead to a possible final ample is but one of many possible initial excited atoms which
state. The other factor arises from the observation that the could be studied by two-photon LIF. '
electron transfer from the rare gas to the nitrogen core is The quenching rate constant for the 3p 'P state of oxy-
predominantly between sigma orbitals. (Only sigma orbitals gen by Ar has recently been measured " and the thermally
of the rare gas have a projection along the internuclear axis averaged cross section for the quenching is 13 A2 . The excit-
of the collision pair and thus have a favorable overlap with ed oxygen state lies below the lowest excited state in Ar; thus,
the N' core.) The valence orbitals of the initial N' and the this state cannot be quenched through an excitation transfer
final Ar* or Kr* should have the same a and 7r character. mechanism, and the large measured cross section appears to
For the cases we consider, NO is a 3p orbital (o or r-), Ar* a be in disaccord with the mechanism described above. On the
4s(a), and Kr* a 5p (o or 1r). We conclude that a state of other hand, 2000 cm-' below the oxygen 3p P state lies a
Kr* of the appropriate spatial symmetry is always available, 3p 5P state. When the 3p 'P state is excited in either a "high
and that a state of Ar* is available 1/3 of the time. pressure" flow 22 or a flame, 2 '.2 radiation from the 3p 'P is

The estimates of the cross sections for the excitation observed; the result of a collisional spin-changing deactiva-
transfer to specific states of Ar and Kr are tabulated in Table tion. In nitrogen there is no state lying below the 3p 4D o from
I. The results are consistent with the experimental measure- the same configuration with the same orbital angular mo-
ments. Noting that the initial estimate for Kr was smaller mentum. Thus, this particular collisional deactivation path-
than the measured value, we tried a moderate adjustment of way is not possible. This example illustrates the importance
the final state van der Waals coefficient. Arbitrarily reduc- of considering the final states of both species to understand
ing C. by 50% gives cross sections closer to the measured the physical mechanism of collisional quenching. Experi-
values. The sensitivity of the cross sections to the potentials ments with a careful choice of collision systems and final %

highlights the difficulties of making estimates when realistic state measurements will provide the detailed rates and path-
potentials are not known. ways required for a comprehensive theory.

We draw the following conclusions from the preceding To conclude the rate constant for the electronic quench-
discussion. The mechanism of excitation transfer clearly de- ing of 3p 4D 'nitrogen atoms by collisions with rare gases and
pends sensitively on the energy levels available for each par- N2 has been measured. We observe a dramatic variation of
ticular system. The estimates we have obtained suggest that the quenching cross section for the different rare gas colli-
this mechanism could account for the large dependence of sion partners. The magnitude of the quenching appears
the quenching cross section on the rare gas collision partner. closely related to the number of available final states. In ',

More detailed calculations of the appropriate initial and fi- those cases where only a small number of final states are - -'
nal state potential curves, and their coupling, would be nec- available, we estimate cross sections consistent with experi- --

essary for a definitive quantitative comparison between ex- ment using the asymptotic potential curves of the initial and
periment and theory. final molecular states of the collision pair. The quenching -

occurs when isolated curve crossings lead to excitation
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS transfer to a well-defined final state. In those cases where a

Experiments on first row atoms like nitrogen offer a rare large number of final states are available, the probability of

opportunity to couple experimental results with theoretical quenching is approximated by a constant statistical factor,

predictions. Because of the small number of electrons, and the attractive forces model provides a reasonable esti-

ab initio potential surface calculations are feasible. Armed mate of the cross section.
with a dynamics calculation on such surfaces and the results The radiative lifetime of the N ( 3p 4D ) atoms is mea-
of final state selective experiments described below, one can sured to be 43 + 3 ns in agreement with earlier indirect de-

undertake detailed comparisons of the rates and pathways of terminations.

electronic energy transfer.
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Abstract

We have observed simultaneous laser excitation of two or more radical

species (OH, NH, CH, CN, and NCO) using a single, tunable wavelength in the

reaction zone of various atmospheric pressure flames. Individual species are

selectively detected by wavelength resolved fluorescence. An overlap among

resonant transitions of OH, NH, CH, and CN occurs at 312.22 nm. Using this

excitation wavelength, all four radicals may be measured simultaneously in

both space and cime. Both advantages and limitations are presented. Spec-

troscopic details on the excitation of CH(C2Z+) near 314 nm, NCO(B2 ni) near

315 nm, and CN(B2 E+) near 310 nm and 333 nm are reported. Following laser

excitation of OH(A2 E), emission was observed from both NH(A3ni) and

CN(B2 E ). This emission can be attributed to a surprisingly efficient

collisional energy tranfer from the excited OH(A) to NH(A) or CN(A). Colli-

sional deactivation of CH(C2 E+) to CH(A2 A) and CH(B2 Z- ) was observed and

exploited to detect CH LIP in a spectral region free from NH, OH, and CN

interference. The diatomic radicals OH, NH, and CN all exhibit a small non-

resonant laser excited fluorescence at low (0.05 J/cm 2 ) power for any laser

wavelength in this region.
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A. Introduction

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF)1 is used to detect a wide variety of

small free radical molecules which are known or putative reaction intermedi-

ates in combustion chemistry. The OH radical has been the subject of most LIF

flame experiments. Because the OH concentration peaks in the post-reaction-zone

burnt gases, detailed questions about the chemical mechanism require the

simultaneous measurement of other intermediates. For comparison with detailed

computer models of the flame chemistry, relative concentrations of two or more

species in the same region are often more informative than absolute concentra-

tions of Just one.

For measurements of more than one radical, the normal approach has been

the sequential use of different excitation wavelengths optimized for each

species. We address here the possibility of simultaneously exciting more than

one radical using a single laser operating at one wavelength. The fluorescent

emission could be collected with a single optical system and then dispersed

and detected. With such a scheme, the volume probed in the flame is neces-

sarily identical for each species. Thus, the measurements of relative species

concentrations are free of the practical problems encountered when overlapping

two or more laser pulses in time and space. These problems are difficult

because of the variations in beam temporal and spatial profiles not only from

shot to shot but also during each pulse itself. Also, in the case of a

turbulent flame, different laser beams may not intersect and the same point

each shot, due to beam steering. Because of the importance of OH, we have

* explored multiple-species excitation in the wavelength region where hydroxyl

can also be measured.

Historically, this work began on LIF of NCO in flames, comparing its

excitation via the B-X system near 315 nm to that using the previously
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studied2 A-X system near 440 rm. We found large laser-excited fluorescence

signals from several diatomics, which fluoresce more strongly than NCO because

of a smaller partition function, i.e., more molecules per internal quantum

level. This led to a search in this region for wavelengths permitting simul-

taneous excitation of two or three species. Molecules studied near 310 nm

were OH, NH, CH, CN, and NCO. A single wavelength absorbed by OH, NH, and (H

each of which has a very coarse rotational structure, has been found.

The LIF intensity is greatest for OH, generally present at much higher

concentration than the other radicals. Therefore it is important to optimize

detection wavelengths and evaluate the level of background signals. We found
-N

a very surprising result; exciting OH produces emission from NH and CN in

flames which include those radicals. These signals are about one-thousandth

of that of OH, and appear to be caused by extremely efficient radical-radical

electronic energy transfer.

There have been previous studies in which fluorescence from more than one

radical has been resonantly excited in a flame. These include excitation of

NH and OH by a Kr+ laser, 3 and CH, CN and NCO using an Ar+ laser.4  In another

experiment, 5 two lasers were simultaneously fired to yield linear images of

both C2 and OH. In a cell at atmospheric pressure and room temperature,

focussed light at 452 nm was used to simultaneously excite NO2 via single

photon absorption and NO by two photon absorption.6 The respective visible

and ultraviolet fluorescence was filtered to form simultaneous one-dimensional

images. An analagous approach for major species has been performed using both

spontaneous Raman scattering7 and CARS.8 Here, we consider within a single

wavelength region optimization of detection of several radicals. Discussed

P%
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are new spectroscopic aspects of LIF of CH, NCO, and CN in flames, the energy

transfer, and finally laser and fluorescence wavelengths for multiple species

measurement.

Electronic states of the radicals observed here are shown in Fig. 1. A

0.07 ca diameter beau from a pulsed tunable dye laser, with 0.03 nm spectral

bandwidth and typical pulse energy of 0.2 mJ, was directed into a small flame

burned at atmospheric pressure on a glassblowing torch. The flame front was

located by maximizing the NH LIF signal. The fluorescence at right angles was

polarization scrambled and focussed onto the entrance slit of a small mono-

chromator operated at 1.5 nm resolution; the resulting photomultiplier signal

was processed with a gated integrator averaging over 10 to 100 pulses.

B. LIF Spectroscopy

In the region near 315 nm are electronic transitions of several flame

intermediates: OH, NH, CH, CN, and NCO. These transitions overlap, permit-

ting the concurrent detection of these species. We consider here spectros-

copic details of the excitation in a flame of the C-X system of CH, the B-X

system of NCO, and the B-X system of CN. These systems represent important

types of electronic transitions: a diatomic having a sparse line structure

with overlapping lines only in the bandhead, a triatomic with a very dense

rotational and vibrational structure excited in almost any region, and a

diatomic with dense rotational structure but significant vibrational spacing.

1. CH %t

The C2E+-X2 R transition of CH has long been known; however, it has been

used for LIP flame detection only in one other study.1 0 It lies in the region

of strong OHl excitation, both an advantage and a disadvantage in CH
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detection. The diagonal (Av-0) bands are the strongest, so most of the

fluorescence returns near the excitation wavelength. The off-diagonal (Av*0)

bands are overlapped with neighboring OH transitions and have only -1% the

intensity of the diagonal bands (see Fig. 3, below). The C-X absorption,

however, is very intense with a calculated radiative lifetime -100 ns1 (the

predissociative lifetime12 is shorter). The C-state is expected to have a

greater fluorescence efficiency than the longer lived A2A and B2Z- states.

There are six important rotational line progressions, two each of P, Q

and R. The Q branches are highly overlapped forming the (0,0) head at

314.3 nm, the most prominent feature in the CH spectrum in this region. The P

and R branches are a series of closely spaced doublets to either side of this

head. Figure 2(a) shows several P-branch doublets along with the strong (0,0)

and weaker (1,1) Q heads. This interference-free excitation spectrum was

obtained in a flame by monitoring CH that fluoresces in the A-X transition

(see below). Figure 2(b) is a fluorescence scan; the excitation wavelength,

denoted by an arrow in Fig. 2(a), was selected to avoid excitation of either

the nearby NH or OH. Both the B-X and the A-X transitions appear in the

fluorescence when the C state is excited. Radiative cascade from the C2Z to

either B2 - or A24 is forbidden. Therefore, the emission from these levels is

due to partial collisional deactivation of the the excited C state. Rapid

electronic energy transfer then occurs between the A and B states. 1 3 Measured

relative intensities are C-X (0,0): 1000; C-X (0,1): 7; total B-X: 8; and

total A-X: 15. Assuming equal quenching rates for each electronic state, and

using known radiative rates,11,14 we conclude that -10% of the excited C state

population is transferred to A and B. Much experimental work on both the

quenching and electronic energy transfer still remains to make these emissions

quantitative.
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The CH C-X excitation overlaps with strong bands of OH and NH. Observa-

tion of the A-X fluorescence emission following C-X excitation provides selec-

tive detection of CH, free from the strong NH and OH emission. This will be

exploited in our search for simultaneous excitation of multiple species.

2. NCO

The rotational structure of the B2 ni-X211i system is complex and has not

been unambiguously characterized. Vibrational assignments of absorption spec-

tra were initially made by Dixon 1 5 and confirmed in a matrix study1 6 . Rotational

assignments have been made only for the 100-000 (vl'V2'v3'vl."v 2"v3")

transition. 15 The 000-000 band seems highly perturbed and has not been

rotationally characterized. Here we examined the region near the band origin

at 315 m; there are clearly identifiable features which permit unambiguous Sv

identification of NCO in the flame environment. The 000 level of the B-state

fluoresces to many vibrational levels in the ground state, 17 its spectrum

extending from 315 nm far to the red in well separated bands.

Figure 3 shows excitation scans observing at 365 nm (see Fig. 4) for both

a low pressure flow tube 1 7 and a CH4/N20 flame. The similarity of the spectra

verifies that NCO is the molecule excited in the flame. Several features in

the flame spectrum arise from hot band excitation not present at room tempera-

ture.

Knowledge of the B(OOO) fluorescence spectrum is crucial to the detection a

selectivity for NCO, due to interferences from diatomic molecules. Figure 4

shows a fluorescence spectrum obtained exciting the R bandhead of 000-000.

It shows little interference and clearly exhibits the one-to-one correspon-

dence between the bands obtained in the flow cell and in the flame. This type

of band structure has both a major advantage and disadvantage. At least one
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band should be free of interference from diatomics, but any given band con-

tains only a small fraction of the total fluorescence, therefore reducing the

measureable signal intensity. The 000-201 and the 000-102 are generally the

best interference-free bands to observe.

The A2E+ state of NCO lies below B2ni (see Fig. 1); most of the A-X

emission is near 4 40nm. It was not detected in a fluorescence scan at a level

40.003 of the total B-X emission.

NCO absorption of the excitation laser is not limited to the region near

the 000-000 bandheads shown, but it persists over a much larger wavelength

region with the overlap of many hot bands and rotational lines.

3. CN

We have excited low v' levels of CN in the so called tail band region of

the B2E+-X2E+ system, observing fluorescence in the Av-0 bands near 388nm.

The hitherto unobserved (3,0) and/or (4,1) band(s) appear with R branches from

309-312 rim and P branches from 312-315 nm, and (2,0) and/or (3,1), also not

previously reported, with R between 330-333 nm and P at 333-335nm. Both are

discrete sets of about 20 lines per nm. Because the term values for these

vibrational levels of both the B and X states of CN are well known, the exact

positions can be calculated and assigned easily.1 8  The fluorescence inten-

sity of the Av-2 band set is -10% of that in the nearby NH (0,0) lines and

about the same as that induced by OH excitation, as described below. That

from the Av-3 bands is about three times smaller. Although weak, these bands

provide the opportunity to resonantly excite CN in the same wavelength region

as OH, NH, and CH. For quantitative CN measurements, oscillator strengths for

these bands are needed; at present only ab initio calculations1 9 exist for

these values.
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C. Multiple-Species Laser-Induced Fluorescence

When laser light at 315 nm is incident upon the reaction zone of the

flame, we see emission caused by a variety of processes. These are fluores-

cence from the directly excited molecule (i.e., standard LIP), fluorescence

from other molecules (NH and CN) when electronically exciting OH, and an

underlying continuous background excitation of OH, NH and CN. At high laser

intensities multiphoton processes can come into play; under such conditions we

see emission from C2. To design a means for multiple-species excitation in

2*V

this region, it is necessary to understand the limits posed by the indirect

excitation processes. In this section we consider first the NH and CN emis-

sion produced by OH excitation, then the wavelengths for multiple-species

detection, and conclude briefly with comments on the underlying background.

1. NH and CN Fluorescence Induced by Excited OH

When the laser is tuned to excite only A2 + OH, laser-induced fluorescent

emission is produced not only from that molecule but also from NH(A3 Ti) and

CN(B2E+). This is a general phenomenon, occuring in CH4/NH3/O2 and CH4/N20

flames which contain both CN and NH, and for NH in NH3/02 and H2/N2 0 flames.

It appears to be caused by electronic-electronic energy transfer between the

radicals, an interesting but seldom studied collisional process, and important

in flame LIF when exciting in the region of strong OH lines.

Figure 5 illustrates these observations using fluorescence scans; the

flame is CH4/N20. In (a), OH is excited via the P2 (8) line of the (0,0)

band. In this flame, NH emission in the A-X (0,0) band is present at about

10% of the OH (0,1) band intensity, i.e., about 3 x 10- 4 of the total OH

fluorescence. The NH signal is absent in the burnt gases. In (b), the OH

excitation is P1 (7) of (1,0). Induced emission is also observed in the
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diagonal bands of the B-X transition of CN, at about five times the intensity

of the OH (1,3) band. Again, moving to the burnt gases eliminates this fea-

ture.

There are two possible explanations for such emission. The first is the

energy transfer process, and the second is reaction of excited OH with some

molecule (NH2 and HCN) which produces the corresponding radical fragment

directly in the emitting state. Several experiments, particularly on NH, were

undertaken to distinguish between these possibilities.

Scanning the laser wavelength while monitoring the NH or CN emission

exhibits all the expected rotational lines of the (1,0), (0,0) and (1,1) bands

of OH, indicating that the efficiency of the process is independent of the

v',J' level excited. The intensity is always proportional to the OH LIF sig-

nal, that is, to the OH excited state concentration. It does not appear in

the burnt gases, where there exists neither NH nor CN as energy transfer part-

ners, but also no NH2 nor HCN as reactants.

The intensity of NH emission induced by excited OH was measured in a

variety of flames expected to have widely different NH2 concentrations:

NH3/02 , CH4/NH3/02 , H2/N20 and CH4 /N20. In each case the NH signal caused by

OH excitation was proportional to the product [NH][OH], those ground state
r

concentrations measured by resonantly excited LIF. This strongly indicates _

that the NH emission is produced by OH(A) * NH(A) energy transfer.

The induced NH emission is typically -0.001 of the directly excited OH

fluorescence. Using values2 0 of 0.003 for the OH quantum yield and 0.01 for

NH, we estimate that the OH(A)+NH(A) transfer accounts for -3X10 -4 of the

total OH quenching. LIF measurements indicate ground state concentrations

[NH] - 0.03 [OH] 30 ppm, leading to a cross section of ~5012 for this

final-state-specific radical-radical energy transfer. The necessary estimates
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render this value uncertain by three-fold, but indicate that this process can

be quite efficient.

The phenomenon was further studied in laser pyrolysis/laser fluores-

cence2 1 experiments at lower pressure. Here, absorption by SF6 of pulsed CO2

laser radiation rapidly heated a mixture containing NH3 and H2 02 to -1550K.

The peroxide decomposed to OH and sufficient F atoms were produced from the

SF6 to form both NH2 and NH by hydrogen abstraction from NH3 . The OH was

excited via A-X (0,0), and NH (0,0) emission was observed to have a fluores-

cence intensity roughly the same as OH (0,1), -0.4% of the total OH LIF. This

NH emission required the simultaneous presence of NH3, F-atoms, and excited

OH; its temporal profile was a double exponential whose rise time equaled that

of the OH(A) decay and whose decay time was the same as that measured directly

for NH(A). Upon increasing [NH 3], thus producing more NH2 at the expense of

NH, the NH emission signal rapidly decreased. This again indicates energy

transfer, not reaction, is responsible for the NH emission induced via OH

excitation.

2. Laser-Induced Fluorescence with Overlapped Resonances

In the region 280-320 nm there are many wavelengths at which two mole-

cules of the set OH, 2 2 CH,9 NH, 15 ,23 and CN18 absorb within a 0.3 cm- 1 band-

width. Near 315 nm NCO is also included. In each case, two radical species

can be excited at the same time in the same volume by the same laser pulse,

permitting simultaneous LIF without complications of careful alignment of two

laser beams or concerns about long term flame stability. Such correlated LIF

measurements, yielding concentration ratios, can address important chemical

mechanistic questions. Table I lists the overlaps observed.
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Of course, with a sufficiently wide laser bandwidth one can readily

obtain overlapped transitions. The 0.3 cm-I used here is typical of many

lasers used for LIF, and is close to the Doppler width of the absorption lines

of the diatomic hydrides at flame temperatures. A larger excitation band- J

width, covering lines which do not overlap within their linewidth, can lead to

reduced resonant LIF intensity (of importance in imaging) but the same

nonresonant background (see below) and may cause complications in interpreta-

tion due to multiple-line excitation of one species.

Near 312.22 nm there exists an overlap of absorptions by the three

hydrides OH, NH and CH. Fig. 6 exhibits excitation scans in this region,

selectively detecting each of these three species plus CN. In (a), the OH

(0,I) band is observed; the largest feature is the same PI(7) line of (0,0)

seen in Fig. 5a. The smaller lines primarily belong to (1,I) and are observed

through v'-=+O energy transfer 2 4. This is evident in (b) where the OH (1,2) ."

band is detected.

In (c), the diagonal bands of CN B-X are detected. The signal tracks

that of the OH excitations, illustrating the lack of dependence of the energy

transfer on internal OH level. An unassigned resonant transition of either

(4,1) or (3,0) of CN is partially overlapped with this coincident resonant

excitation of the three hydrides. The resonantly excited CN radiates pri-

marily in (4,4) at 385.1 nm or (3,3) at 385.5 nm, both shorter wavelengths

than those of the (0,0) at 388.3 nm and (1,1) at 387.1 nm. Following excita-

tion of v'- 3 or 4 there is little vibrational relaxation of the CN, an obser-

vation consistent with earlier work.25  Therefore, the resonantly excited CN

is not seen in Fig. 6c where the monochromator detects only fluorescence

emitted by v'-O and 1, populated via excited OH.
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In (d), the NH A-X diagonal band region of the A-X system is selectively

detected. The prominent excitation is the P1, P2 1 P3 triplet for N"12 in the

(2,1) band. Also evident are OR lines, seen here through the energy transfer

as discussed above. Panel (e) shows an excitation scan of CH C-X, observed

via energy transfer to A2A. The doublet features are the R, and R branches

for N"-7 in (0,0), and the weaker lines are part of the (1,1) band.

At the wavelength of 312.22 rn, (as indicated by the arrow in the bottom

panel of Fig. 6) all four of OH, NH, CH, and CN are resonantly excited, as

seen in the fluorescence scan of Fig. 7. In the peaks labelled CN, the

resonant excitation appears as the feature at shorter wavelength, while the

taller peak at longer wavelength is the OH-induced (0,0) and (1,I) emission.

Scanning onto non-overlapping OH lines was used to measure the energy transfer

component. Approximately 5% of the NH emission at the overlap wavelength

occurs by energy transfer from A-state OH.

3. Other Observations

Underlying all excitation scans at relatively low laser power (typically

0.05 J/cm 2) is an apparently continuous or nearly continuous background. This

is observed at the characteristic fluorescence wavelengths of each of the

diatomics. It is - 20% of the weakest signals discussed above; see, for

example, the excitation scan of CH C-X (observing the weak A-X emission) in

Fig. 6(e). These background signals are linear in laser power and persist to

very low levels, so they are not likely multiphoton processes. They can
VON

complicate interpretation of LIF signals, especially under conditions where

one does not scan the laser off a line to establish the local spectral base-

line. At higher power density, new effects come into play. When the laser

intensity was increased to >IJ/cm2 , fluorescence from C2 was also observed.
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Both high power effects and the background nonresonant excitation at low

intensities need be explored more thoroughly in the future.

L
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D. Summary

We have described several LIF spectroscopic experiments near 315 nm,

performed in different flames. Here absorptions exist belonging to several

molecular free radicals (OH, NH, CH, CN and NCO) important in combustion

chemistry. The use of a tunable laser for excitation and a tunable spectro-

meter for selective detection has revealed new aspects of LIF in flames.

The overlap of resonant transitions pumping two or more of these species

simultaneously, using a single laser beam, has been explored. Several

two-species overlaps have been found, and there is one wavelength at which OH,

NH and CH all absorb. These spectroscopic coincidences will permit instan-

taneous correlation measurements between different species in pointwise or

imaging experiments, without the added complications of alignment of two

distinct laser beams with the accompanying variation in spatial and temporal

profiles of each pulse. Such simultaneous measurements could be made by

collecting the fluorescence with a single optical system. Beam splitters and

appropriate filters would be used to direct the fluorescent light for each

species to a separate detector.

During this search, we found several unanticipated energy transfer pro-
.5,

ceases. The first is emission from the A and B states of CH following excita-

tion of the higher-lying C-state, a phenomenon which was exploited as an

simultaneous but interference-free way to detect CH in the presence of NH and

OH. Second, excitation of OH led to emission from NH and CN (but not CH),

apparently due to electronic-electronic energy transfer in radical-radical

collisions. This is an interesting but little-known process warranting

further study; in flames it places limits on the concentrations for which

other radicals can be measured simultaneously with OR. Finally, an even lower

background signal due to nonresonant excitation of all radicals at low laser
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power, and -utiphoton processes at higher intensity, will set further ulti-

mate detection limits.

These interesting spectroscopic aspects and collisional processes deserve

additional investigation, placing simultaneous, multispecies detection on a

more quantitative basis. This work nonetheless demonstrates how these excita-

tions can increase our understanding of flame chemistry through knowledge of

flame radical concentrations.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Electronic term energies for OH, NH, CH, C2, CN, and NCO up to

35,000 cm- 1 above the ground state of each molecule. Vibrational

and rotational energy is not included. States observed in this

study are shown as solid lines while unobserved states are denoted

by dashed lines.

Fig. 2. (a) Excitation spectra of the C-X system of CH, in a CH4/02 flame,

detected via fluorescence in the A-X system at 431 nm. The Q

branches of both the (0,0) and (1,1) bands form unresolved band

heads. The resolved P branch lines are assigned.

(b) Fluorescence spectrum exciting the C2Z+, v'-O level at the

(0,0) Q band head, as denoted by an arrow in (a). The inset

below the C-X (0-0) fluorescence shows the contribution of "P

scattered laser light. Fluorescence from the C-X (0,1) band

and the diagonal bands of the B-X and the A-X systems form the

labeled features on top of a broad, unresolved laser induced

fluorescence background.

Fig. 3. Excitation spectra of the NCO radical in the B(000)-X(O00) band,

detected with a monochromator viewing B-X fluorescence in the 000-

201 band at 365 nm with a I nm bandwidth. The upper trace is from a

flame and the lower trace in a room temperature, low pressure flow

cell (Ref. 17).

Fig. 4. NCO fluorescence spectra when exciting the R2 head of the

B(0,0,0)-X(0,0,0) band. The lower spectrum was obtained in a room

temperature low pressure flow cell in Ref. 17. The upper spectrum
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was taken in a CH4/N2 0 flame by scanning a monochromator with 2 nm

resolution. The corresponding peaks in the two spectra verify the

identity of NCO in the flame. The numbers above the peaks in the

lower spectrum refer to the ground state vibrational level on which

the fluorescence terminates. Interference from OH and CN, from both

flame emission and laser-induced processes, appears in the upper

trace.

Fig. 5. (a) Fluorescence spectra in the flame front and burnt gases of a

CH4/N20 flame when exciting OH A
2 E+ via the P2 (8) line in the

(0,0) band. The NH A-X (0,0) band emission results from OH

excitation. The excitation wavelength does not overlap with

any resonant transitions in NH. *

(b) Fluorescence spectra for the same flame when the OH is excited

by the P1(7) transition in the (1,0) band. The fluorescence

from the CN B-X system is induced OH excitation. There is no

significant resonant CN excitation at this wavelength.
a.

Fig. 6. Excitation spectra at various fluorescence wavelengths in the flame

front of a CH4/N20 flame. (The arrow in the lowest panel denotes

the excitation wavelength used for the fluorescence spectrum shown

in fig. 7.)

(a) Monochromator wavelength, A0 - 348 run to observe fluorescence

from the (0,I) band of the A-X system of OH.

(b) A0 - 353 nm to observe the (1,2) band of the OH A-X system.

(c) A0 M 388 nm to observe the (0,0) and (1,1) bands of the CN B-X

system. All the major features follow OH excitations and are

energy transfer or chemiluminescent reaction. The tiny lines
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between 312.1 and 312.15 nm are direct resonant excitation of

the Av-3 bands of the B-X system of CN.

(d) X0 - 337 tim to observe the (0,0), (1,1), and (2,2) bands of the

NH A-X system. The three largest lines are the P(12) triplet

of the (2,1) band. The other large features are OH excitation

which induces NH fluorescence.

(e) A0 - 431 nm to observe the A-X system of Cr. The doublet

feature is the R(7) pair of the C-X (0,0) band. The doublet

just to the red of R(7) is the R(15) doublet in the (1,1) band.

Fig. 7. Wavelength dependence of the fluorescent emission following

excitation at 312.22nm (as denoted by the arrow in fig. 6e). The

spectrum shows resonant LIF from four species: OH, NH, CH, and

CN. The large CN feature has two peaks: that at shorter wavelength -S.

is (3,3) and/or (4,4) band resonant LIF, and the emission at 388nm

is that induced following OH excitation as discussed in the text.
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Table I

COINCIDENT RESONANT EXC ITATION WAVELENGTHS

Excitation Radical
Wavelength Species Transition Energya cm-

334.09 NH A-X (0,0) R3(4) 29932.71

CN B-X unknown Av=2 -

315.10 OH A-X (0,0) PI(13) 31726.79

NCO B-X 000-000 unknown -

314.85 OH A-X (1,1) Q2(5) 31752.72 "

NH A-X (2,1) P(17) -

NCO B-X 000-000 R1 head

314.66 OH A-X (1,1) 02 head

NH A-X (1,0) P(22)

314.44 OH A-X (0,0) PI(12) 31799.49

CH C-X (0,0) Q2(10) 31799.4

Q1 01() 31799.6

312.22 OH A-X (0,0) 02
32019.34

(1,1) R1(6)

NH A-X (2,1) PI(12) 32019.38

CH C-X (0,0) R1(7) 32019.32

CN B-X unknown Av-3 -p"'

mh

Transition energies are taken from Refs. 9, 15, 22, and 23.
bNotation from Ref. 22.
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(a) CH Excitation Scans (C-X)
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(a) CH4 /N2 0 Flame

(b) Low Pressure Flow Cell
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